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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#4]
Thursday, 22 February 2018 11:43:51 AM

Name

Marie Davie

Address

Takapau road 2384
Waipukurau 4200
New Zealand

Day Phone:

8589930

Mobile:

0212135377

Email

mapete@slingshot.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

I strongly disagree with all ratepayers paying the increase
for waste water and sewerage those who already pay to
have their waste removed for which there is a dumping
fee included the proposed increase equates to double
paying so on that basis do not agree with the extra charge
one can't be expected to pay twice for a service one
doesn't use

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

The proposed rate increase needs to be fairly distributed
and needs further discussion concerning paying for a
.service that one doesn't use highly illegal to expect rate
payers to pay twice

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#5]
Monday, 26 February 2018 1:41:52 PM

Name

Roland Hund

Address

14 Charles Street
Takapau 4203
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8558327

Mobile:

027 6388980

Email

airpics@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

I would like to know why the Takapau residents rates are
a lot higher than the Waipukurau residents rates.
We have nowhere near the Services the residents in
Waipuk have, but still we are paying about 20% to 30%
higher rates.
for what please?
thanks for your Reply
Roland

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Central Hawke"s Bay District Council
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#6]
Wednesday, 14 March 2018 12:05:41 PM

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

ray sievert

Address

198 river road RD1 waipawa
C.H.B 4271
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8578636

Night Phone:

06 8578636

Mobile:

0273508779

Email

ray.lynn.sievert@actrix.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

Please provide any comments:
2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

Please provide any comments:
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:
Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

#6

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Created

26 Feb 2018
8:15:07 PM
PUBLIC

we thought the LTP document very clear and concise and
agreed with all proposals. even though we are rural rate
payers we all need to help in keeping our province
clean/green and especially the way we handle all water
issues, fresh and waste

103.5.108.19
IP Address

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#7]
Tuesday, 27 February 2018 8:26:01 PM

Name

Sam Christiansen

Address

616 hatuma road Rd1
Waipukurau 4281
New Zealand

Day Phone:

0274169263

Email

christiansen.sam@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

Please provide any comments:

Water management will continue to be a major issue for
our district. It is good to see some plans put forward to
manage our current predicament.
However as I live rurally and already pay for the
management of my three waters I do not see why we
should be paying for someone else's.
If I do have to contribute in the future where should I send
the invoice for any future water works I conduct in the
future??
I believe option one is the most appropriate option.
Thanks
Regards
Sam
Christiansen

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

As above

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Thanks

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#8]
Wednesday, 28 February 2018 1:21:04 PM

Name

George Harper

Address

4 Richmond Lane
Waipawa, Hawke's Bay 4210
New Zealand

Day Phone:

8577073

Night Phone:

8577073

Mobile:

0273785954

Email

georgeharper25@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

We built our house about twelve years ago. We could not utilise Waipawa's sewage system. At
considerable capital cost we installed our own treatment plant. We have this plant inspected and
serviced twice a year at a cost of $230 every six months. Added to this there is an extra cost of
electricity to run the two pumps needed to operate the plant, this together with further costs to
replace worn or damaged parts of the system means it is costing a considerable sum to treat our
own sewage.
We believe it would be manifestly unfair for us to have to pay extra rates over and above what it
is already costing us to treat our own sewage, to ease the cost for people who use the municipal
facility.
The principle of "user pays" should apply here.
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#9]
Saturday, 3 March 2018 11:37:20 AM

Name

Junette Sanderson

Address

3 Waverley Street
Waipawa, Central Hawkes Bay 4120
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8577 166

Night Phone:

06 8577 166

Mobile:

0274 780 578

Email

otane.lodge@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:

Solar Heating and/or covering the pools should be
considered to extend the swimming and coaching season.
I believe the main pool should be kept at 33.33 mtrs to
enable competition swimming and training.
I am happy to become involved in the fund raising
necessary to achieve a pool we can be proud of.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

We must have a coherent, organized and professional
provincial plan which has the power to call on national
government at a time of crisis. Locally we have neither the
funds, expertise nor the man power.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#10]
Saturday, 3 March 2018 1:34:43 PM

Name

Kohine Rata

Address

156 Ta Pairu Rd, RD5 Waipawa
4275
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8578921

Night Phone:

068578921

Mobile:

0276971599

Email

kohine.rata@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

Please provide any comments:
The best solution is spread over longer time frame so the cost to connected house, business,
factory, is achieved. Not a clever idea to try & cram a long term plan into a short term plan. Don't
bite of more than u can chew & to suggest this could impact levels of service for those
connected how about the house NOT connected to water have own tanks, water supply, pumps
to maintain the costs to repair or replace will those costs be shared by CHBDC, & having to buy
water will there be shared cost & the power to run pump. I am all for progress but not at the
expense of others that already carry extra costs of their own.
2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

As mentioned above the not connected to town supply
services should not be burdened with over an above extra
costs. The user must pay for those services I will give
another example when having own water supply & waste
water tank, u ensure the water is not wasted, taps turned
off. Careful what goes down sinks, toilet. Maybe good
start now is for CHBDC educate people, business, factory,
schools, about water conservation, & what not to dump
down drains, kitchen sinks, etc.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Please provide any comments:

This is top priority we totally support Waipawa has very
little the community built the DCMB & it is about time
Waipawa has something new. I could not get how

Waipukurau has indoor heated pool then goes & build
splash pad just outside with modern play ground wen
there was a play ground just up the road now there r two.
Did not make sense CHBDC need to think wise think
within not some special wish list.
Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

The elected councillor for each ward should be more
transparent out there so the issue are addressed asap &
not be self serving u r there for the community.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

This is a know brainer RCR they have the resources.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

I believe in wonderful CHB I also believe we must live
within our means & sometimes that may require putting
on hold certain projects that really are not priority. CHBDC
could do check list for instant the guy that sprays along
Ta Pairu Rd, his spray is hopeless the weeds still grow
wild. CHBDC non notifiable is an issue where there are
marae there wahi tapu.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#11]
Sunday, 4 March 2018 11:41:38 AM

Name

ian SOUTHWARD

Address

1122 ELSTHORPE RD
OTANE 4172
New Zealand

Day Phone:

8568361

Email

PATANGATA@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#12]
Monday, 5 March 2018 11:08:20 AM

Name

Rex Pickering

Address

53 Mantell Street Tikokino
CHB 4273
New Zealand

Day Phone:

068565712

Night Phone:

068565712

Email

softearthnz@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

Please provide any comments:

With the proviso that users pay for water/ waste services
provided.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

The users of these services should pay for the upgrades.
Those like us here at Tikokino who provide/maintain their
own water and wastewater services should not have to
pay. As it is, our rates will increase by over 9% if the
proposed rise in the District UAC rates goes ahead.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $700k of 25 m pool only

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

As long as these do not become complicated and thus
costly!

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#13]
Tuesday, 6 March 2018 11:33:35 AM

Name

Andrew Williams

Address

13 Owen street RD3 Waipawa
Tikokino, Chb 4273
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8565449

Night Phone:

06 8565449

Mobile:

027 8698155

Email

andywill63@icloud.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Maintain the current assets

Please provide any comments:
By maintain the current assets, what I mean is can you please concentrate on maintaining the
towns and rural populations as they are with some judicious planning for an increase in
population. NOT plan to purposely encourage ‘growth’ .
This fixation that things are better if there are more people and more industry is a fallacy and
one that threatens the lifestyle, safety and welfare of just about every person (and living thing)
on this planet. It is outdated and environmentally unsound. Please read some Thomas Piketty
and George monbiot ( although possibly a little left wing in taste for the demographic of the
area) and concentrate on the people that currently live here and plan for those that will choose
to live here.....not those that we plan to ‘lure’ here.
Finally we have no need to plan to grow....it’s already happening....this is a false investment.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=11989677

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:
The people of Tikokino, including myself, are strongly opposed to rate increases to cover this
investment. This may look like a bit of ‘not in my back yard’ at first glance but is based on the
feeling that the people of Tikokino are being stung with a ‘double’ payment. We already invest
large amounts of money to ensure that we have drinking water with apparently no assistance
from council whatsoever. And this investment on our part is no guarantee of continued supply as
we are at the mercy of the weather and rainfall. If we are unlucky enough to run low or run out
we are then needing to invest more money to truck supplies in. We can forecast that this
situation will worsen as climate change weather patterns increase in frequency.
- Can I ask the council what plans are in place going forward to support and assist the people
who are not connected to the water supply? Because these are the people that you are asking

money from to ensure urban water supply.
- on the subject of waste water....this is another example of a double whammy payment. This
week I have an independent contractor arriving at my house to examine and make suggestions
and repairs, at MY expense because why? I asked him to?....NO....because of another set of
‘rules’ from regional council. And now I’m being asked to contribute to urban wastewater
management as well ! How many times must I pay to the councils of New Zealand ?! This is
exasperating.
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Please provide any comments:

While I am very supportive of a community pool in
Waipawa it does strike me as a user pay facility..... I don’t
expect to visit the taverns of Waipawa for liquid
refreshment and entertainment on a hot day for free.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Ones that include the rural community as well please.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
- A 16% rates increase (minimum....some others are being asked for more) has been greeted by
the people of Tikokino with much dismay.
Far from seeing an increase in facilities and services in this town, we have seen a gradual
diminution of services. The removal of berm mowing and roading maintenance etc being two
obvious and noticeable ones.
- On the subject of water supply, might I offer the suggestion of a method of revenue gathering
that much of urban NZ has used over recent years ( I had them in Papamoa when I lived there) of
metered water supply. This really is a democratic user pays service with the added benefit of a
natural tendency to conserve water usage as it directly affects ones bill at the end of the month !
This is analogous to the situation that the people of Tikokino are in.....we have to invest and pay
as we go for repairs, bringing water in, tank maintenance etc and we are naturally inclined to
conserve water.
- I am opposed to the increase in rates and I would like to know from council that if this long
term plan with reference to water does go ahead, what plans are there for rural people for
support and service as costs associated with home water supply continue to increase?
- I note with interest the repeated phrase ‘community’ in your long term plan document. I do not
see any support for the community of Tikokino, just more financial outlay. However, you will
note that the community spirit in Tikokino is alive and well, with some members of the
community helping out those in distress when the water ran out by some hard work and sharing
....and that the community spirit has been organised to protest this increase and do everything
in our power to make sure that the people of this town are not subject to yet another cost with
zero apparent benefit to our day to day living.
This is not a rich town and increases like this are keenly felt by many who are already financially
stressed and have much more financial outlay than urban dwellers just to supply the necessaries
of life.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#14]
Tuesday, 6 March 2018 3:17:32 PM

Name

Marie Mihaka

Address

11 Bell Street
Otane, Central Hawkes Bay 4202
New Zealand

Day Phone:

068568320

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Maintain the current assets

Please provide any comments:

We need to clear the current debt for water and sewerage
loans before taking on any more debt.
I object to paying towards other towns water and
sewerage when we have had no assistance to help Otane
with their funding.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

The outlying towns will end up subsidising the bigger
towns with no benefit to them at all.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $700k of 25 m pool only

Please provide any comments:

Fix the existing baths in Waipawa properly, why were they
not done properly last time they were repaired? This
should not be an expense for Otane residents.
There are excellent facilities available in Waipukurau
without duplicating the same in Waipawa

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Pay off existing debt before borrowing to create more
debt, therefore higher interest, etc

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

Please provide any comments:

I feel this should be a district wide rate, I am willing to pay
for the wider community in the case of a major emergency

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
I can appreciate the idea of having a long term plan, but the cost of our rates is already higher
than other districts for a lot less infrastructure.
As we are still repaying loans for our Otane water and sewerage I do not agree with paying for
water and sewerage for Waipawa and Waipukurau.
I do hope the new subdivision with 26 houses in Bell/ Dee/ White road will have enough of their
own infrastructure not to place too greater demand on the services available at the moment.
We have minimal footpaths, have to mow the Council road berms, pay for rubbish bags as well
as a rate levy. Our Rates continue to rise every year but we also have to pay extra for things that
used to be inclusive.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#15]
Tuesday, 6 March 2018 8:23:48 PM

Name

Catherine Bentley

Address

13 Owen Street Tikokino
Waipawa, Central Hawkes Bay 4273
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8565833

Night Phone:

06 8565449

Mobile:

027 2788838

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Maintain the current assets

Please provide any comments:
Maintain current assets or invest over a longer time frame putting the charge on the users as a
user pays system. We privately fund our own drinking water & waste water systems and we have
no stormwater system. We have had to pay for the installation of a 2nd filtration system because
of the high acidity of our drinking water. We also have to, as part of the Regional Council
requirement, have a waste water system serviced annually. None of these services are provided
or maintained by our rates. I know that this infrastructure is of vital importance to the areas on
reticulated water supply and waste water system i.e. 'town' but it needs to be at the cost of those
residents not penalising rural ratepayers by making us pay twice.
2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:
There is not an option for specific districts charge. I have lived in Auckland and Tauranga where
water meters determined how much you would pay. I believe user pays should fund this
infrastructure. We have no such infrastructure in Tikokino and we have our own very serious
water problems with the gradual reduction of the water table in our area. While we don't have a
bore.... many residents with bores have run out of water over the last 2 years. This is dire. The
summer of 2016/17 saw us having to pump in water from neighbours as we had run out. If our
council were developing Community-specific plans for Tikokino they would be helping us solve
our own problems and not making us solve Waipawa and Waipukurau's problems while still
paying for our own.
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:

I have never used these baths and don't even know where

they are. Our school uses the AW Parsons pool in
Waipukurau once a year for the local inter-school
swimming sports. Other than that we have our own school
pool which keys are available to any locals for $50.00 to
hire over the summer so most of our children and their
families use our own pool. I work at the local school as
Administrator so I know the costs of maintaining a pool...
and again, as a community, and school, we pay for our
pool.
Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
I believe that our needs in Tikokino (as Ongaonga) and other small rural communities, differ
greatly from those of Waipawa and Waipukurau. I feel we should be involved in Community
specific plans that meet our needs. We don't want for much.. it's why we choose to live rurally to
escape huge rates in the big centres. Our rates currently give us a very basic list of services.
When the school walk to our community hall there isn't even a footpath on the side of the road
the school is on so our children have to cross across the traffic. There are no footpaths up the
western end of Owen street at all and none on any of the other roads.
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

Please provide any comments:

I'm unsure about this. I serve as a volunteer on our local
fire brigade and we are very concerned about the lack of
infrastructure around Civil Defence in our area. We also
have a large number of new dwellings on paper roads
where emergency vehicles have no clear access or means
to get to quickly, especially in the dark as there is also no
lighting.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
As is always the case, no one mentions the poor libraries. And our libraries in CHB are poor. I
was previously book/collections purchaser (Collections Manager) for Napier Libraries and find
the condition and scope of the CHB library collections pitiful. This is such a shame as the
librarians and library assistants work hard to promote literacy and community events to the
whole district. They come twice a year to do summer reading and winter warmers with the
children at school. This is a vital service as most schools can not afford the return freight charge

being imposed by National Library for subject loans for schools so local libraries are bearing this
burden also. I also select books for my elderly mother and the condition and range of the large
print collections as well as the audio books is really small. Libraries are a vital part of any
civilised community and I would happily support an increase in funding to libraries. I have also
been told that if my rates estimate is around $150 more than last year, that only $50 of this
increase is for the 'water story' and that $100 per year approx is for the UAGC. I would suggest
that this is too great an increase for the few services we get here which include rubbish
collection, a recycling centre and I don't know what else.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#16]
Wednesday, 7 March 2018 8:05:00 AM

Name

Kevin Davidson

Address

313 Wakarara road RD 2 OngaOnga
New Zealand

Day Phone:

0272000098

Night Phone:

068566776

Mobile:

0272000098

Email

kldavidson@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

On farm we pay a substantial amount already for our own
water supplies and waste systems, we fund ourselves and
that is what should be the case for the town folk. There is
no logical reason to change from where I sit, it's user pays
as it has been in the past.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Think ahead and dream a dream of what the area could
look like in 10 or 20yrs then look back to see the next
step we should take this month

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#17]
Wednesday, 7 March 2018 1:27:47 PM

Name

Darren Cooper

Address

250 White Road RD2
Otane 4277
New Zealand

Day Phone:

0272321981

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Maintain the current assets

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

I am not happy about funding town effluent as I have my
own system that cost a lot of money. Why should I pay
twice.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Please provide any comments:

The Waipawa pool is an important district asset and needs
to be repaired. I agree that we need to ensure that the
repair is not a cheap fix.

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Rates should be targeted if it is used by a particular
group. ie town effluent needs to be payed for by those
connected. New connections should come with a
reasonable charge that actually goes into a development
fund. Same with water.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#18]
Wednesday, 7 March 2018 6:36:31 PM

Name

Julie Elliot

Address

12 Dee St Otane
4202
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8568560

Email

elliotsnz@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Maintain the current assets

Please provide any comments:

Rates here are very expensive anyway and ordinary hard
working. lower income homes will not be able to afford to
live here

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

As far as I am aware Otane is still paying for the last
update in Water/Waste and they have to pay for it by
themselves none of the other towns helped us. Also why
should any one who cannot get water or sewage to their
property pay for it..... madness

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $700k of 25 m pool only

Please provide any comments:

If they really want to use a splash pad there is one in
Waipukarau it should be a fix only Either fix it or fill it in.
Wypuk is only a short ride away.

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Otane doesn't even have pavements apart from main drag.
I don't even have a street light on my street and it is very
dark outside gate in winter. My husband even fell of the
driveway because he couldn't see it. Money could go to
much better use there is nothing wrong with the town
centres as they are.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

Please provide any comments:

Its really the only sensible thing that the HBRC does for us
that work hard to pay rates and mortgages as we don't
have time to wander about the doc lands

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
My rates for next rating year is $2237.96 - no pavements, not enough street lights, gave up with
the rubbish collection and hired a wheelie bin and pay very expensive rates.
I understand CHBDC has a huge area to look after and doesn't have the population such as
Hastings and Havelock North but people see us as rural towns and villages but our rates are
hugely expensive and if they keep rising like this the working people will be driven our of these
communities up to the cities as after all that is where the work is.
Also I noticed when the valuations came out our land and section/house prices in Otane haven't
moved at all. Odd when they are going up all around us .... just seems a bit odd and yes we all
know they are an independent lot that does this but they do them according to council
records.....
Time to give something back to the people of these communities and stop taking so much..... I
don not suppose this will do any good but well.....
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Do You wish to present Your comments to Council in person at a hearing? Yes ~ No .

Please note that Your submission (including any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at Spin
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I.
How do we make sure our Three Waters
infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets .
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How do fund our drinking water and wastewater

,

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

.

District wide charge at 5%

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

.

Please provide any comments
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and

infrastructure Is in for the future?

Communities?

Invest based on the plan

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Develop Town Centre end Community Plans

.
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Please provide any comments

2.

5.

How do fund our drinking water and wastewaler

How do we ILind Emergency Management?
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InfrastructuTe,

Retain the current funding

V'

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

.

District wide charge at 5%

.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

District wide charge at 7,596

.

Please'provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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Yes .

N. 11^11

Please note that your submission (including any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at Spin

Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure OUT Three Waters
infrastructure is fit for the tutore?

How do we plan for the I urure of our Towns and

Invest based on the plan

^,

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Communities?
Address each issue at the time

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

^../

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do lurid OUT drinking water and wastewater

How do we lurid Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding
District wide charge at 5%

. Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

District wide charge at 7.596

.

Please provide any comments

I
.

Please provide any comments

3.
How do we upgrade the Weipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memor:alBaths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad
Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

.

PIe, ase provide any comments
,,

,

,

You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need more room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include your name and contact
information.
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Please note that your submission jincluding any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public
Submissions Close on 29 March 201.8 at 5pm
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we in al<e sure our Three Waters

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and

I

Infrastructure is fit for the future?
Invest based on the plan
Invest over a longer time frame

Communities?

Address each issue at the time

.

Maintain the current assets

;/

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do fund our drinking water and wastewateT

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

of

District wide charge at 5%

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

I
.

Please provide any comments
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3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

^ I_11^;:;^:^.;lit~,;fl't^;;:. 11,111. ;:;

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only
Council funds $650k of staged project
Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need more room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include your name and contact
information.
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Do you wish to present your comments to Council in person at a hearing?
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Yes .
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Please note that Your submission jincluding any personal information supplied Iwill be made available to Councillors and the public
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at 5pm
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure OUT Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the juture?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and

Invest based on the plan

I

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Maintain tile current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Communities?
Address each issue at the time

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

E/

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do fund our drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure,

Retain the current funding

.

District wide charge at 5%

;,

District wide charge at 7,596

.

Please provide any comments
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Fund costs of CivilDefence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate
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Please provide any comments
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3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Councilfunds $650k of staged project
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The Mayor
CHB District Council
WAIPAWA,

7 March 2018

Dear Alex

I decided to put in writing my thoughts on some of the problems we have in our community
when it comes to rates and other costs which are having a disasterous effect on the future of CHB.

Parochialism is a nasty word which runs riot in our community and I find CHB is the worst place in my
opinion where one could live to experience its effects.

For example take the four golf courses in the nearest proximity of Waipukurau all fighting to retain their
own facilities rather than combine and give CHB a place which we could all be proud of. It is quite
possible that that the only course that will survive could be Origa Origa which I understand because of its

origin gets help from CHB Council. If this happens golf in CHB will die as Origa Origa cannot support all
players, some will give up and others will exodus to other parts of the country taking away support for

the future of CHB. The Waipukurau Golf Club with its 1.8 holes is the only one capable of taking on all
Clubs and for the benefit of CHB I believe should be supporting this for the overall advantage of our
district.

When I stood for Counciland missed by three votes I was riot at allsurprised as considering myself to
be honest I told both communities what I would try to do to keep costs down.

The year I stood the Waipawa pool cost $4.25 per swim and no single business would put up with that
for a second. I understand only five people took up the offer of the free bus offered by the Councilto
the Parsons trust pool meaning most travelled there who wanted to swim which after all is only five
minutes away . This poolis the envy of many communities it is a wonderful asset and had it been built
in Waipawa I would be suggesting to Waipukurau people to travel there for a swim or have a free bus

provided at certain times, T o build a new pool or spend the suggested money on another in my
opinion is an absolute waste of funds and catering to parochialism where we can't share but have to
have our own.

It is the same with the libraries to all have our own is great but these days the library is not the asset it

was. With computers and modern phones most people do not even use a library and whilst I agreeit is
good to have one but can the community in all honesty afford two, I don't think so. Shutting the
Waipawa pool and the Waipukurau Library makes sense to keep all happy.
One person said Flaxmere probably has a library and I replied there are more people in Flaxmere than
the whole of CHB.

When Waipawa High Schoolclosed those affected thoughtit was the end of the world and this is now
accepted and CHB College is used for all and has proved to be a great success.
I do not believe we can carry on living beyond our means and catering for a few squeaky wheels, the
community have enough to worry about like our water problems, rubbish disposal and many other
problems.

Do Rugby, Cricket, and Soccer clubs etc, , pay rates and do all Golf Clubs pay rates or are some
subsidised by the Council. Do the Council want an ,. 8 hole Golf Club to exist in this community of ours
or are they happy to see it fold as it will never come back if this takes place as the costs to start one
today would be prohibitive and it would be gone forever under the present circumstances.
I remember working for a large business where you had to account for every pen taken from stationery
and this saved hundreds of dollars over a Year, some would callthat penny pinching but that is how a
Council should operate in my opinion,
Thankyou for reading this letter I was going to do a submission but thought you will have more than
enough of those.
These are a few of my thoughts which I consider important for the future of CHB.
We are one Community, lets work together for each other and not for ourselves.

Kind Regards
Kevin Pike
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Lei h Collecutt
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Monique Davidson
Monday, 5 March 20185:03 PM

'rayanneke@hotmail. coin'
Leigh Collecutt
FW: Rates Estimate for period I July 2018 to 30 June 2019 Valn Roll No.
10800i4708 from Central Hawkes Bay District Council

Hi An nel<e

Thank you very much for Your email, I will ensure that Your comment are passed onto elected members and have
this lodged as a formal submission
Kind Regards
Monique Davidson

Moriique Davidson I Chief Executive
monique. davidson@chbdc. govt, nz I 027601 I 711

Central Hawke's Bay District Council
Office: 068578060I Fax: 068577179

This information is confidentio!, is intended for the oddressee only und may be subject to legal prtv"ege.
Ifyou ore not them tended recipient, please do riot disclose, copy or inoke use of its contents. Ifyou have
received it in error, pierise destroy it and contact the sender. Any view expressed is not necessarily the
view of Central Hawke's Boy District Council.
From: anneke vandenberg [mailto:rayanneke@hotmail. coin]
Sent: Monday, 26 February 20186:09 PM
To: rates

Subject: Re: Rates Estimate for period I July 2018 to 30 June 2019 Vain Roll No. 1080014708 from Central Hawkes
Bay District Council
Hi there

In my opinion this is very expensive for lot 7 where the land will be left vacant.

Lot 8 and 9 will be built on re a garage and a house and the 210ts land will be made into I lot (ie lot 8 and
9).
What do we get for our rates? is there a rubbish collection?

I have heard from a lot of people that the Council does not care and never listens, especially to the people
of Takapau.

I heard that the local people have complained several times that cars are going to fast in Sydney st and
they are worried about the children of the local school there in Takapau. There should be a 50KM sign by
the school. Cars are going up to a hundred kms an hour,

I was said to hear that the people in Takapau feels forgotten. There also seems to be some extremely run
down buildings in town. Is there a bus service for the people in Takapau who do not have a car?

I

We are about to start building our house in Takapau but it does worry me that I am told to expect to wait
for more than 3 months for the building consents to be pushed through,

I hope that things will improve based on what I have heard in the Takapau community so far. I am looking
forward to living there, but am a little worried what services we will get for our rates?

I hope this is helpful.
REgards
Anneke Vandenberg
Former social worker/teacher
From: rates chbdc. ovt. nz <rates chbdc. ovt. nz>

Sent: Monday, 26 February 2018/2:41 p. in
To: re anneke hotmail. coin

Subject: Rates Estimate for period 11uly 201.8 to 30 June 20.9 Vain Roll No. 108001.4708 from Central Hawkes Bay
District Council

Valuation No. : 1080014708

Long Term Plan Consulation

Please find attached your current Central Hawkes Bay District Council Rates Estimate for 20/8/2019.
This estiinate is based on the proposed 2018-28 Long Tenri Plan andis your estimated rates for I July 2018
to 30 June 2019. Please read tliis in conjunction with the Consultation Document and the Supporting
Infonnation which is available on our website WWW. clibdc, ovt, nz/our-council/consultations/cun. Grit
consulations/10/1 -tenn- Ian-2018-281

We are asking you to get involved and give us feedback. We really need to hear from you so that we can
plan for a future that includes all of our community and provide you with all the services you need to be
able to thiive now and in the future.

Details about our Pop Up events and Have Your Say meetings can be found on the website along with the
Online Subinission Fomi, Consultation is now open and closes on the 29 March 2018.
Rates Information

If you wish to:
.
.
.

change your email address for delivery of the rates assessment
stop receiving you^ invoice by email
or have any other rates enquiry

Please contact us at rates c chbdc. ovt, nz or on 068577738
To read this file o11 can use Adobe Acrobat Reader. This To am is available free froin Adobe Reader.

Kind regards,
Central Hawke's Bay District Council
Valuation No. : 1080014709

Long Term Plan Consulation

Please find attached your current Central Hawkes Bay District Council Rates Estimate for 20/8/2019.
This estimate is based on the proposed 2018-28 Long Terni Plan and is your estimated rates for I July 2018
to 30 June 2019. Please read this in conjunction with the Consultation Document and the Supporting
Infonnation which is available on our website WWW. clibdc. ovt. nz/our-council/consultations/current
consulations/10/1 -term- Ian-2018-281

We are asking you to get involved and give us feedback, We really need to hear froin you so that we can
plan for a future that includes all of our community and provide you with all the services you need to be
able to tlinve now and in the future.
2

.

Details about our Pop Up events and Have Your Say meetings can be found on the website along with the
Online Submission Fonn. Consultation is now open and closes on the 29 March 2018.
Rates Information

If you wish to:
. change you^ email address for delivery of the rates assessment
. stop receiving your invoice by email

. or have any other rates enquiry
Please contact us at rates c chbdc. ovt. nz or on 068577738.

To read this file you can use Adobe Acrobat Reader, This To am is available free from Adobe Reader

Kind regards,
Central Hawke's Bay District Council
Valuation No. : 1080014710

Long Term Plan Consulatiom

Please find attached your current Central Hawkes Bay District Council Rates Estimate for 20/8/2019,
This estiinate is based on the proposed 2018-28 Long Telm Plan and is your estimated rates for I July 2018
to 30 June 2019. Please read this in conjunction with the Consultation Docuinent and the Supporting
Infonnation which is available on our website WWW. chbdc. ovt. nz/OUT-council/consultations/CUITent
consulatioiis/10n -tenii- Ian-2018~281

We are asking you to get involved and give us feedback. We really need to hear from you so that we can
plan for a future that includes all of OUT community and provide you with all the services you need to be
able to t}inve now and in the future.

Details about our Pop Up events and Have Your Say meetings can be found on the website along with the
Online Submission Fomi. Consultation is now open and closes on the 29 March 2018.
Rates Information

If you wish to:
. change your email address for delivery of the rates assessment
. stop receiving your invoice by email

. or have any other rates enquiry
Please contact us at rates c chbdc. ovt. nz or on 068577738.

To read this file you can use Adobe Acrobat Reader. This To am is available free from Adobe Reader.

Kind regards,
Central Hawke's Bay District Council
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CENTRAL HAWKE'S BAY
61ST RIGT COUNCIL

I 9 FEB 2018

1,045, Nicholls Road,

REC EIV ED

R. D. 2.

Waipukurau. 4282.

I <1 .I^!. z^, I^s

Central Hawkes Bay District Council.

Submission to the Mayor, regarding changing the District rate.

We would submit that "User Pays" is the only fair way to charge for services or
infrastructure.

For us to subsidise town dwellers for improvements to water and other
services would be unreasonable. When we have to replace water tanks etc
we would not expect for this to be subsidised by anyone else, it is simply an
item to be budgeted for ourselves.

We already pay $350 pa towards the rubbish dump, and get nothing for that, -I
should have preferred to pay more for each load of rubbish and not once more
subsidise other folk who seem to generate huge amounts of rubbish and
recycled items. With a little effort the amount of recycling and rubbish we
have each month is minimal, Our choice, - but it saves the district money.
We are not "lifestylers", and simply prefer to live in the countryside on limited
incomes, -very happily. Moving to CHB 20 Years ago was our best move
eve r.

Yours Faithfully,
.

fix, ^:* N^
Meg and Dick Miller.

,1. ,2. , I ^!I,^_.,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#28]
Saturday, 10 March 2018 5:02:30 PM

Name

Claire Hatfield

Address

22 Reservoir Road
Waipukurau 4200
New Zealand

Mobile:

0210514371

Email

clairehatfield65@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:
Only those connected to the supplies should pay. A user pays principle must apply. I was against
the Ruataniwha Dam proposal for that reason, why should I pay (indirectly or directly) for rural
water supplies that I do not use when I am already paying for my own urban water supply. As
such the reverse principle applies I do not expect rural ratepayers to subsidise my urban water
supply which they do not use when they are already paying for their own supplies. Water supply
and wastewater services (rural or urban) are a very easy and clear benefit service to apply a user
pays principle (unlike say stormwater and roads which do need to have an element of district
wide principle).
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Thankyou. Easy to ready plan.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#29]
Saturday, 10 March 2018 10:04:10 PM

Name

Hadley Boyle

Address

1407 Makaroro road
Waipawa, Hawkes Bay 4274
New Zealand

Day Phone:

0274668660

Mobile:

0274668660

Email

boyle.hjk@hotmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

Yes

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

if you are going to increase peoples rates for this they
should be the ones using it!

Please provide any comments:

Get rid of it! If you expect me to travel 25mins into
Waipukurau to use a pool the people of Waipawa could
drive the 15mins to Waipukurau as well.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

this should also include rural development not just the
towns. Opportunities to increase the areas production and
production value ability via water storage, dairy goat milk
driers and other such projects.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
I have managed to quickly read the proposed rates increase and find it grossly unfair. We already
pay huge rates which far exceed most other regions and the only benefit we use is the short
piece of road to our farm from state highway 50. NO Drinking Water, NO Storm Water, NO
Sewage, NO Rubbish collection, NOT much of anything really other that a piece of road that
travels past our door.
If our farm saw a rates rise even as low as 3.5% that would still be an extra $900+ each year
which directly effects my personal income for the year. If you compared this to someone living

within the city limits their rates at the same increase would be in the region of an incresed$90 a
year. On page 10 of their proposed outline it seems as though they will more likely get a rates
decrease of $20!
It gets worse if you look at rates long term we have paid close to $300,000 in the last ten years
and no I haven’t got the decimal point in the wrong place! That’s THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND!!!
Money that could have been far better used on our farm to improve waterways and many other
projects.
Personally I think we have more than contributed our fair shear over the years.
This increase added to the costs of Plan Change 6 and regional rates is to the point of
ridiculousness. It seems to me Both the CHB council and Hawkes Bay Regional Councils have the
same policy of rapping farmers as they know that we have to pay up or face huge financial
penalties as we have no legal foot to stand on to withhold our rates in protest!
Kind regards
Hadley Boyle

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#30]
Sunday, 11 March 2018 7:56:53 PM

Name

Malcolm Carrick

Address

399 Porangahau Road
Waipukurau
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8588597

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#31]
Monday, 12 March 2018 10:20:22 AM

Name

Helen and Alan Nilsson

Address

11 Brodie place Kairakau Beach
New Zealand

Email

alan.helen.nilsson@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

Please provide any comments:
We do not agree to Rural properties ,such as us at Kairakau Beach having to pay for the town
sewage and storm water upgrade as part of the increase to the rates.
Our rationale behind that statement is that more than 20 properties at Kairakau have invested
into a sewage system. Our points as follows
1 25000 dollars to buy into sewage scheme and have it installed
2 500 dollars per year paid annually to run and maintain sewage plant. Everyone who invested
into this sewage system pays this.
3 500 dollars approx every 3-5 years to have the septic tank cleaned.
4 100 dollars approx every year to run the sewage pump by electricity.
5 350 dollars approx every 2 years to have sewage pump removed, serviced and filter cleaned.
CHB district council did not want any invested interest or management of this new sewage
system. So we feel we have invested into our own sewage scheme .
As we have been taught over many years that user pays.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#32]
Monday, 12 March 2018 10:21:56 AM

Name

Stephen Shaw

Address

726 Wimbledon Road RD 2 Porangahau
New Zealand

Day Phone:

0272442229

Email

arborspec@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

Please provide any comments:
, I am the owner of a small life style property at 726 Wimbledon road, Porangahau. My last years
(2017-18) rates bill showed an "Uniform Annual Charge" of roughly $330, the rates estimate in
the proposal that I have been sent for 2018-19 shows that this will have a dramatic 24% increase
up to $410. This significant increase is (barely) tolerable given the increasing governance &
service expenditure that is required to maintain the usual services for the community. On top of
this significant increase of the UAC rate, a further two "District Wide Uniform Charges" are
proposed to for the town water & wastewater. This proposal is preposterous considering that
their are no tangible benefits to rate payers who are not connected to this service. The cost &
responsibility for these urban resource issues should remain with those who benefit from the
service. The avoidance of a district wide problem that may arise from a failure to manage these
issues does not create a benefit for the rural sector, rather it is a attempt to shift direct costs in
a blatant collectivist manner siting shared responsibility where there exists none.
My water supply comes from a self maintained rainwater collection system that I have spent
$5000 upgrading to service my own needs, likewise the sewage & other wastewater is mine to
maintain and upgrade as necessary to manage my environmental impact. The issues are the
same in town, those who are connected and receive the benefit of the service are responsible for
the costs. The responsibility and resource management of any potential water depletion and
environmental issues belongs to the end users under any reasonable system.
This proposal is asking the rural community to directly subsidise the town rate payers saving
them $30, whilst costing us another $50, on top of what is already proposed as a significant
increase in UAC rates. I am totally against this re-distribution of town water & sewage costs to a
partially district wide funded model and ask that the council reconsider its proposal. The cost of
the urban water & wastewater problem should remain a user pays funding model.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#33]
Tuesday, 13 March 2018 11:08:52 AM

Name

Kathryn Bayliss

Address

116 Maharakeke Road RD 1 Waipukurau
4281
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8589900

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:
I am appalled about people not connected and unable to be connected to water supplies and
waste water infrastructure might have to pay rates for the infrastructure.
Having the Uniform Annual Charge increase so much makes it worse.
It seems so unfair that I have a rate rise of 10% and I hear of other rural rate payers having high
rate rises. This is above the Rate (increases) affordability benchmark. (Even though it has
increased from LGCI + 2% in previous years to LGCI + 3%).
CHBDC risks a backlash from the rural ratepayers. Many of us rural people will get no benefit
from any of the proposals about water, swimming pools, and Community Plans. We already have
to pay a much larger share of the Land Transport rate because it is based on land value.
I hope you will change your stance and oppose the district wide water rate and District wide
wastewater rate.
And please do your best to lower the high rate increases.
This is the most worrying, unfair and for many unaffordable LTP CHBDC has consulted on.

\ 3ti
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Sublnission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Tliree Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the fLituTe?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments

2.

5.

How do fund our drinking water and wastewatei
infrastructurez ~,

,.

How do we fund Emergency Management?

' "*

,

.

Retain the current funding . I;
.

,

District wide charge at 5%

.

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

.

.
District wide charge at 7.5%
Please provide any comments Please provide any comments
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How do we upgrade the Walpawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memor!al Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad
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Council funds $700k of 25m pool only
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Council funds $650k of staged project

.
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

ch

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.
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5.

How do fund OUT drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

.

District wide charge at $96,
District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate
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How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District
Centennial Memorial Baths?

Councilfunds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only
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Council funds $650k of staged project
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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5.

" ' How'dohind our drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

.

District wide charge at 5%
District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

Please provide any comments

.

Please provide any comments

3.
I, ow do we upgrade the Waipawa and District
CellLenniai Memorial Baths?

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#39]
Tuesday, 13 March 2018 8:14:12 PM

Name

Richard Thomas

Address

11 Cook Street
Waipukurau 4200
New Zealand

Mobile:

0274880017

Email

richard.thomas@clad.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

Please provide any comments:

Maintaining the current assets leaves no room for growth.
Investing over a long time frame will not bring our
infrastructure up to where it needs to be to attract new
business initiatives to the district.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

Please provide any comments:
We need to attract new business/industry into CHB including larger businesses. This will benefit
the entire district. It will bring funds into the district, provide more jobs, and, likely, improve our
social well being.
Our current infrastructure has been underinvested in and is stretched as it is. Improving the
infrastructure is required if we want new business to come to the district.
Given that the aim is to improve the well being (economy, health, sociality) of all in the district,
all ratepayers should contribute. 5% (~$50/pa) is a reasonable amount for a district wide charge.
People argue that such infrastructure should be user pays - but we all use it in one way or
another and we will all benefit from an improved infrastructure in the future.
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Addressing each issue as it arises as an adhoc approach
akin to fire fighting. Developing long term strategies that
map the path we want to take and which anticipate issues

in advance is the only sensible way to work.
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

Please provide any comments:

Rates are rates are rates. Does it matter which body
extracts them?

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

I'm pleased with the way this Council is working and
communicating. It's been a long time coming.
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#46]
Wednesday, 14 March 2018 11:13:34 AM

Name

Anthony Hales

Address

16b Argyll Road RD1
Otane, CHB 4276
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8568223

Mobile:

0210597704

Email

tandph@icloud.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Maintain the current assets

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Councils through out the country have been ramming the Mantra "User Pays". A great many
people in CHB have no choice but to provide there own services at the cost of many thousands of
dollars with no assistance from the Council, now we are being asked to contribute to services we
do not use. The easy option again. How about making the users pay? The sub dividers and
developers who gain large profits could pay higher development contributions. How about
requiring all new building work, be it Rural or Urban, residential or commercial and all additions
to exiting buildings to provide a reasonable size water storage tank say 30,000 Lts together with
a pump, filters and a purification system? All development on land over 2000 sq m to have its
own advance treatment system and not be connected to any available service. These are just
some of my ideas to show there are other options available to ease the situation. Yes something
has to be done to upgrade the current situation but that situation can be eased by implementing
more on site self sustainability.

^I Li?With regards 1:0 the Central Hawkes Bay PI'oposed Rates Increase.
As a pensioner I I'eceive a superannuation that is well below the minimum wage and the
government will not illcrease my superannuation simply because the Central Hawkes Ba\, CGuiv!it
want to incl'ease the cost of my rates to upgrade its water, sewerage and storm water Limitie!::" that. I
am not connected to,

It is simply preposterous that the Mayor and councillors have proposed to charge I'llra! ratepay, !Is
for services they don't receive
This very much reminds me of the classic folk stoiy of Robin Hood and his Bancl of Meri'y Men
robbing the ricli to pay the 1.00r.
The council's current pi'oposal is akin to holding rural ratepayers to ransom as a penalty 10r being

part of the (:Dinmunity.
Decades ago "'User Pays" \Nias adopted and introduced.
As a remindei'10 council I have to say that we live in a world of USER PAYS and it is fcir council to
charge users accordingly foi' infrastructure and utility services PI'ovided by council.
Those that are not serviced or connected to the council Infrastructures or Utilities shoulcl not lie

made liable to pay and to do so under the curient rate increase proposition will set a contention. Is
!eg:;! batt!egroi^rid for the affected ratej>evers inf!icted with the burdening cost of illegal count. 11
fees.

At a council riteeting late last Year a past councilloi' questioned council as to vvhei'e have the
millions of dollars gone that have been collected from ratepayers connected and chai'ge(I for INatei".

No answer was given or has been received as to where the millions of dollars collected by council
from water connections is.

It can fairly be said that: urban ratepaYer would not take kindly to contributing to the cost of the
Regional Councils Tukit{Iki Plan Change 6 which currently demands and enforces all I'llral propel. tv
owners to comply and pay for a Farm Environmental Manage, nent Plan.
And we can add to that, that urban ratepayers would absolutely refuse to contribut:e tciwarc!s tile
cost of supplying private water supplies and sewerage on rural properties,
I believe I don't stand alone over this highly contentious proposed rates incl'ease.
The best I can say and I'ecommend to council with regards the cost of upgrading any infri;1stri, ct!. 11. :;
or utilities is that council is I'acec! with tfie scenario of user pays.
Whenever this is riot possible then simply the status quo must remain and council rriust at all t. OSt. a
keep within its budgets and refrain froin burdening ratepayers with costs they are riot liable for aid
cannot afford to pay.
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Do You wish to present Your comments to Council in person at a hearing? Yes . NO In"""~' ~
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Please note that Your submission 11ncluding any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at Spin
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure Is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

IEl"

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

1121

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do fund our drinl<ing water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding
District wide charge at 5%

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

IZ" Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

Please provide any comments

it/ .

Please provide any comments
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3.

How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

ISI""

Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything inc!uded in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need more room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include Your name and contact
information.
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure OUT Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan
Invest over a longer time frame

.

Address each issue at the time

or

.

Develop Town Centre end Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

*'

How do fund our drinking water and wastewa:er

,,.

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

^1" Fund costs of civil Defence thr h R I C 'I I^111'

District wide charge at 5%

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

Please provide any comments Please provide any comments
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3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District
Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

,,^.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

.

Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#50]
Wednesday, 14 March 2018 1:03:01 PM

Name

Kevin Clark

Address

163 State Highway 2, Pukehou Otane, CHB, 4276
Otane 4276
New Zealand

Day Phone:

0274454993

Night Phone:

0274454993

Mobile:

0274454993

Email

k.c.con@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

Yes

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Maintain the current assets

Please provide any comments:

Dont expect people who are not connected to services to
pay for them

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

People that are not connected to the services should not
have to pay

Please provide any comments:

Do not upgrade them use the money for rate payers water
rates. Use school baths.

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

I wish to know why my UAGC charges have increased
1298% and I wish to see a list of where all the charges are
used. This increase is way out of line with previous years.
EXPLAIN

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#51]
Thursday, 15 March 2018 2:03:27 PM

Name
Address

Trevor Allan
420 Beach Rd
Porangahau
New Zealand

Mobile:

0274592126

Email

trevor@advancedmedia.co.nz

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
I do not feel that the plan addresses my issue so have not filled in the above . When the upgrade
to the Porangahau water supply was done there was an additional cost added to my rates. At he
moment I pay $627.054 for water supply operations. To my knowledge the cost of the upgrade
is been borne by the people who use it and that is fair enough but now it seems that council
want Porangahau residents to help pay for required work on other towns systems. Do the other
towns help pay for our upgrade?
I pay $1432 per annum and it is suggested to increase to $1569. For my Rates all I get is a water
supply that is undrinkable due to the taste and a road past my drive. I have my own septic tank
which when requires to be maintained is all my cost. My storm water is dealt with on my land at
my cost, so please explain why I should pay for other towns systems to be upgraded.
Will you hold a public meeting at Porangahau to explain

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#52]
Thursday, 15 March 2018 3:51:45 PM

Name

Kathryn Bayliss

Address

116 Maharakeke Road
New Zealand

Day Phone:

068589900

Email

kall@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

Please provide any comments:
If rural people need to be rated then I would support the option to 'Maintain the current assets'.
I would support 'Invest based on the plan' option only if people connected or able to be
connected pay the full cost and there is no district wide rate.
Large rain water tanks should be compulsory for all new buildings and encouraged for existing
buildings. This would ease the demand on town water supply. It would also help with
managing storm water.
I am also concerned people from CHB have said there could be a big economic and social impact
on the entire CHB community when minimum river water flow restrictions come
in to force in 2018. Maybe now is not the right time for big spending.
2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:
I am against rural people having to pay for urban water services and infrastructure.
It should be users pay. People connected to the services should pay. People should not have to
pay for services they are unable to use. This would not be fair for those who get no
benefit from it.
Rural people have to pay ongoing costs for their own water systems. This includes the
infrastructure and ongoing costs for electricity (for pumps), filters and water treatments,
maintenance and repairs. We have to pay for water if we run out and need to get it delivered. We
need to pay for tank cleaning for both our house water and sewerage. We also
have to spend time on maintenance and repairs.
Rural people already pay for the majority of transport charges as this is charged on land value
which is much higher in the rural districts. I have been told this is because it evens
out the rates burden of people who pay water supply and wastewater rates. If rural people are
charged more rates to support another urban service as well then this could cause a
further division between them.
Many rural people also have added costs associated with the HBRC's Plan Change 6. They will
have to do Farm Environmental Management Plans so will be doing their share of
helping to improve the environment and the rivers.
Please provide any comments:
I don't support any of the options given.
Many people prefer to use the Waipukurau swimming pool. It can be used all year round, it is

warm in winter. They can get swimming lessons. The water is deeper so learners can
learn to survive in deeper water where they are unable to touch the bottom.
Having a pool within 5 minutes drive is a luxury for many people especially when it can be used
all year. Most of the rural people don't have a swimming pool within 7 kilometres or
5 minutes drive.
We are aiming to be make our rivers swimmable again by 2030 which would be good for
summer swimming.
If CHBDC decides to go ahead with reopening the Waipawa and District Centennial Memorial
Baths I think the best option would be for CHBDC to fund $500,000 of the Waipawa
pool upgrades in a staged project. There should be formal commitment from the fundraisers and
money should be raised before all the upgrade projects starts. The CHBDC
should not underwrite the money fundraisers need to contribute.
This would prove the Waipawa and District Centennial Memorial Baths are really wanted by
Waipawa residents.
Please provide any comments:
don't think CHBDC need to be involved developing community plans. People need to think for
themselves and not rely on CHBDC and rate payer money.
Development of infrastructure and services should be funded by fundraising, not by district wide
rates or uniform annual charges.
There are many groups, clubs and associations and other people in CHB who have the abilities to
plan and organize.
If CHBDC does decide to help then Address each issue at the time.
If CHBDC does decide to support community plans the people benefiting most and asking for
assistance should pay. Many rural people don't belong to Tikokino, Onga Onga,
Takapau, Porangahau, Otane, Waipukurau or Waipawa Communities.
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

I would only support this if it does not lead to a much
higher rate for Emergency Management from HBRC
compared to what we would pay via CHBDC rates.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Statement of Proposal.
I am against the Revenue and Financing Policy - Statement of Proposal to change the funding for
water and waste water. The current rating should be retained. People connected
or able to connect to the services should continue to pay the full rates.
The Economic Development rate charged to all commercial/industrial rating units should also be
retained. (It has been charged in previous years.) Many of us do not get benefit
from visitor spending and creation of employment. It is the commercial and industrial
businesses who get the most economic benefit as they are the ones who get the profits.
Rates must be keep to a minimum and CDBDC should concentrate on providing the mandatory
basics.
The Rate (increases) affordability benchmark should be kept at LGCI + 2% as in previous years (ie
not raised to LGCI + 3% as proposed in the 2018-2028 LPT).
Most people do not get a 5-6% increase in income each year. Retired people especially often
have limited income.
It gives a false impression when some people are not within the benchmark to say the rate
increases are affordable.
I have a rate rise of 10% and I hear of other rural rate payers having high rate rises. This is above
the Rate (increases) affordability benchmark. (Even though it is proposed to
increase from LGCI + 2% as in previous years to LGCI + 3%). It is unfair because it will be the

urban areas getting the increased benefits.
I am appalled about people not connected and unable to be connected to water supplies and
waste water infrastructure might have to pay rates for the infrastructure.
Having the Uniform Annual Charge increase so much makes it worse.
Many of the rural people will get no benefit from any of the proposals about waters, swimming
pools, and Community Plans.
The more money spent on rates the less money we will have to spend on our own needs and
wants. We and the businesses we buy from will suffer.
Many businesses in CHBDC towns highly depend on the rural people spending as well as the
urban people.
CHBDC should not be using ratepayer money for supporting the creation of 50 net new jobs
each year. I think this planned activity/service should be stopped and deleted from the
Long Term Plan.
As CHBDC supports and provides incentives for waste reduction, reuse and recycling it is
hypocrisy to then take waste from outside the district for our landfill. I think this should be
stopped. Our landfill would then last longer and cell extensions can be deferred. CHB shouldn't
be to be a dumping ground for other districts rubbish.
This is a worrying, unfair and for many unaffordable LTP CHBDC is consulting on. I hope changes
will be made to it to lower rates now and in future years.
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
infrastructure is ill for the future?

Communities?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and

invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

^,,..

.

Invest over a longer time frame

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

I^,"""'

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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5.

+^e. .. In^.. .

How do fund our drinking water and wastewateT

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

.

District wide charge at 5%

^,.,.,

District wide charge at 7,596

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

Please provide any comments
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How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#54]
Friday, 16 March 2018 12:18:44 PM

Name

Kirsty Beagle

Address

19 Phillips Street Tikokino
Waipawa 4273
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8565403

Night Phone:

06 8565403

Mobile:

0272171029

Email

kirstpaul98@hotmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Maintain the current assets

Please provide any comments:

It is a shame that I am having to chose option 3 - I live in
Tikokino and the rates increase is very unfair to the
residents here. We have to pay for our own water supply,
water sewage and we don't even have stormwater. We are
already paying for a portion of these options so asking for
us to pay more is very unjust. I am a business owner in
Waipawa and rates are paid there - but it is very unfair to
ask me to pay the rates increase in my own household
when we do not recieve anything for it.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

We already pay for these options and receive nothing for
it. How can we be expected to pay more - when we have
to pay for our own water infrastructure. If my bore breaks
- who pays - not the rate payers. When I get my septic
tank emptied - who pays for that - not the rate payers.
But I am already paying a portion to the theirs.

Please provide any comments:

Get rid of the pool - why are you trying to have in
Waipawa - what is already an excellent swimming facility
in Waipukurau.
Do something different. Bring in the rest of New Zealand
to Waipawa. Who wants another splash pad. That won't
help the businesses of Waipawa.
Why not look into a theme park, an ice rink, games
arcade, paintball facility - you need to put out a quest for
ideas -

DON'T DO WHAT IS ALREADY BEING DONE.
Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Waipawa town centre needs a face lift. If you look at the
small towns on the way down to Wellington - they are
inviting - people wish to stop. Waipawa is the only route
through - we need more parking - slow the trucks down.
Speed cameras put up on the bridge. Waipawa is up and
coming - lets capture that.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

Regional Council Rates should fund this.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
I really do hope you listen to the folks,that feel it is very unfair to pay for items that we already
have to pay for ourselves.
It would be great to have town water out here - then people would not be running out and
having to pay over priced charges to tank it in. I would be happy to have my rates increased if
that was going to happen. But you need to sort out the towns water supply first.
It would be great to have sewage - but once again we have to pay for our own and the towns
sewage needs sorting first.
How the hell has this been allowed to happen. How come the infrastructure is in such a state.
This must have been known.
There are houses being built in Waipuk that just allowed to tap into the sewage and water supply
- how is that allowed - when we have to pay for own stuff out here in Tikokino.
Please let us be heard.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#55]
Friday, 16 March 2018 12:27:43 PM

Name

Paul Frid

Address

19 Phillips Street Tikokino
Waipawa 4273
New Zealand

Day Phone:

068565403

Email

paul@martinroofing.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Maintain the current assets

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

None - get rid of it. A waste of money.
Here is the money needed to update the infrastructure its mad to do soooo much work to a pool - that will never
be as good as the one in Waipuk - Waipawa School have a
pool - open that to the public - like we do in Tikokino the council doesn't fund that - we pay as a community.
Why should Waipawa have two pools.
A splash pad - come on - think outside the square - bring
something new to Waipawa - don't just follow Waipuk.

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Our rates will go up to pay the wages of people to sit and
come up with solutions - isn't that what we voted the
council in to do anyway!!!!!
Spend the money on the infrastructure - don't throw the
money away.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Get rid of the Waipawa Pool - put the funds into
something else - get Waipawa to stand out - not just
follow and have a smaller pool then Waipuk.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#56]
Friday, 16 March 2018 2:05:09 PM

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

Please provide any comments:

It is unfortunate that the previous Council chose not to
invest in the water infrastructure supporting this
community which has caused the need for a such a large
rates increase. I would rather pay to improve the water
infrastructure now than continue to put it off and risk not
having enough safe water for the area in the long term.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#57]
Saturday, 17 March 2018 11:23:29 AM

Name

Karl Eggers

Address

Tikokino Campground 390 Highway 50
Tikokino
New Zealand

Day Phone:

0275705035

Night Phone:

0273705035

Mobile:

0275705035

Email

tikocamp@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

It is totally unreasonable to place a district wide charge
for a service that is only available to a portion of the
district. I pay for my own water and sewerage, why should
I subsidise someone else's as well? This is a user pays
society, if I'm not using the service, I'm sure as hell not
paying for it.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#58]
Sunday, 18 March 2018 6:45:57 PM

Name

Rose Chapman

Address

24a Pourerere Road RD1
Waipawa 4271
New Zealand

Day Phone:

8575198

Night Phone:

8575198

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:

I use the pool and would like it to re-open asap

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

The small communities should have a chance to give their
opinion (consultation)

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Do NOT allow any more water to be taken from the rivers
- they are already over-allocated. I would like to see them
restored to their former levels to enable safe swimming
and to protect/enhance river environments. I agree that
we need to store water, but let it be user-pays, and NOT
at the expense of our beautiful rivers

,

.
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Submission Form
YOUR details
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Do You wish to present your comments to Council in pel'son at a hearing?

Yes

No

.

.

Please note that your submission (including any personal infoi. mation supp!reclj will be made available to Councillors and the public

Submissions Close on 29 March 202.8 at Spin

Su. hintssion Qt!estions

I.

4.

HD, 11 do we make sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

Invest over a longer time frame

^,

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans .

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide an\, comments
\

*!^'
.

Please provide any comments
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2.

o

How do fund OUT drinking water and wastewater

Howdo we. fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding
District wide charge at 5%
District wide charge at 7.5%
Please provide any comments

I

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

I
.

.,

Please provide any comments
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3,
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $6501< of 25m pool and Splashpad
Council funds $700k of 25m pool only
Council funds $650k of staged project

I
.
.

Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedbac!<.
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RATES ESTIMATE

g*4^

CENTRAL, HAWKE'S BAY
DISTRICT COUNCIL

For period: t July 20.8 to 30 June 2019

"11 I

PO Box 127

Waipawa 4240

Phone 06,857,8060
Fax 06-857-7179

Email Rates@chbdc. govt. nz
D01 06-857~7738

For information purposes only.
PLEASE Do NOT PAY
Stevenson William Gibson
Stevenson Evonne Hazel

Valuation No:

PO Box 57

1077014602

Land Value:

Origaonga 4244

$25,000
$150,000
997 sq in

Capital Value:
Area:

Differential Gategoiy for General Rates:
Street Address: 66 Mill Street, Origa Origa

003

Desci'iption: LOTi DPI1454

RATES ESTIMATE FOR: I. July 2018 to 30 June 2019
Description of Rates

Reason for Differential

Factor Value

Units

General Rate

District

Capital Value

District Land Transport

Rural

Land Value

150,000
25,000

Refuse Collection

Service Available

Fixed $

15.19346

District UAC

UAC

Fixed $

409.62871

District Wide Water

District

Fixed $

2/3/683

21.32

District Wide Wastewater

District

Fixed $

27,40088

27.40

Rate

Amount

011833

t77.50

027193

67.98
15.19

t

409.63

^"

^
"^
,^

^
a*
:==
^
!,@

E*,
^

Total Annual Estimate

$719.02

This estimate is based on the proposed 201 8-2028 Long Term
Plan and is your estimated rates for I July 20.8 to 30 June 20.9.
Please read this in conjunction with the Consultation Document
and Supporting Information which is available on our website

WWW. chbdc. govt. nz. Consultation on the Long Term Plan closes
on 29 March 2018. We really want your feedback.

I 111 002545

,

CENTRALFIAWKE'SBAY

GREAT THil^GS
GR :,-*W HERE"'

GENTRAL HAWKE'S BAY
o1sTR. !eT couNei!,
PO Box t27

Waipawa 4240

Phone 06-857-8060
I=a, , 06-857-7f 79

HAWKE's BAY NEW ZEALAND

Email Rates@chbdc. govt. nz

RATES ASSESSMENT AND TAX INVOICE

D01 06,857,738

For period: , July 20.7 to 30 June 2018
Instalment Number: 2 of 4

GST Registration No. 52-7,0-944
Valuation No:

1077014602

Land Value:

$25,000
$150pOO
997 sq in

Stevenson William Gibson
Stevenson Evonne Hazel

Capital Value:

PO Box 57

Differential Category for General Rates:

Origaonga 4244

Street Address: 66 Mill Street, Origa Origa
Description: LOT, DP 1,454

Area:

RATES ASSESSED FOR: , July 20.7 to 30 June 2018

Description of Rates
General Rate

Reason for Differential
District

Refuse Collection

Rural
Service Available

District UAC

UAC

District Land Transport

Factor \/glue

'1n;ts

Capital Value

150,000
25,000

Land Value

Fixed $
Fixed $

003

Rate
012455

Amount
186.83

027146
$17,98616
$329.80954

6787
17.99
329.81

$602.50

Total Annual Rates 20/7/2018 (GST inclusive)
.,... .. \.. ., t. "

Rates Instalment Schedule "{ ' .'11. . '..: I:

Instalment Period covered. , Due Date : .

I Jul - Sep 11 11 2008/17, .,

2
3
4

Oct - Dec \.;>20/1, IT7"~

Jan - Mar

Apr - Jun

20/02/18
20/05/18

.

RATES TAX INVOICE I October 2017
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT

Opening balance I July 2017

$450.50CR

=^

Plus previous instalments charged

$150.63

^
a. "

AMOUNT To CLEAR 20,7120t8: $220.00

Plus penalty charges (GST exempt)

$0.00

This Account is in Credit - No payment required

Plus I Less adjustments

$0.00

I eeg rebates 9. rerr, .ission=

^, 0.00

E=

$68.00

"^

^:
,^
^,

Less payments since I July 2017

^

^
^,
^*.

This instalment 2 of 4 (Includes $19.65 GST)

$ t 50.62

THIS ACCOUNT Is IN CREDIT

$81.25CR

" NO PAYMENT REQUIRED
.

RATES REMITTANCE ADVICE

THIS ACCOUNT Is IN CREDIT NO PAYMENT REQUIRED.

CENTRAL HAWKE'S BAY
DISTRICT COUNCIL
PO Box 127 Waipawa 4240

Stevenson William Gibson
Stevenson Evonne Hazel

1111/11/1111il i!1111/11/11111111111!1/11/1111
VALUATION No. 10770i4s02

I an 003006

1/11/11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
TOTAL Now DUE: sal. 25cR

^IGO
Submission Form

CENTRAL HAWKES BAY
DISTRICT COUNCIL

YOUR details

I 9 MAR 20/8

;*;*;;;}"~'~~::tit^;;!^~~~:\^;^^;:^:::.:'~~:~111~~::'~"'~~~~~""",

-R. E eelV^:~'D

Day Phone: Night Phone:

1119/1s.
:__I^>2.7_:2,511. biz:;^.;115_____,__.____. ,,,^11^'I. c, ;c!;^-;^,,\11^^--\'~^;^,.vi:>-_e:^-:\...__e;^:.\, c:I. ____
Do you wish to present Your comments to Council in person at a hearing? Yes . No ^..""
Please note that your submission jincluding any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at 5pm
.....,,....~....................-........-..-..-.....-..-....-............-.............-............~-.......................,.,...,................-................-....- -

Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future,

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

I^'

Invest over a longer time frame

.

DevelopTown Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

I:a'

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments

2.

5.

How do fund our drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

19^/

District wide charge'at 5%

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

I^!."
.

Please provide any comments

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

.

Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need more room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include your name and contact
information.
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CENTRAL HAWKl='S' BAY
DISTRICT COUNCIL

Submission Form

I 9 MAR 2018

YOUR details
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Do You wish to present your comments to Council in person at a hearing? Yes . No
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Please note that Your submission jincluding any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at Spin
.............................~..-...~.-............-..-.....-.....-.....-..........-.....,..........................--.. - . - -

Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure out Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

Communities?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
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SLibmission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
infrastructure Is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments Please provide any comments
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

invest based on the plan

^-.."' Address each issue at the time

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

I

Please provide any comments
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2.
How do fund our drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding
District wide charge at 5%

\a"'

District wide charge at 7,596

.

Please provide any comments

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

I
.

Please provide any comments
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#67]
Wednesday, 21 March 2018 2:15:30 PM

Name

Jude Henry

Address

1 Makaramu Cres, Te Paerahi P O Box 249
Waipukurau, CHB 4242
New Zealand

Day Phone:

021 730 344

Mobile:

021 730 344

Email

jude.henry@classicalhomeopathy.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

Yes

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 7.5%

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

Ensure that smaller communities within CHB do not miss
out through this option.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
It is welcomed that Porangahau/Te Paerahi are included in treatment upgrades for drinking and
waste water over the next few years. However, the residents of this community, who have their
own food gardens, were hit heavily this summer by the prohibition of using water for this
purpose. There are no supermarkets in this area, and rising vegetable and fruit prices have
contributed to many feeling the financial hardship.
I would like Council to explore options that will permit Porangahau/Te Paerahi residents to
continue to water their food gardens over the summer months, until such time that the planned
upgrades take effect.
I wish to speak to this submission and would like to bring some other Porangahau/Te Paerahi
residents with me.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#68]
Wednesday, 21 March 2018 2:30:39 PM

Name

Ali McDougal

Address

71 Titoki Road RD 1
Waipawa, Central Hawkes Bay 4271
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 858 5546

Night Phone:

06 857 3737

Email

kfl@wnation.net.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

Yes

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

Please provide any comments:

I support getting infrastructure upgraded as the longer
things are left possibly more issues and costs will arise.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

Farmers have to install and maintain their own drinking
water which incurs a cost. Would we now get support for
this? The urban rural divide needs to work both ways
We also have to manage our own sewage and getting the
tanks cleaned. I think the dump fee is currently $120. Will
this be removed?
Farmers are very conscious of water conservation as in
our particular case we rely on tank water and it is our only
option. I work in town and see how much water is wasted.
Has charging water rates over a certain level been
considered and this would also help fund the town issues.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:

It's not something I use but it's a great community asset
for Waipawa.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

I think plans have more community buy in. The only issue
I have would be to capture the whole community. Our

community is based around the school and if you don't
have children it can be a little isolating.
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

I think an all inclusive approach to Hawkes Bay is better as
long as our outlying area isn't forgotten and the larger
centers don't dominate in the event of an emergency

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Bridges. We have just had weight restrictions put on our bridge. Why have these not been
maintained over the years? It had to be repaired due to a slip last year. Why was a proper
assessment not done then and the repairs done properly? There will be extra costs to us as our
main cattle and sheep yards are over the bridge and will not allow large truck and trailer units
over it. Who bears the extra cost to the farmer as a result of poor maintenance?
Roads. These are poorly maintained all along Pourerere Road. When there are cracks on the
whole they are just filled with filler and not fixed properly. Recently asphalt has been put down
in some areas to fill in the slumping and as the underlying problem wasn't fixed cracks and/or
subsidence is already reappearing.
Council trees along roads. Who is meant to maintain these? There have been several occasions

when they have come down in whole or part. If they are along the road these are cleared. We
have a tree that has come down over our boundary fence which we are still waiting to be dealt
with from the floods over a year ago. To be fair I haven't followed this up again. There are a lot
of trees past their used by date which is a safety concern to motorists.
Farms in the Tuki catchment have had to prepare FEMP plans. As a result we have several
kilometers of fencing to stock proof the creeks at considerable cost. Due to the contour it's not
practical to follow the creek line and will have to go up and over hills as necessary. Have you
considered rates relief for land that will have to be retired as a result of this? Can there be
assistance for weed control and fire risks that will be a consequence? I will also be asking the
HBRC this question.
In short we pay $60,000 in rates to the CHBDC alone and really wonder what we get for those
rates. We expect roads and the rural infrastructure to be maintained which hasn't happened so I
struggle with the concept of subsidizing the towns when we don't get the basics supplied to us.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#69]
Wednesday, 21 March 2018 4:05:36 PM

Name

chris joseph

Address

48 mill street ongaonga
ongaonga 4244
New Zealand

Day Phone:

027 3529433

Mobile:

0273529433

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

It is financially expensive to maintain water pump and
septic systems and rural ratepayers shouldn't have to find
money to fund something they're not connected to. It
should be compulsory for all new builds (and those in the
towns who want them)to have water tanks for
gray/gardening water as they are required to do in parts
of Australia. New builds should also pay more for being
connected to the town water and wastewater systems.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:

People can't always afford what they want and perhaps the
council needs to prioritise what is more important,
therefore perhaps they should forget about the pool
upgrade altogether and make better use of the AW
Parsons pool and put the
money towards the water and wastewater systems.

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Council seems to want to spend ratepayer money on
making our communities
more like the busy towns and cities that the people who
come to this region are wanting to get away from.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#70]
Wednesday, 21 March 2018 4:41:53 PM

Name

James Imlach

Address

NZ Motor Caravan Association Inc PO Box 72147
Papakura 2244
New Zealand

Day Phone:

092985466

Mobile:

0272985648

Email

James@nzmca.org.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

As an official partner of Local Government New Zealand
and a strong advocate for responsible freedom camping in
CSC vehicles, the NZMCA wants to partner with you on
infrastructure development and strategic policy planning
with a view to supporting responsible motor caravanning
across New Zealand. Like you, we want to ensure motor
caravanning is managed properly in New Zealand and
provides long-term benefits to your local businesses and
communities.
See submission for full details.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

James Imlach
Information; Thrive
Judy Hu
FW: NZMCA feedback - Draft Long Term Plans 2018-2028
Tuesday, 27 March 2018 4:33:09 PM
image002.png
image004.png
Long term plans 2018-2028.pdf

Attn: Central Hawkes Bay District Council
Could the following feedback be added as an addendum to the NZMCA’s attached general submission on the Long Term Plan 2018-2028 review.
Following our discussions with Council staff last year, we understand the CHBDC is focused on driving domestic tourism and is interested in registering
both Waipawa and Waipukurau as Motorhome Friendly Towns (www.mhftowns.com). Appropriate infrastructure forms part of the criteria to
becoming a Motorhome Friendly Town and includes an easily accessible public dump station built to NZS 5465:2001 specifications. From our
previous discussions with Council, it appears both towns will require new facilities as the two existing dump stations are located in a campground and
service station.
If the CHBDC is still committed to driving domestic tourism and wishes to pursue the opportunity for Waipawa and Waipukurau to become
Motorhome Friendly Towns, we recommend reflecting this in the LTP. Construction costs vary and largely depend on the preferred design, proximity
to underground services, and any required upgrade to the adjacent carriageway. Other local authorities have spent anywhere from $5,000 - $90,000
on new installations. From experience, we believe the average unit can be installed for well under $20,000. If necessary, financial support may also
available through the NZMCA’s dump station subsidy scheme and MBIE’s tourism infrastructure fund.
Naku noa, na | Kind regards
James Imlach | National Policy and Planning Manager
P: +64 9 298 5466 ext. 705 | M: +64 27 298 5648 | E: james@nzmca.org.nz

This e-mail message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and is intended only for the use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or the taking of
any action in reliance on the information herein is prohibited. E-mails are not secure and cannot be guaranteed to be error free as they can be intercepted, amended, or contain viruses. Anyone who communicates with us
by e-mail is deemed to have accepted these risks. The NZMCA is not responsible for errors or omissions in this message and denies any responsibility for any damage arising from the use of e-mail. Any opinion and other
statement contained in this message and any attachment are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company.

From: James Imlach
Sent: Wednesday, 14 March 2018 11:26 AM
To: James Imlach
Subject: NZMCA feedback - Draft Long Term Plans 2018-2028

Good morning,
Please forward the attached feedback to your team managing the council’s draft Long Term Plan review.
We are happy to discuss this feedback and would appreciate notification of your draft Long Term Plan when it is released for consultation.
Naku noa, na | Kind regards
James Imlach | National Policy and Planning Manager
P: +64 9 298 5466 ext. 705 | M: +64 27 298 5648 | E: james@nzmca.org.nz

This e-mail message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and is intended only for the use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or the taking of
any action in reliance on the information herein is prohibited. E-mails are not secure and cannot be guaranteed to be error free as they can be intercepted, amended, or contain viruses. Anyone who communicates with us
by e-mail is deemed to have accepted these risks. The NZMCA is not responsible for errors or omissions in this message and denies any responsibility for any damage arising from the use of e-mail. Any opinion and other
statement contained in this message and any attachment are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company.

14 March 2018
From: The New Zealand Motor Caravan Association Inc.
P.O Box 72147
Papakura 2244
Email: james@nzmca.org.nz

Draft Long Term Plans 2018-2028
Introduction
1.

We understand councils have been working on their draft Long Term Plans 2018-2028 (LTP’s)
and most of these will be out for public consultation in March – May 2018. LTP’s describe the
priority activities and community outcomes that councils want to achieve over the next 10
years, while coordinating resources and providing for integrated decision-making.

2.

The New Zealand Motor Caravan Association (NZMCA) appreciates the opportunity to provide
this feedback towards your LTP review. Formed in 1956, the NZMCA represents the interests of
over 80,000 New Zealanders who enjoy exploring New Zealand at leisure in the purpose-built
certified self-contained (CSC) motorhomes and caravans. NZMCA members are taxpayers,
ratepayers, and domestic travellers who enjoy camping in their hometowns and other districts
throughout New Zealand.

3.

The domestic motor caravan industry is growing at an unprecedented rate with more and more
kiwi retirees, baby boomers and families looking for opportunities to relive the quintessential
kiwi-camping lifestyle. For example, the 3-day Covi Supershow held in Auckland last year sold
over $32 million worth of CSC motor caravans to New Zealanders alone, compared to $18
million sold in the previous year. It is incumbent on councils to recognise and support this
growing activity enjoyed by tens of thousands of kiwi families.

4.

As an official partner of Local Government New Zealand and a strong advocate for responsible
freedom camping in CSC vehicles, the NZMCA wants to partner with you on infrastructure
development and strategic policy planning with a view to supporting responsible motor
caravanning across New Zealand. Like you, we want to ensure motor caravanning is managed
properly in New Zealand and provides long-term benefits to your local businesses and
communities.

Driving towards a Sustainable Future

2
5.

To that end, the NZMCA recommends your LTP includes sufficient recognition, resourcing and
prioritisation to support the continued growth of the domestic motor caravanning sector with a
particular focus on the follow areas:




New infrastructure development, e.g. public dump stations and refuse bins;
An integrated and permissive freedom camping management regime; and
Recognition of the NZMCA’s Motorhome Friendly Scheme.

Infrastructure
6.

All councils have a responsibility under the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) and the Health Act
1956 to improve, promote and protect public health. Councils are therefore expected to
provide adequate public facilities such as refuse bins and public toilets – which also include
public dump stations accessible to both local residents and visitors1. Furthermore, the LGA
requires councils to assess whether they still meet public demand for these facilities and to take
appropriate action if they do not.

7.

Over the past 10 years, the NZMCA has helped co-fund hundreds of public dump station
projects across New Zealand. While we continue to collaborate with councils and fill the gaps
within the national network, there remain significant access and availability issues throughout
many parts of New Zealand. There is growing demand for additional facilities like refuse bins
and public dump stations to support visitors and kiwi families exploring our countryside.

8.

The NZMCA also supports council projects that provide refuse facilities in strategic areas for
visitors. For example, in partnership with the Mackenzie District Council the NZMCA financially
supported a new 7m3 user-pays compact rubbish bin at Lake Tekapo. This bin is available for
use to all visitors and local residents for a nominal charge.

Benefits and funding options
9.

Offering facilities in strategic locations will encourage safe waste disposal and protect public
health. Dump stations built to NZS 5465:2001 specifications will encourage responsible campers
in CSC vehicles to visit and spend money in your towns, while providing visitors with a safe place
to dispose of their waste water. The cost of constructing a new facility varies2 and largely
depends on the proximity of the underground services along with any additional requirements,
e.g. widening of the carriageway. The NZMCA is available to provide practical and technical
advice as well as financial assistance (provided the new station meets certain criteria). Councils
can also apply to MBIE’s Tourism Infrastructure Fund for additional financial support.

Recommendations
10. That your LTP includes resourcing and prioritisation for public dump station facilities built to NZS
5465:2001 specifications, along with free/low cost refuse and recycling facilities for visitors.
1 See NZS 5465:2001 and Local Government New Zealand (2000). The knowhow guide to assessing water and sanitary services under the local

government act 2002.
2 We have worked with councils who have built adequate facilities for under $5,000, while other councils have spent upwards of $100,000.

3
Freedom Camping
11. The NZMCA supports responsible freedom camping in CSC vehicles only. We encourage all
councils to recognise the value of CSC motor caravanners throughout their camping-related
policies and bylaws. The NZMCA is working with Local Government New Zealand on a ‘good
practice freedom camping guide’ which will include advice to councils wanting to improve their
overall management regimes. Furthermore, central government’s renewed focus on freedom
camping and the formation of a cross-sector stakeholder working group may result in new ideas
and management solutions coming to the fore, to help councils manage the activity differently.
12. The outcome of both initiatives may motivate your council to review its existing policy
framework over the next 1-2 years, including any camping-related bylaws, reserve management
plan policies, and district plan provisions. It would, therefore, be prudent for the council to set
aside additional resources in anticipation of a comprehensive and holistic policy review.
Benefits
13. Setting aside sufficient resources in your LTP will make it easier for the council to adapt to the
changing landscape and, if necessary, undertake a comprehensive policy review. From our
experience, having immediate access to sufficient resources will make it easier for council staff
to undertake adequate assessments and reviews along with genuine stakeholder engagement.
Relying on unbudgeted and insufficient resources will inevitably lead to poor outcomes and
exacerbate community/stakeholder angst.
Recommendations
14. That your LTP includes sufficient resourcing to initiate an integrated freedom camping
management regime, which may require a comprehensive review of your relevant rules,
policies and bylaws.
Motorhome Friendly Scheme
15. The NZMCA recognises the pressure New Zealand’s booming tourism industry is having on local
communities and infrastructure. In response to these concerns the NZMCA initiated the ‘off the
beaten track’ campaign which encourages CSC motor caravanners to visit lesser known places
around New Zealand. Our campaign helps ‘spread the load’ across New Zealand and supports
local operators in rural/provincial areas calling out for more tourism business. This campaign is
also supported through the NZMCA’s Motorhome Friendly scheme, which promotes
campgrounds and preferred freedom camping areas alongside a range of local events, e.g. food
and wine festivals, music concerts, shows and other family-friendly activities.
16. The NZMCA Motorhome Friendly scheme was first introduced in 2010 and was modelled on the
very successful RV Friendly scheme initiated by the Campervan and Motorhome Club of
Australia. The NZMCA’s scheme provides a set of amenities and services that guarantee motor
caravanners a warm welcome and an enjoyable visit. Motor Caravanners will generally avoid
towns and districts where they are not welcome and will go out of their way to visit a town that
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markets itself as being motorhome friendly. With on-the-road motorhome expenditure
exceeding $650 million annually ($211 million of which come from NZMCA members)
motorhomers and communities can certainly establish a mutually beneficial relationship.
17. The NZMCA scheme is primarily targeted at rural and provisional towns, and currently supports
38 councils and 50 friendly towns across New Zealand. There is no cost to any council or town
wanting to participate in the scheme other than having friendly camping policies/bylaws along
with the necessary infrastructure to support visitors travelling in CSC vehicles. Further
information on the scheme can be found here – www.mhftowns.com.
Benefits
18. Participating in the motorhome friendly scheme is FREE. In return for providing adequate
infrastructure (e.g. accessible dump stations) and permissive freedom camping policies/bylaws,
the NZMCA will promote your town(s) and local events to motor caravan tourists across New
Zealand. Our team of experienced professionals will work alongside your staff and local event
organisers to showcase your towns and all they have to offer. The NZMCA also takes care of all
online promotional and marketing collateral.
Recommendations
19. That your LTP explicitly recognises the value of the NZMCA Motorhome Friendly Scheme.
Summary
20. The domestic CSC motor caravan industry in New Zealand continues to grow at an
unprecedented rate. More and more kiwi families are opting for passive recreational lifestyles
that enable them to explore their own country. The NZMCA wants to partner with your council
to help support this dream for the benefit of New Zealanders, their towns and their
communities. The LTP provides an avenue for your council to recognise, resource and prioritise
activities in support of this growth.
21. The NZMCA is happy to discuss this feedback and we would appreciate notification of your LTP
when it is out for public consultation.

Yours faithfully,
New Zealand Motor Caravan Association Inc.

James Imlach
National Policy & Planning Manager
james@nzmca.org.nz

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#71]
Wednesday, 21 March 2018 8:52:20 PM

Name

Robin Percy

Address

312 Racecourse Rd Waipukurau
4121
New Zealand

Night Phone:

021937802

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

Please provide any comments:

As previous CHBDC Council’s have not appropriately
managed funds services and invested in future water
infrastructure, it is frustrating as a NOW resident of CHB
we are looking to be so heavily rated to improve these
issues.
I am a strong supporter of user pays! We don’t want to be
supporting profit seeking ‘business’ if they use water and
services to make $$$.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

Please provide any comments:
As resident of a rural area, we have funded ( and pay every day for)water tanks, pumps,
electricity, $$$ eco sewerage systems that we then pay again to get pumped and cleaned. So
don’t want to pay further for a town system that we don’t use.
I am deeply concerned to hear that there is talk of re zoning rural Racecourse Rd ( Waipukurau)
into town classification. Unless we are given all of the services ie water, wastewater, footpaths
etc) that comes with the additional rates, it is purely a reason to tax us further, and provide
developers access to more sections and council access to more ratepayers.
As lifestylers, we have chosen to live on Racecourse Rd, for green space, and land between us
and our neighbours , NOT to be inundated with 1/4acre sections all vying for the limited
services (Wifi, water, wastewater, safe roads, footpaths) we suffer with daily.
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $700k of 25 m pool only

Please provide any comments:

The pool is a great asset to any community, kids need to
learn to swim. However I don’t believe splash pad is
important. I don’t see the splash pad in Waipukurau being
used much... do we need 2..

4.
Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
How do we plan for the future of our

Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Definitely a plan is preferable but with community
Consultation, not just the same people getting invited to
contribute, we have a lot of new people to the CHB... they
are the future, if we want them to stay or entice more, we
need to look further afield.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
It is frightening as a resident to see in the media the pending local and central government
departments all looking to raise rates considerably, CHBDC, 7%, HBRC 22%, road taxing
increasing fro rural communities. When I think of the damage been done to our roads by the wall
of logging trucks we are being subjected to. The profits are going where? What contribution do
these trucks making to our roads?
Reading the business names on the trucks a large majority of them are not even from Hawkes
Bay.
I really want to see some action taken on slowing the traffic down on Racecourse Rd, both trucks
and coats are not going 80kms, it’s not safe, it’s not pleasant and one day soon there is going to
be an horrific accident!
Thank you...

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#72]
Thursday, 22 March 2018 11:27:24 AM

Name

Di Petersen

Address

496 farm Road Waipukurau
Waipukurau
New Zealand

Day Phone:

858 9735

Night Phone:

858 9735

Mobile:

0211300441

Email

dmpetersen@farmside.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

Yes

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

I have reservations as we would need to be assured of
local personel availability in a local emergency

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Central Hawke"s Bay District Council
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#73]
Monday, 26 March 2018 3:20:18 PM

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#73

Jesse Singson

Address

86 Tamumu Road RD1
Waipawa 4271
New Zealand

Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:
Email
Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

Please provide any comments:
2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

Please provide any comments:
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:
Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#74]
Thursday, 22 March 2018 1:22:14 PM

Name

Michael Harrison

Address

35 Murchison Street
Tikokino, CHB 4273
New Zealand

Day Phone:

021435811

Night Phone:

068565554

Mobile:

021435811

Email

mike@firepumps.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

Yes

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

Please provide any comments:

The cost should be spread over the assets lifetime.
Developers of new subdivisions should be paying 100% of
the cost of providing the infrastructure for the subdivision
which will place less burden on existing ratepayers.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

Ratepayers in rural areas have to provide their own
drinking water at their own cost and should not have to
subsidise this infrastructure in the towns.
Ratepayers in rural areas have to provide their own
wastewater disposal at their own cost (around $20K)
without help from the council so should not have to
subsidise wastewater infrastructure in the towns.
Again developers of new subdivisions should be paying
100% of the cost of providing this infrastructure for any
subdivision.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:

This facility is really only used by the Waipawa residents
and NOT by Tikokino residents who use the privately
owned school pool.
I think if Waipawa residents want this facility they should
fundraise themselves for it. Again residents who do not
use this facility should not be having to pay for it.

We already have funded the heated pool in Waipukurau
and this is an excellent facility that is used by Tikokino
locals. The Waipawa pool will not be used by Tikokino
locals.
Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

$50,000 per year for town centre plans is a gross waste of
ratepayers money.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

Civil defence management is better funded through a
whole Hawkes Bay approach.
Civil defence as it is now is a complete waste of time and
basically, if and when any disaster occurs the present
emergency services we already have are the 1st and most
effective response anyway.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Over the past 20 years Tikokino has had very little from
the council which does not provide many services to our
community at all.
Some things the council has done such as the recycling
centre are excellent but this has been at the expense of
cutting other services like having the grass verges mowed
etc.
Tikokino residents do not get much nor infact do they ask
for much. People are generally very happy in this
community with what we have. Our rates may seem on
paper to look low, but this is because we really benefit
very little from our existing council rates.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#75]
Thursday, 22 March 2018 2:09:09 PM

Name

Richard Bradley

Address

297 Porangahau Rd. R.D.2, WAIPUKURAU
New Zealand

Day Phone:

0274597849

Email

bradley.onga@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

Please provide any comments:

Water and sewage maintenance and capital expenditure
must be 100% user pays. The council does not help us
with the costs round our septic system. If we were
connected we would be happy to pay. If we were able to
connect we would be happy to pay

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

As above. 100% user pays apart from any available
subsidies form central govt.

Please provide any comments:

The very limited use of this pool when it is working does
not justify the cost of repairs. Also the running costs are
completely out of hand.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#76]
Friday, 23 March 2018 9:47:04 AM

Name

Arthur Rowlands

Address

636 Speedy Road
Takapau, Hawkes Bay 4288
New Zealand

Day Phone:

068558319

Night Phone:

068558319

Mobile:

0272417565

Email

katoafarm@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

=We Arthur and Mary strongly oppose district wide
funding

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

Please provide any comments:

Would prefer it to be Regional but not with the current
Regional Council

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#77]
Friday, 23 March 2018 1:46:49 PM

Name

Tony Murphy

Address

1196 State highway 2 Waipawa
New Zealand

Mobile:

0275833324

Email

spu.d@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

Please provide any comments:

good to see council facing up to continuing investment in
a very important asset.
council needs to be mindful of effects of rate increases on
the community and investing over a longer time frame will
help to soften the blow of rate increases.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

Please provide any comments:

As a rural ratepayer i am prepared to contribute towards
this infrastructure for the good of the overall
community.However i would like some value for my
contribution in the form of lower dumping rates at the
waste water treatment station for the contractor who
empties my septic tank.
Also council needs to be lobbying central government to
contribute towards these infrastructure costs to ensure
that people can afford to live outside large urban areas
where economies of scale keep rates affordable.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $700k of 25 m pool only

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#78]
Friday, 23 March 2018 1:50:57 PM

Name

J Williams

Address

Lake View Road
Waipukurau 4200
New Zealand

Mobile:

0275613433

Email

jessiemoo28@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

maybe don't bother. Is it really worth keeping considering
the amount of usage for only( less than) 5months of the
year? This $ could be put towards our water & drainage
assets

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Share between both councils

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Still waiting for speed bumps, chicane or a pedestrian
refuge to slow down traffic down Lake View Rd. Too many
drivers are complacent & speed down this road.especially
on the down hill. Seen to many close calls.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#79]
Friday, 23 March 2018 7:30:21 PM

Name

Annette Cooper

Address

1 Carpenter Street
Waipukurau 4200
New Zealand

Mobile:

0211477221

Email

glenaic@hotmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

The community could use the Dirt Bike track in Russell
Park as a BMX track for our youth rather than it sitting
unused

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#80]
Saturday, 24 March 2018 2:22:23 PM

Name

Clint Deckard

Address

184 Tukituki Road
Ashley Clinton 4286
New Zealand

Day Phone:

021 2075004

Night Phone:

021 2075004

Mobile:

021 2075004

Email

clint.deckard@frontiers.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

Yes

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

Please provide any comments:

I applaud the Council's focus on the future needs of the
district and acknowledge the difficult decisions that need
to be made.
As with any entity a balance must be found between what
is desirable and what is economically sustainable.
I support the investment in infrastructure being done over
a longer period. Whilst it would be nice to have all the
work done quickly, reality suggests a longer time frame
will lead to a more resilient solution.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:
I would have supported a one-off charge to contribute to the cost of ensuring the waste water
treatment plants meet their resource conditions.
I agree that the district benefits from having 'fit for purpose' drinking water and waste water
systems but I believe that should apply to all ratepayers not just those connected to centralised
systems. Since ratepayers that are not connected to these systems do not benefit from the
economies of scale they are often faced with even greater cost.
I am most definitely opposed to the change in policy where rate payers are expected to pay for
services they can not connect to. This is a significant change to a long held practice that may
have severe consequences far beyond those outlined to date. I fear that this change could well
be applied to more services and at an increasing rate. As an example it could be argued that that
everyone benefits from clean town streets and that all ratepayers should contribute to the
kerbside rubbish collection service.
Whilst the proposed Targeted Rate is relatively modest, this will increase significantly when the

final cost for waste water upgrades is known.
I have calculated that dealing with waste water costs are approximately $1900 per year for my
property. The septic system was recently replaced at a cost of $28000 and incurs maintenance
and running costs of $400 per year.
Similarly, the cost to supply potable water runs at approximately $800 per year. Should the
water table continue to drop and nitrate levels continue to rise this cost will increase
dramatically.
Please provide any comments:

I do not support upgrading the baths.
This facility is used for such a short period and by a very
few people it does not make economic sense to spend
large amounts of money on it. We have an all year, multi
purpose bathing facility in the district and our limited
resources should be directed there.

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

There is no detail as to why $50000 per year is needed or
how it will be spent. Does the council not have the ability
to plan for the district already?

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Despite being told that the environment was identified as a high priority during Project Thrive
there is nothing in this LTP to action this. This is very disappointing.
The proposed changes to waste water are aimed at compliance with consent conditions; any
benefit to the environment appears to be seen as coincidental.
It is heartening to see the HBRC placing a higher priority on its environmental responsibilities
than it has in the past; it would have been positive to see CHBDC also show some leadership in
this area. Some support for planting native trees adjacent or near our rivers would be just one
possibility.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#81]
Saturday, 24 March 2018 7:48:05 PM

Name

Catherine Tilby

Address

47 Buckland Street 47 Buckland Street
Tikokino 4273
New Zealand

Day Phone:

068565486

Night Phone:

068565486

Mobile:

068565486

Email

cagt@windowslive.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

Please provide any comments:

User pays not a blanket charge for everyone. I maintain all
my own services and resent having to pay for other people
to absolve themselves of responsibility. I do not mind
paying rates so long as they are used appropriately for the
services I use

Please provide any comments:

User pays. Ever heard of meters?? If you use the water you
pay for the water. I do not use the water so why should I
pay for it?? I already collect and maintain my own water at
my own cost - why should I pay for someone else to
absolve themselves of the responsibility of looking after
themselves??

Please provide any comments:

None of the above. If the locals want it they can fund
raise. User pays.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Stop wasting rate payers money as you currently are. You
ought to be taking a far closer look at the way rates
money is being misappropriates right now and had been
for years. Money grabbing is all that is happening with no
accountability from the council past or present

Please provide any comments:

We need to see far more clarity on what is happening with
the current funding - how it is working for any possible
event.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
The council needs to stop "pulling the wool" over peoples eyes. Almost all the information that
has been provided is in regards to the water costs yet the bulk of the increase proposed in in the
AGC. I strongly oppose that increase also yet there is very little information and no submission
form for that! It is tantamount to theft and the council is acting fraudulently by not making the
full summary of the increase readily and easily available to all rates payers. I am appalled at the

proposal and suspect a large amount of rate payer money was spent putting together this sham.
In addition you are not openly declaring that there is most likely going to be substantially larger
increases wanted as you try to sort the shameful debacle that is the wastewater treatment plant!
Another facility I am expected to pay for and have no need of. When my septic tank needs
emptying I will gladly pay as a user however why should I pay for what I do not use?? User pays
people. If I don't use - I don't pay.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#82]
Saturday, 24 March 2018 8:54:56 PM

Name

sam robinson

Address

te maire RD 2 tourere road
waipukurau 4180
New Zealand

Mobile:

0275 954 801

Email

sam@temaire.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

Please provide any comments:
we need to be bold in planning for 3 waters
*to fix up years of neglect/underfunding
*build resilaince into all of our community
*provide a platform for future growth.
It is now time to bite the bullet, and i strongly support the proposal for 5%of all funding for
waste water to come from a district wide rate (which means that urban ratepayers will in fact be
paying "twice"....once through a targeted rated and again thru the general rate).....in fact; i am
surprised that council didnt recommend the 7.5% option
i can inderstand rural ratepayers who argue that they already have to pay 100% of their waste
and potable water and why should they be levied, but we all live in an inter-dependant
community and if we want the community to thrive and grow we will need to occassionaly
support eachother.
Couple of suggestions....
1. should Council consider providing a guarantee that the 5 (or, 7.5%!) will be the maximum that
will EVER be levied for this particular rate?
2. could council consider some form of trade off wherby the charge for dumping rural septic
tank contents could be accommodated for a lessor or nil charge?
3. And, maybe the current charge for potable water provided to tankers in times of summer dry
could be waived?
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

congratulations on the tone of this document...it reads
well and is progressive in its outlook.
congratulations to the mayor, councillors and new CEO of
the district council. good to see some strong and united
leadership of our district

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#83]
Sunday, 25 March 2018 11:48:50 AM

Name

Mataweka marae

Address

194 Ta Pairu Rd, RD5 Waipawa 4275 c/o Kohine Rata
Trustee marae
156 Ta Pairu Rd, RD5 Waipawa
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06 8578921

Night Phone:

06 8578921

Mobile:

0276971599

Email

kohine.rata@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

Yes

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest over a longer time frame

Please provide any comments:

Make it easier for user payer.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

Mataweka marae have paid for their own infrastructure
over 36yrs have had no support. Marae has (2) pumps to
maintain, water tanks to maintain when pumps break
down & spring runs dry have to buy water have installed
new large tank plus installation costs marae pays. Can not
expect urban rate payers to pay there are many costs the
marae has to cover without having to double pay is that
fair & just.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:

After a meeting for WDCMB the best option is (3) the
project can start this year 2018. This is a community wide
project & deserves the respect to acknowledge the history
behind the baths.

Address each issue at the time
4.
How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Best to address each issue & not leave for later which can
get lost along the way.

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

HBRC has the resource people & knowledge to manage CD
they have office in Waipawa.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Have concerns regarding large logging trucks, sheep trucks, large petrol tankers parked in main
street very dangerous accident waiting to happen.
Trucks entering Waipawa from bridge side at speed hard to pull out by Commercial Hotel when

can not see both sides accident waiting to happen put sign up NO PARKING Large trucks in main
street. Open speed box on pole to slow big trucks entering Waipawa from bridge side.
Sharpen mower blades rough job mowing along Ta Pairu Rd.
Stop repairing wooden rails turning down Ta Pairu Rd, rails keep getting smashed cut the costs
to forever repairing.
Really pleased other rails removed very wise decision no more costly repairs.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#84]
Sunday, 25 March 2018 2:25:32 PM

Name

Penne Chote

Address

64 Abbotsford Road
Waipawa 4210
New Zealand

Day Phone:

06-8588460

Night Phone:

06-8577371

Mobile:

0276965719

Email

pennechote@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?

Invest based on the plan

Please provide any comments:

With the lack of maintenance and the growth in the
population we need these to be done so that new
developments can go ahead and possible industry be
attracted to the area...more people living here means our
rating base is spread further.

2.
How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure

District wide charge at 5%

Please provide any comments:

I think that as the community of Central Hawke's Bay we
are all in this together!!

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of staged project

Please provide any comments:

CHB NEEDS an outdoor cold water pool and with the
history that this pool has in our community it needs to be
repaired.
Not only do the children of Waipawa use it but also many
other groups for swimming training and water sports.
I think if we look at the long term and maybe are able to
add some form of solar heating in the sides maybe, this
would extent the swimming season.
It is so important that our children learn to swim and
maybe lessons in the summer in Waipawa maybe an
option.

4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of our
Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

I think that our towns all need to be attractive and well
maintained to attract people and business to the area.
With a fund we could priorities projects that we would like
to see done in our town and work towards this. Each town
is very different in its own way and what works for one
may not work for all....

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council
rates

Please provide any comments:

If they are raising our rates by 19% let the Regional
Council.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

I think that we need to able to maintain the assets that we
have and not continue to build new ones, and the money
that is required in this long to plan to maintain the assets
that have been let go is substantial.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#85]
Monday, 26 March 2018 1:38:46 PM

Name

Charles Huizinga

Day Phone:

068587308

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

Yes

Please provide any comments:

Story in Hawkes Bay Today 22 March 2018 Money that is to be invested into the Wastewater
Treatment Plant should be paid for by the companies
responsible for the products and installation at the plant.
This should be their cost under guarantee, not at a cost to
ratepayers.
This money could then be used to fund other important
services such as footpaths etc
We also need either two reservoirs (or one larger one) to
ensure that there is always sufficient quality clear drinking
water.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wufoo
Thrive
CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation [#86]
Monday, 26 March 2018 5:11:15 PM

Name

Jennie Reid

Address

10 Tainui Terrace Mt Cook
Wellington 6021
New Zealand

Day Phone:

0276846640

Do you wish to present your
comments to Council in person at a
hearing?

No

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
As a Mangakuri bach owner we remain responsible fro our drinking water, waste water and
storm water.
While we appreciate the need for robust water management for the region, we cannot support
paying a uniform 5% or 7.5% of our rates towards region wide systems.
We have paid over $20,00 about 5 years ago to upgrade our rain water supply, and at some
stage in the future need more work on our 60 year old septic tank system. No Council support is
available for these costs, and we ask that you consider spreading the charges for the three
waters infrastructure over the area that it will serve.

I understand that in a rural area the cost structure for local services is different, and the cost of
roads and infrastructure is expensive. But in Wellington my rates are only $200 annually more
than in CHB district, and I get (and as resident use) a lot more services.
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Lei h Collecutt
From:
Sent:

kees aarts <case. aarts@ginail. coin >
Monday, 26 March 2018/1:11 PM

To:

Thrive; Information

Subject:

Submission LTP 18-28

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Submission LTP 18-18

T ref er to number 2. How do we f und our D^inking Wotei" Grid
Wosl'ewol'er. IEnf"OSI'ruc*'ure?

The Options
1.1^etchn the current

2. Chonge the f unding of wote" Grid wos+ewoi'er to hove. o
District Wide Targeted Rote set

on uniform bosis of 5% of the to+o1 funding requirement. This
would be poid by o11 rotepoye^s in the district whether or riot
You or'e. connected 1'0 the network.

T submit option I. should be token, to king into orcount the
following:

Runol people (generally):
I. PCy for their own wo'rer, supply, its instollot'ion, in Gini'enonce
Grid running cost. Ln most coses the cost is much higher, then
whot' the connected rote poYers poy by woy of forgeted rote.
2. Poy for their own sewero9e system, septic tonk instolloi'ion,
in Gini'enonce Grid emptying.
Actuol costs ore much higher then forgeted rates in town.

3. Moriy hove. 00 decent Foods but potholed metol frocks, let
Gione f oofpoths or street lighting.
4.51'0r'in wofer': consider obje doin o98 coused by heovy r'Qin
Grid flooding on rural properties (such OS woshed out

drivewoys Grid roces) is offended to Grid fixed by the
property owner's.

5. Trove I expenses: we need 1'0 trove I 1'0 town for bosic

services, shopping etc. When services of trodes people ore
required on site, we ore chopged o heGifhy ''th oval o110wonce".
Even NZPos* chopge, s us I^D delivery fees, which town people
do riot hoVe. 1'0 poy.
6. Coinplionce costs for Form pions, stock movements NALT
etc, payable by rural people only.
7. High cost of Enter net Grid mobile phone coinmunicot. ion.
Fost'(ish) internet only ovoiloble of high cost. No reception in
moriy rural locations, e. speciolly now 20egrees hos turned of
26.

Fom Grid e. quitoble should be the moatro.

To king the obove info occoun*', the r, urol community (which is
GISo the engine of the economy) is poying for 1'00 much OS if
is. Considerof ion should be given 1'0 lighten the rotes burden
rother, the increosing if.

T therefo" submit that option I, (Refoin the current funding
f or dr, inking wol'er, Grid wost'ewol. er, ) should be token.

T GISo submit that the shortfoll in the budget created by
using option I should riot be

funded by increosing the UAC rates, but should be funded by
incheosing the r, alevonf forgeted rates.
2

C Aort's
Tikokino

021 0820 2726 (06-8565428 offer service has been
restored)
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Do You wish to present Your comments to Council in person at a hearing?
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Please note that Your submission (including any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public.

Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at Spin

Submission Questions

\

I.

4.

:.:ow do we make sure OUT Three Waters
infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan '

. Address each issue at the time

Invest over a longer time frame

IZ"""' Develop Town Centre and Corn 't PI

Maintain the current assets

.

Please rovide an y comments
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Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do fund our drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding
District wide charge at 5%
District wide charge at 7.5%
Please rov'de any comments

I^""' Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
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Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate
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Please provide any comments
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3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

. -^

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad
Council funds $700k of 25m pool only
Council funds $650k of staged project
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. "You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need more room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include your name and contact
information.
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Lei h Collecutt
From:
Sent:

Mike Hendon <hendonseggs@ginail. coin >
Saturday, 24 March 20189:59 AM

To:

Thrive

Subject:

CHBDC Long term plan.

Follow Up Flag:

Follow up

Flag Status:

Flagged

Q

I

ReferencePage 9, Drinking Water and Wastewater Infrastructure,
The preferred option for the Council is Option 2,
Proposing to charge residents, whether connected to the Network or Not.
Well, I am not connected to the Network.

I would like to know if you propose to charge me for Diinking water and Wastewater, what you are
charging me for.
I currently supply my own drinking water via, rain water througli 2 water tanks, soon to be 3, which have
been tested by Hills Laboratories, Hamilton, and are of very good quality. And my septic tank is emptied at
my own cost.

So, could you tell me what you will be providing me for your cost?
Would this be paying for my septic taint to be emptied?
For my pipes to be maintained?
Free water in the event of a drought?
As at the moment. I am at a loss as to what you would want payment for?
Regards,
Suzanne Heridon.
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4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and

Infrastructure is fit for the future?

Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
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Maintain the current assets
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Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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3,
How do vie upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

-.

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project
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Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.
Need more room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include your name and contact
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Phone: (06) 857-8783
Fax: (06) 857-7172

CENTRAL HAWKE'S BAY
DISTRICT COUNCIL

"Kilo^it"
*'~ '

Box 3'

2 6 MAR 2813
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Mrs Di Murphy
Dunshaughlin

I _ ...<?I, :Z, _,. .

RD 2
WAIPUKURAU 4282

Wednesday, 21 March 2018
As a rural ratepayer I have no objection to paying $501year to contribute to the urban

drinking water, waste water and stormwater management. None of these have any
direct benefit to me or my family. Nor do I contribute negatively to the problems the
Council faces with water management.

However, Ihave a strong objection to paying $50 on each of my rateable properties. in
my case, this means a water and wastewater payment of $250. I say again, none of these
water problems have anything to do with me or my propertyr.

According to your website, the objectives of the council's rating policy are to:
to spread the incidence of rates as fairly as possible
(in be consistent in charging rates
(jin ensure all ratepayers pay their fair share for council services

(tv) provide the income needed to meet the council's goals.
How can you justify the water rates demands in terms of these stated objectives? It is
obvious to me that this water rate should be struck per household, not per rateable
property: according to your statistics, the urban population is 8740 and the rural

population is 4980. Nowhere can I find how many households this represents. My point
being that it seems to me that the rural population is subsidising the urban dwellers to a
huge extent.
According to your pie chart, water makes up 32.07% of the rates. That amount has no
benefit to me. I won't even mention Council services like Refuse Collection and

sewerage operations 17,229, 'o1, since I don't expect the Council to pay for my septic tank
cleaning, nor my Kiwi Kanz rubbish collection.
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Do You wish to present your comments to C uricil in person at a hearing?
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Please note that your submission Including any personal information supplied) will be made available'to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at 50m
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Flow do we make sure our Three Waters

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and

Infrastructure is fit for the future?

Communitieso
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Invest based on the plan
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Invest over a longer time frame

.

Maintain the current assets
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Address each issue at the time
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Develop Town Centre and Community Plans
Please provide any comments
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F!ow do fund OUT drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?
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District wide charge at 5%

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
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How do vre upgrade the Wa!pawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#93

Barry and Glenda Wade

Address
7 Evan Road R.D. 2
OTANE 4277
New Zealand
Day Phone:

06 8568667

Night Phone:

06 8568667

Mobile:

027 2061222

Email

b.gwade@slingshot.co.nz

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at a
hearing?
1.

Invest based on the plan

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking water
and wastewater infrastructure
Please provide any comments:

In the consultation document there is a lack of
information beyond 3 years for rural ratepayers - what
amount will the additional payments rise to? Personally,
we have invested heavily in on farm water infrastructure
in the 4 years we have been in CHB - a cost to us of $
32,800 for infrastructure, and $10,800 for power for
water pumps over same period - and all the hours of

labour for installation etc.
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

No sure that we agree with any of the above. Why have a
'double up' of pool services when CHB population
struggles with community funding. Have just one facility
at Russell Part and bus patrons from Waipawa to
Waipukurau. The cold water pool is only open for about
3 months each year, yet Council is considering spending
many thousands on this. Other projects probably more
important.

4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Towns need a 'theme' - maybe the big yellow "Duck" for
Waipawa, and 'Sheep/lamb' for Waipukurau.

5.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:

Continue with CHBDC until HBRC can provide ratepayers
with clear costings for our rates - currently not yet
available to us.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

We are not totally against #2 above, but with CHBDC
have not provided figures for rural ratepayers beyond 3
year term, (why?), yet information is provided in #1 for
urban ratepayers for a 10 year term.

For rural ratepayers, roading is more important that
town drinking water.

High speed broadband goes to town areas, yet is lacking
in rural areas, and many farms are multi-million dollar
businesses, but have to pay more for other broadband
services.

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#94

Ana Deckard

Address
136 Tukituki Road RD 1
Ashley Clinton
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:
Email
Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Invest over a longer time frame

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:

It makes a lot more sense to have big projects done
over a 10, 20, or even 30 year timeframe. This
decreases the burden on ratepayers.

2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:

It's in no way fair for rural ratepayers to have to pay for

urban infrastructure. Part of deciding to live rurally
means that you know that you don't have to pay a
water/wastewater rate but it also means paying for
your own system, and this can be quite costly. Urban
users pay nowhere near as much money for their
systems so why should rural ratepayers have to pay
even more than they do already.

I'd like to see more diligence in saving money in other
areas so that that money could go towards the
infrastructure rather than burdening rural ratepayers.
3.

Council funds $650k of staged project

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

Surely there is a way for the pool to be done without
spending so much. Not everything has to be upgraded
to such a high level. Sometimes just making sure it'll
work without needing to be so fancy is the best.

4.
How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council

How do we fund Emergency

rates

Management?
Please provide any comments:

Civil defence is a good area for Regional Council as it
affects the whole region.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
infrastructuTe is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

12. '

Maintain the current assets

15;."""

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do Iuild our drinking water and wastewate!

How do we fund Emergency Management,

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

1:1""' Fund costs of Civil Defence tiTrough Regional Council rates

I

District wide charge at 5%

.

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

ContinLie to fund through the CHBDC General rate

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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3.
How do we upgrade the Wa!pawa and 01strict

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centenn!al Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $7001< of 25m pool only
Council funds $650k of staged project
Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need more loom? You can attach extra pages but please in al<e sure they include Your name and contact
information.
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
infrastructure is in for the future?

Communities?

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments

2.

5.

How do fund our drinlcing water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

I

Retain the current funding

.

District wide charge at 596

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

.

Please provide any comments
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3.
How do we upgrade the Weipawa and District
Centennial Memorial Baths?

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need more loom? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include Your name and contact
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Submiters Name
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Postal Address: .,^,. j, ! A '
Day Phone: $ ~

\?.
IQ
Night Phone

Mobile:

Email
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13,

Do you wish to present your comments to Council in person at a hearing?

Please note that your submission (including any personal information supplied Iwill be made available to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at 5pm

Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure OUT Three Waters

How do vre plan for the future of oar Towns and

Infrastructure is fit for the future?

Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

P!ease provide any comments

Please provide any comments

2,

5,

How do fund OUT drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

.

District wide charge at S%

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.
.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project
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Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

}-leed more loom? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include Your name and contact
information.
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Cheryl Paul

Address
9 McGreevy Street
Waipawa, Central Hawkes Bay 4210
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

0272542761

Email

cherylpaul.nz@gmail.com

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.

Invest over a longer time frame

How do we
make sure
our Three
Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:

#100

The plan is very detailed and covers a wide range of needs and none are more important
that the other however this work can surely be done over a longer period of time. I would
be interested in promotions showing how we as a community can reduce what we send to
the wastewater, reduce our water use, get a rates reduction for installing water tanks in
town, meter more properties, or all if possible, so council know exactly where the problem
areas. Can the stock truck companies and large processing plants develop a smart use for
effluent and waste from their businesses rather than sending it via our wastewater system?
2.

District wide charge at 5%

How do we
fund our
drinking
water and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please

Addressing the current infrastructure challenges is something the

provide any

community as a whole needs to get behind to ensure growth and stability

comments:

for the future of CHB as a district. The more we can promote the towns the
more our population can grow. We need more people not more sheep.

3.

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:
I think this asset is a key focus of Waipawa and can be utilised better. Happy with the
proposed upgrade except for the learner pool. I think that would cost too much. Upgrade
the pools as they stand with the addition of a splash pad. It would be great to see a speed
bump on Harker street entrance, even closing this road completely and turn it into a
carpark, then utilise the whole area as another rest area. lots of shade and parking, tables,

and public toilets. Seal the area behind the pool and make that the main parking area. This
would be a great stop, handy to town, especially if the footpath was made safer into town.
4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please

Developing long term Town Centre plans makes sense and can give the

provide any

community some long term goals to work towards. When you see the

comments:

bigger picture you're more content with the smaller steps.

5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please

I agree with moving the funding as it makes sense with the shared service

provide any

but has CHB got assurance we will still have strong support and

comments:

representation.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
I think all ratepayers should be accountable for what we use and consume and if we want to
be smarter about what we pay for we need to be smarter about what we use. Can we
support projects that reuse waste. Second hand Sunday is great example, perhaps we can
have an official collection point instead of this happening once a year. This could be a side
business for the transfer stations but on a bigger and tidier scale that what we currently
have. Do our Council businesses practice recycling? Is Council sourcing other funding
areas. My family and I appreciate the work Council does for our community. This is a great
place to live.
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Lei h Collecutt
From:

Alex Walker

Sent:

Sunday, 25 March 20188:31 PM

To:

Leigh Collecutt; Monique Davidson

Cc:

Councillors

Subject:

FW: Walking and Councils' ten-year plans

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hi team

An interesting LTP submission
A

D

Alex Walker I Mayor of Central Hawke's Bay
alex. walker chbdc. ovt. nz I 0278607752

Central Hawke's Bay District Council
Office: 068578060I Fax: 0685771.79

This information is confidential, is intended for the oddressee only und may be subject to legal privilege,
If you ore not them tended recipient, please do not disdose, copy or inoke use offts contents. ryou have
received it in error, please destroy it and contact the sender. Any view expressed is not necessarily the
view of Central Hawke's Boy District Council.
From: Living Streets [mailto:accounts Iivin streets. or .nz]
Sent: Sunday, 25 March 2018/2:53 PM
To: Alex Walker

Subject: Walking and Councils' ten"year plans

Dear Alex Walker,

Kia ora and greetings on behalf of Living Streets Aotearoa, the national voice for people on foot.
Mayors are currently leading Councils' ten~year plans and we urge you to make sure people on foot are well
catered for. Footfallis the economic lifeblood of retail, an ideal activity for physical and mental health with
low impact on infrastructure. People of all ages can travel in a pushchair, wheelchair, stroll, march, jog or

run on footpaths, crossings, tracks in reserves. Good pedestrian infrastructure also means public transport is
easier to access. Slower speeds, encouraged by good urban design, make towns and cities safer and more
attractive and encourage visitors and residents alike to linger, enjoy and spend.

I

Does your Long TenTi Plan budget include funding for road safety for people on foot, slower speeds,
Inalcing crossings accessible for wheelchairs and pushchairs, audits for bus exchanges or train stations,

urban design of laneways, travel plans for schools or hospitals or simply more footpaths on more streets? In
rural areas, are there roads near schools that need some treatment? Are there roads or bridges that
completely limit safe access on foot? Walking is people's favouiite active leisure activity so better
connected suburbs and parks, footpaths and reserves will be popular with residents.

We realise Council budgets are always under pressure so the Living Streets executive are lobbying for the
Government Funding Assistance Rate for footpath maintenance, currently zero, to be at least the same as the
rate for local road maintenance.

Good data is the basis for good decisions. There is now an international standard for measuring walking.
Please encourage your staff to look at ITtt ://WWW. measuriii -walkiii ,o1 . in particular, we are concerned
by the nationwide drop in the numbers of children walking to school. From 1989/90 to 2010-14 the numbers

of 5 to 12 year-olds walking to school PItirrnneted from 42% to 29% (MOT data). Congestion, physical and
InGrital health and alertness would all improve with more walking to school.
There are also a number of policy decisions which would be low or zero-cost to Councils and achieve

jinpoitant outcomes for walkers. Asking questions and changing priorities about the length of time and
share of phase for signalised crossings costs nothing. Sceptical citizens and business people can often be

involved when streets are calmed as trials; often cheaper and less disi'liptive than penmanent changes.
When you next amend your District Plan, please consider removing minimum parking requireinents,

increasing density where there's good public transport and requiring new subdivisions and developments to
have decent provision for people on foot and SEPARATE infrastructure for cycling.

Living Streets Aotearoa supports everyone on foot, for short journeys or longer expeditions, for pleasure,
leisure or commuting. We can provide speakers and experts on health and transport to your Council.
Please treat this letter as a forrnal submission to your Long Term Plan. We would appreciate a reply
detailing what walking investment is planned over the next decade.
If you are proud of a project your Council has implemented that helps walking, please nominate it for a

Golden Foot Award by 25th May 2018, fonns available on our website,
Yours sincerely,
Andy Smith, President
Ellen Blake, Turnuaki mama
CGIia Wade-Brown, Executive Committee meInber

You can also opt out of this and ALL future Ginails from us: Please don't Inail me a am
Living Streets Aotearoa
PO Box 25424

Wellingtom, 6146
New Zealand

;;^^;^^;^;;^.f
WWW, living, mets. ore. nz
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Johanna Wilson

Address
73A Avondale Road Taradale
Napier, Hawke's Bay 4120
New Zealand
Day Phone:

0274184624

Night Phone:

0273069929

Mobile:

0274184624

Email

johanna.wilson@hbdhb.govt.nz

Do you wish

Yes

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.
How do we
make sure our
Three Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please provide
any

#112

comments:
2.
How do we
fund our
drinking water
and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide
any
comments:
3.
How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please provide
any
comments:
4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please provide any comments:
Smoking is the greatest single preventable cause of death in New Zealand. Second hand
smoke is also a serious and often under estimated, public health issue, especially for
children. Expanding Smokefree areas is an important way of de-normalising smoking and

promoting healthy lifestyles.

Councils have an important role in public health activities within their communities. CHB
District Council has provided leadership and innovation in a broad range of public health
and safety related activities including injury prevention and road safety. It is also important
to remember that smoking is not only a health issue, but one that has wider impacts on the
wellbeing of communities. This includes the impact smoking has on increasing health
inequalities, cultural losses due to premature death and the environment through litter and
fires.

Behavioural change requires more than education. Smokefree footpaths in the Central
Business Districts (CBD) of Waipawa and Waipukurau reduces children, young people and
others exposure to smoking and smoking related harm. The other benefits to providing
Smokefree footpaths in the CBD's are:
* de-normalising smoking and especially smoking around children
* reducing the visibility of smoking, which otherwise contributes to smoking initiation
* supporting ex-smokers to remain Smokefree and
* encouraging people to stop smoking.

It is also important to include a 10m Smokefree zone at all bus depots and bus shelters,
similar to Napier and Hastings Combined Smokefree policy. One of the Hawke's Bay
Smokefree Coalition members is a frequent passenger on the long distance bus services.
Being an asthmatic, she is often walking through smoke to get on and off the buses. A 10m
Smokefree zone around the bus would ensure passengers health and wellbeing are being
met.

This submission is written on behalf of the Hawke's Bay Smokefree Coalition and it's
partners include the HB Cancer Society, Breathe HB, Health HB, HBDHB, Te Kupenga Hauora
o Ahuriri, Te Taiwhenua O Heretaunga, Choices Heretaunga, HB YMCA.
5.
How do we
fund
Emergency

Management?
Please provide
any
comments:
ANY OTHER

We, the Hawke's Bay Smokefree Coalition look forward to presenting our

SUGGESTIONS: comments in depth at a hearing.

Regards, Johanna Wilson
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#119

Mike. Isaacson

Address
1118,shy 2, RD1,Otane
New Zealand
Day Phone:

0274436562

Night Phone:
Mobile:
Email
Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:

I am against the rural comunity that are not on town
water contributing to the town supply. I have town
supply running past my house, which I have requested
to have a supply point put in, in case I have a front
paddock fire, with no way of fighting this due to my
outside water supply from a bore down by Otane being
not availiable. if my house supply tanks run dry, I have
to pay to have water delivered with out no asistance
from local councel. Is this going to change if I
contribute ? I do not think so.

2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:

If I do not benefit, not prepaired to pay.

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

Why wasn't this addresed when first brought to the
council attention?

4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Don,t ripp of your bread and butter.

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#120

Mike McCormick

Address
377 Woburn Rd. R.D.1
Waipukurau, H.B 4281
New Zealand
Day Phone:

06 85 89127

Night Phone:

06 85 89127

Mobile:

027 460 8796

Email

homeplace377@gmail.com

Do you wish

Yes

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.

Invest based on the plan

How do we
make sure our
Three Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please provide The urban water infrastructure has been underfunded for decades and
any

needs to be upgraded to meet current standards. This is only equitable

comments:

when the rest of the district ratepayers are having to do the same.

2.

Retain the current funding

How do we
fund our
drinking water
and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide To expect ratepayers who are not connected the urban water infrastructure
any

is iniquitous when they get no benefit from it. If Council is thinking of

comments:

introducing a district wide rate to help fund the upgrade of sewerage and
drinking water systems of non connected ratepayers which are no doubt
not far away it may be less iniquitous -- I know I'd appreciate subsidised
septic tank cleaning and funding to help replace the spouting on my house.
If you use it you should pay for it.

3.

Council funds $700k of 25 m pool only

How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please provide As we have a perfectly good indoor facility in Waipukurau there is no need
any

to upgrade the Waipawa pool to anything more than is currently available.

comments:

The district is not big enough to afford multiple facilities of the same type.
The coat needs to be cut to suit the cloth available.

4.
How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

Please provide Any business that survives plans for the future so that it doesn't get caught
any

out and also does not spend beyond its means especially on non essential

comments:

projects.

5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:
So long as the outlying districts don't get overlooked in any major emergency or that
decisions aren't made by people 50-80km away from an area without at least getting off
the phone and coming to check things out.
This year when the fire ban was in place it was decided in the major centres without
seemingly much thought of the out lying areas by people who didn't appear to be in touch
with conditions everywhere their major concern
when approached about fire permits being ensuring that the professional firefighters had
Christmas off and not even bothering to check individual circumstances.
ANY OTHER

There is already an urban/rural disconnect , particularly in the major

SUGGESTIONS: centres and parts of councils funding plans will only increase this.

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#121

Lathan Wroe

Address
30 Kenilworth street
Waipawa, Central Hawke's Bay 4210
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

0272489278

Email

Lathanwroe@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Invest over a longer time frame

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:

Ideally get Central Government to chip in. I realize they
are cynically passing on all manner of costs on local
got but rate increases above inflation are doing my
head in

2.
How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure

Please provide any comments:

I'm against rural having to be included however town
cannot do it on their own. Again Central Govt needs to
subsidize

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

Honestly forget the pool. I'm a Waipawa resident but
never use pool. I prefer the river

4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

More meetings at reasonable times

5.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:

Should be Central Govt.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

With all the new permanent arrivals living here, buying
houses and presumably paying rates hy the dramatic
increases? They are too ambitious. Unaffordable and
unfair to most. And the oxidation ponds had a
guarantee? Get the ratepayers money back or get the
pond builders to pony up and get them functioning
correctly
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Anthony Gilbert

Address
2 Brodie Place Kairakau Beach
RD14 Havelock North 4195
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:

06 858 4989

Mobile:
Email

tandagilbert@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
3.

User pays should be the system used.

#127

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:
4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Previous Councils have not invested the necessary
funds to upgrade the facilities for various reasons. It is
not reasonable to expect ratepayers whom will not
benefit to pay, i.e. rural paying for town water and
sewage systems.
Rural ratepayers have had to pay for their own systems
with no help from the town ratepayers, and none is
expected as it is of no benefit to them.
All the town expansion should be via targeted rates on
properties within the town concerned and in the case
of new subdivisions should be done by the developer.
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Day Phone: ^"$<1, S~7 j7 e. Night Phone: $4 IPI ,^: ~~~~'
Mobile:

Email:
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Do you
wish to present your- comments
to Council
In person at- a-hearing?
. NO I^"'~-. II ' -. ' If
~---------------^
^---- --~
~ ~--:------ - - Yes
-- -^^-Please note that Your subm!5510n jinclud!rig any personal informat!on supplied I will be made available to Councillors and the public.

Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at Spin
.

Suninisslo11 Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our three Waters
Infl'astTucture Is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns anc
I

IQ

Invest based on the plan
Invest over a longer time frame

..

Maintain the current assets

Communities?

Address eacii issue at tile time

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

I

.

Please provide any comments

Piease provide any comments

_^^:.^{^;^'__L. ^^17^I. ^: ,^. rcc. , . I^ I, ^,',"I
--- "- -.- ci---~-^--I'-.--- ----------

^ <A I O ~ I, ^^:^~;,!I ", "* C ^.-<., I:t*4'1

,itr*-filli'r~^:;:;4^ "* _,,,._,,
,, ^ Le, -!> I. E. , i. i's ,a

2.

5.

How do fund our di'lnking water and wastewaTei

How do we fund Emergency Management?

Infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

I^/ Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

.

District wide charge at 5%

. Continue to fund through the CHBOC General rate

^.,,,

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments '
;

O ".( , ~ ~ ^ I, ". 120 @.. , 6- ^^_, a. .':1:1-

., 2_(' -12;^_y ca, 9j. 4, .._^::I I G' i, ^' _:_ _ _
.

t. .. .

How do we upgrade the Waipawa and Dlstrict

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memor!al Baths?

Council funds $6501( of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

.

Please provide any comments

I\(,,~c , 61^ ,^.-6@VC I 5c. e
_$U rull'. gS 1/4 .
,

You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

IVeed mole loon\' You can attach extra pages but please make sure they Include Your name and contact
information

Long Term Plan 2018-28 Consultat!on Document
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SUBMISSION To THE LONG TERM PLAN 2018 -28

DAVID BARTLETF

31. LYALL ST,
TIKOKiNO

FIRSTLYI WOULD LIKE To ADDRESS THE ISSUE OF RATES AND I REFER To MY RATES ESTIMATE RECENTLY
RECEIVED FOR 201.8 -201.9. I MAKE THIS POINT FIRST As THIS Is REALLY THE BASIS OF MY SUBMISSION.

I SEE THAT OVER THE NEXT 1.0 YEARS A TOTAL OF ALMOST $38 MILLION Is ESTIMATED To BE SPENT ON
THE THREE WATERS. THIS Is A HUGE AMOUNT FOR SUCH A SMALL DISTRICT AND OF COURSE

RATEPYERS HAVE To FOOTTHE BILL. BUT COUNCIL HAVE DECIDED THAT ALL RATEPAYERS SHOULD
HELP PAY FOR THIS EVEN THOSE IN RURAL AREAS WHO Do NOT BENEFIT FROM THOSE FACILITIES.
WE IN THE COUNTRY HAVE OUR OWN WATER SUPPLY AND OWN SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS. THIS DOES

NOT COME WITH OUT COST. I'M SURE BY Now COUNCILLORS WOULD HAVE HAD THE FEEDBACK ON
THIS SUBJECT AND HAVE BEEN TOLD THAT IN TIMES OF DRY PERIODS A TANKER LOAD OF WATER MAY

HAVE To BE TRANSPORTEDiN (ATA COST OF $350 +). THEN THERE Is THE PUMPING OF THAT WATER
(POWER) AND SOMETIMES THE MAINTENANCE OF THE PUMPS AND EVEN REPLACEMENT. MY OWN
PUMP HAS A LEAK ATTHE MOMENTANDi FEAR THATiT WILL HAVE To BE REPLACED. THIS Is NOT

CHEAP. THEN THERE Is THE SEPTIC TANK WHICH HAS To BE EMPTIED FROM TIME To TIME, AGAIN
ANOTHER $350+. I UNDERSTAND THAT SOME RESIDENTS IN THE AREA HAVE HAD COSTS FAR
EXCEEDING MINE. ALLTHESE COSTS ARE ON THE HOUSEHOLDER WITH NO ASSISTANCE FROM
COUNCIL. WE Do NOT EXPECT ASSISTANCE AND DONT ASK FOR IT. So Is IT ANY WONDER THAT WE
OBJECT To HAVING To SUBSiDisE THE USE OF THESE WATERS WHEN WE HAVE NO BENEFIT,

COUNCIL WILL SAY THAT IT Is FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD AND THAT EVERYONE BENEFITS IN THE LONG
RUN. I WOULD DISAGREE. WE ARE IN A USER PAYS SOCIETY so THOSE THAT USE IT, PAY FOR IT. Is

IT ACTUALLY LEGAL To CHARGE A PERSON FOR SOMETHING THEY DONT GET ? (I'M NOT SURE) BUT IT
CERTAINLY DOESN'T SEEM RIGHT To ME. PERSONALLY I WOULD RARELY USE ANY OF THESE 3 WATERS
IN TOWN EXCEPT FOR THE OCCASSIONAL COFFEE OR TEA IN A CAFE. I PAY FOR THAT AND IN TURN THE
CAFE OWNER PAYS HIS RATES PARTLY FROM MONEY PAID BUY CUSTOMERS. A WEAK POINT MAYBE
BUT I'M SURE I MAKE MY POINT.
I HAVE NO OBJECrioN To PAYING SOME EXTRA IN RATES THIS YEAR As WE IN TiKOKiNO HAVE HAD

VERY SMALL INCREASES IN RECENT YEARS, BUT LETS SEE SOMETHING TANGIBLE IN OUR AREA, LIKE IF
You HAVE To Do EXTRA WORK ON THE ROADS, FINE. OR MAYBE GIVE us BErrER FOOTPATHS INSTEAD
OF THE CHILDREN HAVING To WALK ON THE ROADS ON THEIR WAY HOME FROM SCHOOL.
ON PAGE 22 OF THE LTP THE RATES SAMPLES SHOWS TiKOKiNo's % INCREASE As 1.6.7. THIS Is so
MUCH MORE THAN OTHER RURAL AREAS. HARD To UNDERSTAND REALLY. IT WOULD APPEAR THAT
COUNCIL BELIEVE THAT WE HAVE NOT BEEN PAYING OUR WAY. I BELIEVE THAT WE PAY FOR WHAT

WE GET, WHICH Is VERY LITELE.
I'M SURE THE RESIDENTS OF WAiPAWA AND WAiPUKERAU WILL NOT BE Too HAPPY WITH THEIR
INCREASES EITHER, BUTTHATis FOR THEM To WORK OUT WITH COUNCIL. ITHEREFOR SAYTHAT WE
SHOULD STICK WITH THE STATUS Quo I. E. OPTION I. . WHICH WOULD MEAN THAT THOSE NOT

CONNECTED To THE NETWORK WOULD NOT PAY THE EXTRA $49

\
*

WAIPAWA CENTENNIAL POOL

THIS Is A BIG PROJECTAND WILLTAKE A LOT OF RATEPAYERS MONEY EITHER DIRECTLY ORiNoiRECTLY.
MY QUESTION Is, UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES Do WE REALY NEED A POOL IN WAIPAWA WHEN WE

HAVE A REALLY GOOD INDOOR ONE AT WAiPUKERAu, WHICH CAN BE AND Is USED ALL YEAR ROUND.
A NEED Is NOTA WANTAND MAY I USE THE OLD ADDiGE AND SAY THAT PERHAPS WE SHOULD CUT
OUR COAT ACCORDING To THE CLOTH. LOANS ARE ALL VERY WELL BUTTHEY HAVE To BE PAID BACK
AND PROBABLY OTHER IMPORTANT PROJECTS WILL HAVE To TAKE A BACK SEAT.

HAVING SAID THAT, HAS CONSIDERATION BEEN GIVEN To GETriNG PRIVATE ENTERPRISE To TAKE ON

THE PRO^Cr (AT NO COST To THE COUNCIL) BUT PERHAPS COUNCIL COULD PART SUBSiDisE ENTRY
FEES THEREBY MAKING ITVIABLE FOR OWNERS, OR MAYBEiUST PUTTING MONEY ASIDE OVER THE
NEXT FEW YEARS AND BUILD A NEW POOL LATER. I'M SURE THE TOWN WOULD GET USED To NOT
HAVING A POOL FOR A WHILE. JUST A THOUGHT.

DEVELOPING TOWN CENTRE AND OTHER COMMUNITY PLANS

$50,000 A YEAR OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS To DEVELOPE PLANS. Is THAT IT, OR WILL WE ACTUALLY SEE
SOME PROJECTS COMING OUT OF THIS. FROM THE SECOND YEAR ON You SAY THERE WILL BE
PLANNING ANDIMPLEMENTATiON. How MUCH OF EACHis NOT CLEAR. WHAT!s CLEARIS THAT

THERE WILL BE A $7.81 CHARGE BY WAY OF THE UAGC.

THI YEARS RATES ESTIMATE

JUSTA FINAL WORD ON THIS ESTIMATE. I SEE THATTHE GENERAL RATE HAS BEEN DECREASED WHICH

REDUCES MY RATES BY $161N THAT AREA. ALSO THE CHARGE FOR REFUGE COLLECTION HAS GONE

DOWN $2.75. IT SEEMS To ME THAT IF You NEED MORE REVENUE, You WOULD INCREASE THOSE
Two CHARGES NOT LOWER THEM. IT DOES NOT MAKE SENSE To REDUCE THEM. INSTEAD You HAVE
PUT OTHER CHARGES IN PLACE THAT HAVE QUITE HONESTLY BEEN UPSETTING FOR SOME PEOPLE.

MAY I SAYTHATTHE AVERAGE CHARGE FOR UAGC OVER THE LAST 7 YEARS HAS BEEN $310. THIS YEAR
IT Is A STAGGERING $409.

THANK You FOR GIVING RATEPAYERS THE OPPORTUNITY To VOICE THEIR OPINIONS
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Submission Form
YOUR details
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Submitters Name:

,.,*^^ mm"^,,^ ^ , }^,*I, ^/EN4j" ^'r^ 11:4^22t!./, e. ,._ ^^:_^-,^
'^!"S' ? ^"/ ? @

Day Phone:
Mobile:

OR. .? ., ,f"2. ,t 751' ?

Night Phone;
Email:

? S' 7 ^"'a"/ o

,3', t'",^@. S^f;,'"t"^144^$10, <17~, a, . a. z. ,

Do You wish to present Your comments to Council in person at a hearing?

Yes .

N 0 12" '

Please note that Your submission tincluding any personal information supplied I will be made available to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 201.8 at Spin

Submissioi\ Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
infrastructure Is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

^I'

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

iZ"'

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments

2.

5.

How do fund our drinkiiTo water and wastewater

How do we fund Einergency Management,

Infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

^I'

District wide charge at 596

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

^,,
.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memor!al Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

21"

Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need In Ore room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include Your name and contact
information.
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and
Communities?

.

Invest based on the plan

I^"

Address each issue at the time

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre an Community Plans

Maintain the current assets

.
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How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

.

District wide charge at 5%

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CH80C General rate
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How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District
Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Councilfunds $650k of staged project
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Please provide any comments
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback

Need more room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include Your name and contact
information.
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Greg Rzesniowiecki

Address
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

02102431632

Email

gregfullmoon013@gmail.com

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.
How do we
make sure
our Three
Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please
provide any
comments:
2.

#133

How do we
fund our
drinking
water and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please
provide any
comments:
3.
How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please
provide any
comments:
4.
How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please
provide any
comments:
5.
How do we
fund
Emergency

Management?
Please
provide any
comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Please find attached two documents, a cover letter and evidence paper, which contain 4
specific recommendations; on democratic governance, trade and investment treaty making,
constituency well-being, and sustainable economics, which we request you consider in
respect to the 2018 cycle of annual and long term plans by your Council.

Covering letter:

Greetings Mayors, Councillors and CEOs, All NZ Regional Councils and Territorial Local
Authorities
Subject: Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations.
We, the Renewables, are ordinary Kiwis living in Motueka . We are active in informing
ourselves and others of the consequence of Climate Change and are strongly of the view
that action at every level must be taken to mitigate its effect.
Our government is in the process of reorganizing the trade and commerce rules that will
operate into the future for the Pacific region of the globe. This negotiation is known as
Transpacific Partnership (TPP). We enclose here a proposal for local councils on that treaty
negotiation.
Please consider this a submission toward your Annual Planning process and as a letter
bringing the attached 'public interest' resolution to your Council's attention.
The TPP's 29 chapters are proving difficult to close over the three years of discussions.
Resistance to it is growing amongst the public in most of the 12 countries involved. The
secrecy surrounding it is particularly controversial. We know enough to believe it is very
wide in its scope, entrenching rights of corporations that will affect many aspects of NZ
life, from internet use to affordable medications.
This is the reason we write. We aim to garner your enthusiasm to positively affect our
future. We seek to influence for the better the coming moments when intervention is a
prospect that could achieve a net good result. You along with all the New Zealand Councils

and Territorial Authorities and the peoples of this land could assist in one such
intervention. Will you?
We would like you to adopt the public interest position on TPP'. Auckland, Nelson and
Tasman have now adopted versions of it. Wellington, Horizons and Palmerston North have
variously addressed parts of the resolution but not adopted the full proposition. We
encourage all Councils to adopt this and thus declare to Central Government and the other
TPP nations and their peoples the ground New Zealand's people stand on.
With the greatest respect

Paper from Renewables:

Notice - Open Letter To all Regional Councils and Territorial Local Authorities .

Dear Mayor, Councillor and CEOs,
Subject: Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) Negotiations.
I write on behalf of the Renewables, a Motueka based Climate Action group, who take an
active interest in New Zealand's ability to mitigate Climate Change. We have recently
focussed on the TPP, Free Trade Agreement negotiations, as we see some of the proposed
outcomes affecting New Zealand's ability to manage and legislate appropriately in the
public interest. This led to our lobbying Tasman District Council to address the issue;
http://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/news/9802308/TDC-seeks-positive-benefits-fromTPPA
Summary of Our Presentation.
Please consider this a proposal toward your Annual Planning process; as a letter bringing
the attached resolution to your Council's attention; and as tool for the public to gain a level
of knowledge about the mysterious TPP and its attendant process.
Auckland, Nelson and Tasman District Councils have carried a resolution that proposes the
'public interest' in the TPP negotiations. This is attached. Other Councils, Wellington,
Horizons and Palmerston North, have expressed interest in this resolution.
We have taken the liberty to modify it to include a further concern, biosecurity.
What is TPP?
The TPP is a set of negotiations involving presently 12 nations; Australia, Singapore,
Vietnam, Brunei, Malaysia, Japan, Canada, USA, Mexico, Peru and Chile along with NZ.

Taiwan and South Korea are possible entrants. The following Wikipedia article gives a
history of the TPP;
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-Pacific_Partnership
TPP negotiations have been undertaken in a series of meetings stretching over the
preceding 3 years. They are supposed to conclude in the near future. At the most recent
Singapore round of Ministers meeting the following statement was issued at its conclusion,
Tuesday 10th December 2013;
http://keionline.org/node/1851
We, the Ministers and Heads of Delegation for Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile,
Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the United States, and Vietnam,
have just completed a four-day Ministerial meeting in Singapore where we have made
substantial progress toward completing the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement.
Over the course of this meeting, we identified potential “landing zones” for the majority of
key outstanding issues in the text. We will continue to work with flexibility to finalize these
text issues as well as market access issues.
For all TPP countries, an ambitious, comprehensive and high-standard agreement that
achieves the goals established in Honolulu in 2011 is critical for creating jobs and
promoting growth, providing opportunity for our citizens and contributing to regional
integration and the strengthening of the multilateral trading system.
Therefore, we have decided to continue our intensive work in the coming weeks toward
such an agreement. We will also further our consultations with stakeholders and engage in
our respective political processes.
Following additional work by negotiators, we intend to meet again next month.
TPP Agenda
Here is the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT) overview of the TPP negotiations;
http://www.mfat.govt.nz/Trade-and-Economic-Relations/2-Trade-Relationships-andAgreements/Trans-Pacific/index.php#overview
The TPP negotiators are dealing with many issues broken into 29 chapters. The following
link from November 2011 is effectively a press release from Ministers English and Groser
identifying the framework agreed between the then 9 participating countries.
http://beehive.govt.nz/release/next-step-trans-pacific-partnership-agreement
And from this, an 8 page background paper gives detail on the 'framework' of TPP and
content of the main chapters or subject areas which include; Competition, Cross Border

Services and Customs, E-Commerce, Environment, Financial Services, Government
Procurement, Intellectual Property, Investment, Labour, Market Access for Goods, Rules of
Origin, Sanitary and Phytosanitary Standards, Technical Barriers to Trade,
Telecommunications, Textiles and Apparel, Trade Remedies and Tariffs.
The specific content being negotiated is not to be found in any of the releases from
Government. This is shrouded in secrecy to the consternation of the interested public and
legislators here and in the other negotiating countries.
http://beehive.govt.nz/sites/all/files/TPP_broad_outlines%20.pdf
Many organisations both here and overseas are calling for the release of the detail of the
TPP text. The extreme secrecy is one of the controversial issues connected with the TPP.
Treaty negotiations
Treaty negotiations are firmly maintained in the realm of government's executive which in
New Zealand is the Cabinet. Clause 7.112 of the Cabinet Manual deals with the ratification
of treaties. Parliament is merely informed and gets to enact enabling legislation, however it
does this whether or not it endorsed the treaty in question. The closest Parliament gets to
the treaty ratification process is through the Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Select
Committee.
The following is a link to the relevant clauses of the Cabinet Manual;
http://cabinetmanual.cabinetoffice.govt.nz/7.112
There was an attempt to democratise treaty-making in NZ in the early 2000s but the
legislation failed to gain its second reading. Government prefers to keep the Treaty making
powers entrenched in the executive at this point in history.
TPP Secrecy
The parties to the TPP must initially agree to a memorandum of understanding and any late
arrivals must gain agreement from the other parties allowing their entry. The TPP
memorandum itself is a secret. The following link is to 'freedom info' who provide insight
into the secret memorandum of understanding signed by each participating nation.
http://www.freedominfo.org/2013/11/spotlight-on-trade-talks-after-wikileaksdisclosure/
The parties have apparently agreed that all documents except the final text will be kept
secret for four years after the agreement comes into force or the negotiations collapse.
This reverses the trend in many recent negotiations to release draft texts and related
documents. The existence of this agreement was only discovered through a cover note to

the leaked text of the Intellectual Property chapter.
New Zealand is the repository for all these documents and the conduit for all requests for
the release of information, including this Memorandum of Understanding.
An open letter to Prime Minister John Key and Trade Minister Tim Groser from unions, civil
liberties, church, public health, development, environmental and trade justice groups has
demanded the release of the secrecy document. The Green Party and Mana Movement have
both endorsed the call.
The release of the secrecy memorandum was requested by many parties during the
Chicago round of negotiations in early October 2011. New Zealand lead negotiator Mark
Sinclair has asked for responses from the other countries. As of March 2014 there is no
agreement to do so.
http://tppwatch.wordpress.com/2011/10/16/trans-pacific-partnership-papers-remainsecret-for-four-years-after-deal/
Here is the open letter from various USA based organizations to the then USA Trade
negotiator Ron Kirk. This is similar to calls from others in TPP nations;
http://www.citizen.org/documents/us-transparency-letter-2011.pdf
TPP Chapters
Now in March 2014 we have the benefit of a few leaked documents; Environment,
Intellectual Property and Investor State Disputes - all of which can be accessed at the It's
Our Future website http://www.itsourfuture.org.nz/ or direct from Wikileaks
https://wikileaks.org/tpp-sacrificing-the-environment.html.
Intellectual property issues are the desire to extend patent holder rights, restrict internet
usage and open access. We are aghast at the suggestion of criminalization of activity
associated with usage of material with artistic or intellectual content. Implications for NZ
are wide ranging and would affect Council run libraries, Pharmac, and anyone who uses
material with artistic or intellectual content.
Investor-state dispute mechanisms provide favourable jurisdictions for Investors where
they perceive their profitability is limited by government legislation or action.
Other chapters such as the one dealing with Government Procurement may directly affect
Council decision making and resource allocation.
TPP, because of its wide scope, might limit our ability to legislate for a range of
community-good outcomes. This was identified by the Renewable's Joanna Santa Barbara a
retired doctor in her presentation to TDC (Tasman District Council) on the 6th March, in

respect to Plain Packaging of Tobacco Products legislation passed by New Zealand's
Parliament and now on hold, out of fear of an ‘investor-state dispute’ suit as allowed in the
TPP.
http://tvnz.co.nz/politics-news/key-admits-plain-cigarette-packaging-may-not-goahead-5345464
TPP and Climate Change.
There is very real concern that the TPP may prevent future Governments from legislating to
strengthen greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets and climate change mitigation
strategies. The investor-state dispute mechanisms allow challenges to legislation where it
is claimed to interfere with a corporation’s profits. Philip Morris' case against Australia over
plain packaging of Tobacco Products is one such case. There are in excess of 100 globally.
Local Government is given Climate Change guidelines by Central Government within which
to set policy and future planning;
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate/climate-change-effect-impactsassessments-may08/page4.html
The following link is the Ministry advice to Local Government.'Responding to the Effects of
Climate Change'.
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate/preparing-for-climate-change-guide-forlocal-govt/html/page3.html
Prof. Jane Kelsey from Auckland University http://www.law.auckland.ac.nz/uoa/os-janekelsey has assessed the leaked Environment Chapter as follows:
https://wikileaks.org/tppa-environment-chapter.html Please note that there are links to all
the leaked papers at the bottom of her analysis. From her assessment under the subtitle
'Overview';
The Environment Chapter addresses matters of conservation, environment, biodiversity,
indigenous knowledge and resources, over-fishing and illegal logging, and climate change,
among others. It might be expected to provide balance to the commercial interests being
advanced in the other chapters, and genuine protections that are consistent with
international environmental law.
Instead of a 21st century standard of protection, the leaked text shows that the obligations
are weak and compliance with them is unenforceable. Contrast that to other chapters that
subordinate the environment, natural resources and indigenous rights to commercial
objectives and business interests. The corporate agenda wins both ways.

At this point perhaps you might allow a few minutes to review this video by Greg Craven
where he lays out a very rational approach to reach appropriate decisions in respect to
Climate Change mitigation;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zORv8wwiadQ and the following link provides material
and discussion on the subsequent book by Craven "What's the Worst That Could Happen? A
Rational Response to the Climate Change Debate" from 2009;
http://www.manpollo.org/forums/index.php
To this effect we need agreements and treaties that enable precautionary and proactive
action to mitigate Climate Change on a global scale.
TPP and your Council
Tasman Council adopted in March 2014 (with the amendment of point 12 removing the
requirement for public consultation during the negotiations) the 12 point public interest
resolution originally passed by Auckland Council in December 2012 and Nelson in July of
2013. Other Councils also have dealt with TPP and passed varying positions; Wellington,
Palmerston North and Horizons Councils have variously called for transparency in
negotiations and that New Zealand's public interest and Sovereignty be maintained.
We believe that NZ's Councils have a major role in representing the public/community
interest and TPP potentially could compromise this interest.
The resolution we are requesting New Zealand's Regional Councils and Territorial Local
Authorities to adopt is as set out in Attachment A.
This position is comprehensive and represents common sense and a position that most
New Zealanders would agree with. As such we regard it as the 'public interest' position.
We thank you for your attention.

Attachment A
TPPA resolution for Local Government consideration
That (name of Council) Council encourages the government to conclude negotiations on the
Trans-Pacific Partnership and Free Trade Agreements in a way that provides net positive
benefits for the (name of local region or city) Region and New Zealand, that is, provided the
Partnership and Agreements achieve the following objectives:
Continues to allow the (name) Council and other Councils, if they so choose, to adopt
procurement policies that provide for a degree of local preference; to choose whether
particular services or facilities are provided in house, by council-controlled organisations

(CCOs) or by contracting out; or to require higher health and safety, environmental
protection, employment rights and conditions, community participation, animal protection
or human rights standards than national or international minimum standards;
Maintains good diplomatic and trade relations and partnerships for (local region) and New
Zealand with other major trading partners not included in the agreement including with
China
Provides substantially increased access for our agriculture exports, particularly those from
the (name of) region into the US Market;
Does not undermine PHARMAC, raise the cost of medical treatments and medicines or
threaten public health measures, such as tobacco control;
Does not give overseas investors or suppliers any greater rights than domestic investors
and suppliers such as through introducing Investor-State Dispute Settlement, or reduce our
ability to control overseas investment or finance;
Does not expand intellectual property rights and enforcement in excess of current law;
Does not weaken our public services, require privatisation, hinder reversal of privatisations,
or increase the commercialization of Government or of (insert name ) Council or other local
government organisations
Does not reduce our flexibility to support local economic and industry development and
encourage good employment and environmental practices and initiatives like the (insert
examples), and the Mayor's Taskforce for Jobs which enable marginalised young people to
develop their skills and transition into meaningful employment;
Contains enforceable labour clauses requiring adherence to core International Labour
Organisation conventions and preventing reduction of labour rights for trade or investment
advantage;
Contains enforceable environmental clauses preventing reduction of environmental and
biosecurity standards for trade or investment advantage;
Has general exemptions to protect human rights, the environment, the Treaty of Waitangi,
and New Zealand's economic and financial stability;
Has been negotiated with real public consultation including regular public releases of drafts
of the text of the agreement, and ratification being conditional on a full social,
environmental, and economic impact assessment including public submissions.
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Invest based on the plan
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How do we fund Emergency Management,
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Retain the current funding
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District wide charge at 7.596

IPI Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

Please

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
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How do we upgrade the Walpawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25N o001 and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

.

Please provide any comments
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NG ,..-

Please note that Your submission jincluding any personal information supplied! will be made available to Councillors and the public
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at 5pm

Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and

infrastructure Is in for the future?

Communities?

invest based on the plan

;=i~ Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

. Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

^...,..

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments

2.

5.

vJ'~

How do we fund Emergency Management?

How do lurid our diinking water and wastewater
infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

15^""' Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

.

District wide charge at 5%

. Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

a. ""

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $550k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project
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Do you wish to present Your comments to Council in person at a hearing?
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we in al<e sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for tlIe future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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5.
How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding
District wide charge at 5%

.
I

District wide charge at 7.5%
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Please provide any comments
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Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate
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Do you wish to present your comments to Council in person at a hearing? Yes . N0 1,7''~~~ ~
Please note that Your submission (including any personal Information supplied I will be made available to Councillors and the public
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at Spin

Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure OUT Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

. Address each issue at the time

^/,

Invest over a longer time frame

I^"' Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do fund our drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?
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infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

I!^"'

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

^......

District wide charge at 5%

.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments

3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

I

C. uricil funds $650k of 25m pool and Spl^^hpad ^10

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.
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Councilfunds $650k of staged project
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Submission Questions

I.

4,

How do we make sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

Invest over a longer time frame I""

.

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

EQ. "'

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do fund our drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?
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infrastructure?

Retain the current funding I"

.

District wide charge at 5%
District wide charge at 7.5%
Please provide any comments
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Fund costs orciv;I Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate
.
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Please provide any comments
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How do we upgrade the Weipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?
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Council funds $650k of staged project
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Do you wish to present Your comments to Council in person at a hearing? Yes No .
Please note that Your submission tinciuding any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at Spin

Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure OUT Three Waters
Infrastructure Is in for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities,

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

P!ease provide any comments

2.

5.

How do fund OUT drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding
District wide charge at 5%
District wide charge at 7.596
Please provide any comments

I

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

.

.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

.

Please provide any comments

3.
How do we up glade the Wa!pawa and Distr!ct

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memor!alBaths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

.

Please provide any comments

You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Lesley Selby

Address
15 abbot Avenue, Waipawa
4210
New Zealand
Day Phone:

068578345

Night Phone:
Mobile:
Email

lesleyselby@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.
How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.
How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
3.

Council funds $650k of staged project

#145

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

As a long term resident of Waipawa, and was involved
in raising money when the pool was first mooted, I am
voting vor option 3 I want to see the pool functioning
again this coming summer. It ia a real asset to this CHB
area.

4.
How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
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Submission Form ' ~'~~~~'"~~ '~"~ '~~'~
YOUR details
Submiters Name
Postal Address

Day Phone

, ' 01\ \;!^I~

I^I

5^S)6

1<
01 !_.)
Night Phone:

Mobile:

Email
Yes

Do you wish to present Your comments to Council in person at a hearing?

No

.

Please note that your subm!ssion (Including any personal Information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 201.8 at Spin

Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure QUIThree Wareis
Infrastructure Is fit for the future,

Communities?

Invest based on the plan
Invest over a longer time frame
Maintain the current assets

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and

^.,.,..

Address each Issue at the time

.

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

IQ/'

.

"""';^:^^co^;^. Q^ I vimyv!^y """'mud"my. mm, ,*,
1/1

1.1^_^~^0,
2.

5.

How do fund our drinking water and wastewaier

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding
District wide charge at 596
District wide charge at 7.5%
Please provide any comments

. Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

I
.

.

Please provide any comments

3.
How do we upgrade the Wa!pawa and Dislricl

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths,

Counci! funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

I

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

.

11

111

\L!I^

If

Please provide any comments

You are able to comment on a nything included in the Consultation Document or provide a ny other feedback.
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#147

Catherine Pedersen

Address
29 Swamp Road RD 2 Waipawa
4272
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:

068578862

Mobile:

0275500309

Email

catto2010@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Invest based on the plan

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.

District wide charge at 5%

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:

Even though I'm rural and therefore fund my own we
all use and rely on town businesses so all should pay.

3.

Council funds $650k of staged project

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

Makes the best sense to me. Hope we get good
community engagement and financial support district
wide for this.

4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council

How do we fund Emergency

rates

Management?
Please provide any comments:

Must do.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Brave, bold, well done! We put you there
We rejected amalgamation (which I disagreed with) so
we have to get on with it, facing current and future
issues.
Well done CHBDC team.

Sorry I missed all of your recent public meetings, great
you have them hope participation was good.
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YOUR details ,
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure OUT Tillee Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the f uture of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

of'

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments Please provide any comments
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5.

How do fund OUT drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Councilrates

I^"'

District wide charge at 5%

IZl"

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments Please provide any comments
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3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad
Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.
*

Council funds $650k of staged project mmj?. 11:7, *,*'"^'I
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COLIN AND ROSEMARY PRINCE
32 Owen Street
TIKOKINO
Valuation Number : 107601.1000
SUBMISSION OF OBJECTION To INCREASE OF TiKOKiNO RATES

We are residents of Tikokino and we are opposed to the proposed increase in our rates to help fund the
water I wastewater infrastructure for the wider district including Waipawa and Waipukurau.
The reason we chose Tikokino for our retirement wasthat the price of housing and rates werelower
than those in town. We have to maintain both our water supply be it bore or rainwater tank and
sewerage system, These costs can be high, bringing tradespeople out from town who charge mileage
costs which people in town do not incur.

We strongly oppose Councilto increase our rates for communities in the area (Waipawa and
Waipukurau) which has no benefitto us.

We cannot for the life of us see how a thirty year plan will be implemented or work when a ten Year
plan seems more realistic in this age of changing ideas, transparency and ever revolving Councils at reelection. Each time a new Council is elected, plans are changed. So don't go too fast too soon, such a
new Council is in danger of doing just that.

We do not receive the amount of services provided through rates collection as the residents of Waipawa
and Waipukurau, but for us to be expected to fund these services is unacceptable in our view,
WAIFAWA SWIMMING POOL

We feel to do nothing on this issue, as You need money for your water and sewerage schemes, put the
money towards that project.

Waipukurau has a very good facility in its swimming pool and surrounding amenities at the park. This is
where Council should be keeping its investment in maintaining the standard that is already there.

Just to reiterate our telings, we are very disappointed at the Council members to subject us to such
high rates when er is little to no advantage to us and we hope this is a clear message how many
residents, riot o us, feel about Your proposal.

1.1. :;, -197'
Colin Prince

t^.,^:^Rosemary Prince I^""'

,
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Please note that your submission Iincluding any personal information supplied! will be made available to Councillors and the public
Submissions Close on 29 March 201.8 at 5pm
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SLibmlssion Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure OUT Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

Communities?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do f\Ind our drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

I

Retain the current funding
District wide charge at 5%

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CH80C General rate

.

District wide charge at 7.596

.
.

.

Please provide any comments Please provide any comments
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How do we upgrade the Weipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?

~-.

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project

.
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure OUT Three Waters
infrastructure Is in forthe future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and

Invest based on the pian
Invest over a longer time frame
Maintain the current assets

Communities?

.

\.

Address each issue at the time

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do fund OUT drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

Infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

.

District wide charge at 5%

.

District wide charge at 7,596

.

Please provide any comments

Fund costs of CivilDefence through Regional Councilrates

.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

Please provide any comments

3,
How do we upgrade the Walpawa and District
Centennial Memor!al Baths?

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS
,
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March 19th 201.8

RECEivt: o
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Hawke's Bay Rescue Helicopter Trust
P. 0. Box 402. Hastings 4156.
Hawke's Bay, New Zealand

Ms Bronda Smith

Group Manager - Corporate Support and Services
Central Hawke's Bay District Council

Ph 878 1630. Fax 8/8/634

Freephone 0800 11/246
wwwinhrescuehelicopter. org. "z

P. 0. Box 1.27

Waipawa 4240

Principal Sponsor

Dear Bronda;

RE UEST FOR INCLUSION OF SPONSORSHIP IN LONG TERM PLANNING

a

Central Hawkes Bay District Council has very kindly and generously supported the Hawke's
Bay Rescue Helicopter Trust for many years now. The purpose of this letter is to formal I

request that a continuation of this ongoing support be included in future long-term plans.
CHBDC has supported the Rescue Helicopter Trust with a sponsorship of $5,000 + GST, for at
least the last 7 Years, possibly longer (our current accounting system has been in use for 7

years). We respectfully request that Council give consideration to an increase in the $ value
of the annual sponsorship.

Associate Sponsors
I**

;:., I);
Un, 90n
he Pan. ,It, . FEDpi.

,,*$,'4, ,

f, ,21^

We request your advice how to proceed with this submission, and we will welcome the
opportunity to make a short and concise verbal presentation to Councillors when Heartn s
are conducted in relation to the LTP.

.IAB, ."'

KARA:\, U

@*RAN PAc ,

Yours Sincerely

,2^ ;^'0, ,..., , .

.

Ian Witmot

GENERAL MANAGER

r

,

Hawkes Ba Rescue He Iico ter Trust
^pry

The Trust as we now know it today took
shape in 1992 to provide a dedicated
rescue
helicopter. The Trust was

"*'* , *}*;"
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*
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,

incorporated in 1,984, but in the early days

,

,~

*"

was an ad-hoc service, using whatever

I

helicopter was available, before becoming

\

-,.

,^

t
J~

~.

I

a dedicated service in 1992 with a

helicopter solely for the purpose of

I

rescues and aeromedical transport.
t

The Trust is a registered Charitable Trust
with not for profit tax exempt status.

*:'- *' -

,,

{

I~

^,.

The Rescue Helicopter has operated as either the Lowe Walker Rescue Helicopter orthe Lowe
Corporation Rescue Helicopter since 1,992, and we continue to enjoy and appreciate from the
wonderful support from Lowe Corporation today.

One atients stor from Central Hawke's Ba (story used with Louren's permission).
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On March

201.7, young up and coining equestrienne 1.7 y. 0. Lauren DoIan was competing at Horse

Trials at Takapau, when her horse unexpectedly bucked and reared and dislodged Lauren, and at the
same time the horse lashed out with its' hind legs kicking Lauren in the face. Lauren was seriousl

injured with severe bleeding, multiple broken bones and a compromised airway. Once tasked a d
airborne the Lowe Corporation Rescue Helicopter tookjust 20 minutes to reach the scene and deliver

vital paramedical intervention and pain relief. Lauren was transported to Hawke's Bay Hos ital for
further assessment. The assessment revealed a total of 54 broken bones, one being the collar bone
and the other 53 broken bones in her face.

Later that same day the Rescue Helicopter was called upon by the hospital to urgently trans Dr.
Lauren to Hutt Hospital for advanced maxillofacial surgery.

We are pleased to say Lauren has made a full recovery and will be back to coinpetin at horse

competitions, with thanks to the speed of the rescue helicopter, land some very talented surgeons).

,

Number of Missions

The service completes approx. 300 missions per annum - 1.20 pre-hospital retrievals, 120
inter hospital transfers of patients to a hospital for a higher level of care, 20 unpaid missions,
30 training flights, and 20 search missions (for police or NZRCC).
Unpoid missions = promotibnolflights, stood down en-route, Grid turned buck be couse of weother.

Being prepared for any mission that may arise incurs a very substantial training cost, but that's

the nature of the business we are in. Approx. 10% of flight time is allocated to training
activities.
Area Served

Our service coverage area is from Mahia in the north, Akitio in the south, and to the ranges

in the west (boundaries are informal only) - meaning our coverage completely overlays
CHBDC.

Because of patient privacy requirements we do not keep records of where patients are
domiciled, so we are unable to say how many of the approx. 300 patients transported each
Year are residents of CHBDC.
Financials

INCOME SOURCES FOR THE RESCUE HELICOPTER

Income It Lei*e, iron

statutory bothe$
Into in, Tetei, cd front
donations and

"5, .:

L !>ariaorsh!p
541

The annual operating budget for the rescue helicopter is approx. $2.4 million, with around

$1. .,. million of revenue from services provided to ACC, Ministry of Health, HBDHB etc, leaving
a short-fall of approx. $1. .3 million to be raised from the local communities,

The Trust is financially very sound, but annual fundraising remains as a constant challenge,
requiring on going support by way of a broad range of activities including sponsorships,
fundraising campaigns, and fundraising events.
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and

infrastructure is tit for the future?

Communities?

Invest based on the plan

. Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

I'l' Develop Town centre and community plans

IPI

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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2.

5.

How do fund OUT drinking water and wastewater

How do we fund Emergency Management?

Infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

I^""

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

IPI

District wide charge at 5%

.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General fate

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments
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3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District
Centennial Memorial Baths?

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS
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KENNETH PIKE AND YvoNNE PIKE, 79 OWEN STREEr TiKOKiNo

Phone : 068565594 email : kyp@xtra. co. nz

As Residents of Tikokino, we strongly object to the proposed increase in our rates to help fund the water

I wastewater infrastructure for the wider district including Waipawa and Waipukurau.
In theory, it is an excellent idea to have all communities in the area to fund this infrastructure. However,
in practice, we feel that it is unjust for rural townships such as Tikokino, where the majority of residents
are, like ourselves, on low incomes and already pay for the upkeep of our individual water supplies and
sewerage systems.

Knowing that we would be on a limited income, we chose Tikokino for our retirement because it was
affordable with lower rates. We accepted that the trade-off for lower rates would be that we would not

receive the amount of services available to town residents and that we would be responsible for the
upkeep of our water supply and sewerage system. These maintenance costs are not cheap and with
regard to wastewater disposal costs, we note that we already make a contribution to Council via the
"Council imposed dumping fee" included in our account received from the disposal agent.
We agree that planning for the future is important and a framework should be set in place but it has
already been proven from the ten Year plan based on the RWSS set in place in 201.5, that situations can
change rapidly which make requirements change, Forecasts being made today differ from those made
only three Years ago and will continue to change. Money should be spent on improvements known to
be needed immediately and less spent on forecasting,
If Council really want to budget wisely, then surely the large amount of money being considered to
reinstate the Waipawa swimming pool should be redirected to help fund the water/wastewater scheme.
Funding could also to provide transport to the Waipukurau pool, for those without their own transport.
We understand that children already have the opportunity to be taken to the pool by bus, but maybe a
wider service should be undertaken, at least for a trial period,
In conclusion, we reiterate our strong opposition to the planned increases to our rates and would
therefore ask Councilto reconsider the options.

I"";'I
KENNETH PIKE

Jl^
WONNE PIKE
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The Waipukurau Mobility Scooter Group puts forward the following to the
CHBDC Long Term Plan Submission

We support the Council funding $650,000 for 25mtr pool and splashpad
Charging points to be made available for Mobility Scooters and Electric
Wheelchairs in Waipukurau and Waipawa (and other places if
warranted)
Tables at Russell Park, and other places, without seats. This is to allow

wheelchairs and scooters to pull up close. (For people who find it hard to
get out of their mode of transport)
Decent size toilets that will allow scooters as well as wheelchairs access.

Said toilets to have sliding doors as opposed to pull out doors.
The area under the trees on the Waipukurau side of the new swing
bridge to be developed as a picnic area, complete with toilets

The completion of the cycleway on the eastern side of the stopbank
The continuation of Council advising residents to cut back overhanging
vegetation over footpaths
Contacts
Gloria Mason 8588995
Graham Rudd 8588/45
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SubiT!is SIon Questions
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I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

**'

21'

Address each issue at the time

invest based on the plan
invest over a longer time frame

. Develop Town Centre aria Community Plans

Maintain the current assets

.
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help grow new forests.
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All $8 11,1110n-plus scheme will
mean that from 2011 there should
be no more emuent flowing into
the scenic river from oxidation

ponds at Waipuk\Irau and

,

.
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Wadpawa in Central Hawke's Bay.

Instead it will be piped to forests Clean sweeps The Tukituki flows
to be developed by Hawke's Bay below Te Mata Peak. Oxidation pond
effluent will no longer run into it.
Regional Council.
Regional council chief executive
Andrew Newman said the oxi- $2m cheaper than the $8m treat-

dation ponds caused about half of merit plant her council had
the phosphortts pollution that was planned, "That's a significant
getting into the river, which is saving for a small council, though
popular with fishermen, swirnmers it will still cost IIS $6m. "
and kayal<ers. "Phosphorus is what As well as building pipetines,
her council will errrarge the oxicauses the algal growth, "
Environmental groups have dation ponds to cope with growing
complained that the river has be demand.
Hawke's Bay Environmental

come smelly and shiny at times,

especially during low-flow periods Water Group spokesman Colin

Crombie welcomed the amioruice-

in summer.

The council will run the forests merit. "We applaud it hugely, " he
- which will probably be planted in said.
Tarnatea Tatwhen11a chairman
eucalypts - as a conrrnercialirivestmerit, e:roecttrig to earn cash from John Nepe-Apat11 said Maori had
carbon credits as well as timber.

been concerned for some time

It will spend more than $2m to about sewage discharges into the
buy the land and establish the river, so were very pleased that
forests on land near the two towns. they would soon be stopped.
However, the Taiwhenua still
"We hope to start planting trees

this winter and to start irrigating had worries about similar Do Ithem in the swumer of 2010-11, " I, it hition problems in some Tukituki
tributaries, especially the TLikipo

Newinan said.

A resottrce consent to discharge and the Madaml<eke streams.
etaLient to land will be processed in
the coining months.

These waterways were particuIany mumerable to pollution from

Central Hawke's Bay Mayor the Tat{apau township and fanintig
Trish Giddens said she was pleased and industries in the district, Mr
with this solution, which would be Nepe-ADatu said.
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Steve Hanrahan

Address
Lv 4, 79 Boulcott Street
Wellington 6140
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

0279122624

Email

steve.hanrahan@tia.org.nz

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.
How do we
make sure
our Three
Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please

#157

provide any
comments:
2.
How do we
fund our
drinking
water and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please
provide any
comments:
3.
How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please
provide any
comments:
4.
How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please
provide any
comments:

5.
How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please
provide any
comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Hello

My name is Steve Hanrahan, Advocacy Manager for Tourism Industry Aotearoa (TIA). We
welcome the opportunity to comment on the Long Term Plan 2018-2028.

1. Tourism Industry Aotearoa (TIA) is the peak body for the tourism industry in New
Zealand. With over 1,500 members, TIA represents a range of tourism-related activities
including hospitality, accommodation, adventure and other activities, attractions and retail,
airports and airlines, as well as related tourism services.

2. The primary role of TIA is to be the voice of the tourism industry. This includes working
for members on advocacy, policy, communication, events, membership and business
capability. The team is based in Wellington and is led by Chief Executive, Chris Roberts.

3. Tourism 2025 (www.tourism2025.org.nz), an industry-led, government supported
economic growth framework was launched in New Zealand in 2014 and has set an
aspirational goal of reaching $41 billion in annual tourism revenues by 2025. Spend growth
has been rapid since 2014 and we are well on target to reach that goal.

4. This year, TIA is working on a Tourism 2025 reset that will include incorporating
sustainability principles, articulating a longer-term view of tourism in coordination with
Central Government; and identifying new priority actions to be addressed over the next 1-3
years.

5. The visitor spend from both international and domestic visitors for the Central Hawkes
Bay District was $33m (YE Jan 2018).

6. The tourism industry makes a significant contribution to regional economic development
through the jobs and income it creates. Only a fraction of visitor spending actually occurs
in places commonly considered visitor specific e.g. accommodation, attractions. The rest
takes place in shops, cafes, petrol stations and other local businesses. Local farmers and
market gardeners benefit from selling their goods directly or indirectly to visitors.

7. On any day of the year, your community is hosting the visitors, domestic and
international, who are helping support local jobs and businesses.

8. One of the keys to a strong regional visitor economy is the quality of the visitor
experience. Councils play an important part in that experience with the investment they
make in infrastructure e.g. roads, water/waste disposal, broadband, attractions and events
in addition to their support for promotional bodies. Councils play a vital role in helping
visitors, as well as ratepayers, make the most of their time in the community.

9. Councils’ planning need to consider the needs of visitors and residents in their council
planning, so the community can reap the benefits of the visitor economy.

10. We thank-you for your ongoing support of the regional tourism organisation, Hawkes
Bay Tourism. We are very concerned about the proposals in the regional council's LTP to cut
the RTO's funding will be voicing our concerns to the regional council.

Regards,
Steve Hanrahan
TIA
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CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#160

Rachel Prankerd

Address
18 Windsor road Waipawa
Hawke’s bay 4210
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

021673437

Email

rachelprankerd@icloud.com

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Invest based on the plan

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.

District wide charge at 5%

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
3.

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:
4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council

How do we fund Emergency

rates

Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Deborah Bonasich

Address
5 Buckland Street Tikokino
Waipawa, Central Hawke's Bay 4273
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

0274461895

Email

dbonasich@yahoo.co.nz

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.
How do we
make sure our
Three Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please provide
any

Maintain the current assets

#161

comments:
2.

Retain the current funding

How do we
fund our
drinking water
and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
I believe that we should retain the current user pays funding.
Councillors don’t seem to understand that non town water users, pay for their own systems
and it is a fundamentally flawed principle to try to make non users pay.
The rural community pay’s for and maintains, bores, tanks, pumps, septic systems and
purifying systems and yes when they moved to rural communities they knew they were
going to have to pay for them. The same as town water users knew they were going to pay
for their water and waste water in their rates.
When there was suggestion that water would be taken from the dam for the people on town
supply water. The cost for this was to be spread across the district. This was quite
different, if the dam was built our springs would come back to life our bores would
replenish, now that won’t happen.
Instead the rural community is facing digging new bores or purchasing tanks because
current bores are running dry.
Where was our council last summer when rural people were purchasing bottled water to
have a cup of tea?
I read our representatives saying that people on town supply have to purchase bottled
water because their water tastes bad.
Is a thought spared for the people that don’t have ANY water, to wash their children, to boil
a jug or even to water their garden?
Instead of having water your garden odd and even days in the town why don’t we turn the
water off every other day, so they understand how the rural people live?
No, of course we wouldn’t do that, providing people with water is a human right, a basic
human right.

So how can our Councillors look our rural communities in the eye and say:

We KNOW you don’t have water

We KNOW you can’t wash your children

We FORGOT you in our #bigwaterstory

We ARE going to start charging YOU for town water!

I hope you are listening because we are.
3.
How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please provide
any
comments:
4.
How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please provide
any
comments:

Address each issue at the time

5.
How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please provide
any
comments:
ANY OTHER

Drop the speed limit by the Tikokino pub to 70km ph.

SUGGESTIONS: Look at other speed issues in the rural areas.

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Dennis Bonasich

Address
5 Buckland Street Tikokino
Waipawa, Central Hawke's Bay 4273
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:
Email

dbonasich@yahoo.co.nz

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.
How do we
make sure our
Three Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please provide
any

Maintain the current assets

#162

comments:
2.

Retain the current funding

How do we
fund our
drinking water
and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
I believe that we should retain the current user pays funding.
Councillors don’t seem to understand that non town water users, pay for their own systems
and it is a fundamentally flawed principle to try to make non users pay.
The rural community pay’s for and maintains, bores, tanks, pumps, septic systems and
purifying systems and yes when they moved to rural communities they knew they were
going to have to pay for them. The same as town water users knew they were going to pay
for their water and waste water in their rates.
When there was suggestion that water would be taken from the dam for the people on town
supply water. The cost for this was to be spread across the district. This was quite
different, if the dam was built our springs would come back to life our bores would
replenish, now that won’t happen.
Instead the rural community is facing digging new bores or purchasing tanks because
current bores are running dry.
Where was our council last summer when rural people were purchasing bottled water to
have a cup of tea?
I read our representatives saying that people on town supply have to purchase bottled
water because their water tastes bad.
Is a thought spared for the people that don’t have ANY water, to wash their children, to boil
a jug or even to water their garden?
Instead of having water your garden odd and even days in the town why don’t we turn the
water off every other day, so they understand how the rural people live?
No, of course we wouldn’t do that, providing people with water is a human right, a basic
human right.

So how can our Councillors look our rural communities in the eye and say:

We KNOW you don’t have water

We KNOW you can’t wash your children

We FORGOT you in our #bigwaterstory

We ARE going to start charging YOU for town water!

I hope you are listening because we are.
3.
How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please provide
any
comments:
4.
How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please provide
any
comments:

Address each issue at the time

5.
How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please provide
any
comments:
ANY OTHER

Reduce the speed limit at the Tikokino pub to 70 and review other

SUGGESTIONS: speeding isses in the village.

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#163

Valerie Norris

Address
41 Lyall st, RD 3 Tikokino
Waipawa, Central Hawkesbay 4274
New Zealand
Day Phone:

062118320

Night Phone:
Mobile:

0275131190

Email

mzteaches@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Invest based on the plan

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.

District wide charge at 5%

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:

User pays. This cost should not be put onto rural
communities that pay for water and sewerage.

3.

Council funds $700k of 25 m pool only

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:
4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Engage with communities

5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council

How do we fund Emergency

rates

Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Footpaths for school children to enable them to walk
safely to school in Tikokino as many walk on the road.
Give way signs are required at the Owen and Mantel
intersection as many people fail to give way.
Roading infer structure for paper roads that have
homes in Tikokino, such as Lyall Street. The
emergency services cannot get to these houses in an
emergency.
Street signage for Lyall Street. Trades people and
visitors get lost as will emergency services.
Lyall Street North is not searchable on online maps.
Inferstructure for online and cell phone.

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#164

Shirley Turnwald

Address
1/82 station road RD1
waipukurau, Central Hawkes Bay 4281
New Zealand
Day Phone:

0279297926

Night Phone:

0279297926

Mobile:

0279297926

Email

sellyp49@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Maintain the current assets

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:

If maintenance had been done previously these issues
wouldn't be quite so bad now, instead the council
spent their time wasting money on silly sculptures etc
and beautification of parts of town.

2.
How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure

Retain the current funding

Please provide any comments:

User pays

3.

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

Or don't have a pool use waipukurau

4.

Address each issue at the time

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Prioritise properly

5.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

I live in the country and fail to see why I should fund
water and waste for the town, I thought this was user
pays. I have to fund my own water and waste with
septic, water tanks and pumps

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#165

Philippa Burne

Address
19 Waverley St
Waipawa 4120
New Zealand
Day Phone:

+6468578996

Night Phone:

+6468578996

Mobile:

+6468578996

Email

peteotane@hotmail.com

Do you wish
to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.

Invest based on the plan

How do we
make sure our
Three Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please provide Unfortunately we are in our current position due to delays in investing in
any

infrastructure , we can't and shouldn't delay much needed upgrades any

comments:

longer.

2.

District wide charge at 5%

How do we
fund our
drinking water
and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide I think it is necessary to share the cost across the District. We don't live in
any

isolation.

comments:
3.

Council funds $650k of staged project

How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:
Infrastructure is important - we can't function without it but without pools and parks we
don't have a place to meet as a community. I fully support the upgrade of the pool and will
be active in any council/community partnership to ensure that funds are raised to achieve
what is required to complete option 3.

Obviously the Pool must be the first focus, landscaping and changing rooms etc can come
later

. This was a legacy left to the community - I support future developments but not at the
cost of the assets we already have in our distriict. A cold water pool in CHB is essential. It is
an asset for all of CHB and will be used by a wide range of people not just those of us in
Waipawa. An attractive area will stop travelers in summer, where they will swim and shop.

This can only benefit all of CHB.

For several years the pool has been under utilised due to limited seasons - with paint
issues and lack of swimming solutions for small people - a fully functional facility will be a
drawcard throughout CHB and wider.
4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please provide I love the ideas of town centre and community plans. It would be great to
any

see a link between the plans for each town. Something that identifies that

comments:

we are CHB.

Where those living there have a say in what happens. Where their ideas are
listened to and considered. The THRIVE consultation process was great some of the ideas were out there but everyone had a chance to contribute.

5.
How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please provide
any
comments:
ANY OTHER
SUGGESTIONS:

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Gill Tracy

Address
2A Waverley Street
Waipawa 4210
New Zealand
Day Phone:

068577976

Night Phone:
Mobile:
Email

gillitracy@gmail.com

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.

Invest over a longer time frame

How do we
make sure our
Three Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
Submission to LTP Consultation document

#166

I completely agree with the need to tackle the water infrastructure needs of the District.
I commend the Council for their determination in addressing this.
My issue is the process.
There are a number of areas involved in successfully achieving the required outcome.
• Needs assessment and prioritisation
• A manageable finanancial programme
• Sufficient capability internally and externally to design manage and complete the work
programme.
I believe that the projects programmed for years 1-10 are unlikely to be completed in that
time, based on the project lags seen in the past. The work required for the Waipukurau and
Waipawa wastewater treatment plants and the large workload for waters contractors are
also a hinderance to the success.
Put simply by Queenstown Lakes District Council: ‘Please provide us confidence that the
investment programme is the right thing, time and size’ (Report on Project Aspiring) This
assurance should be available to our community.
They emphasise good systems, data and decision making along with adequate lead in
times, also evaluation of timeliness along with other outcome measures.
I believe that planning is the priority and that we should be realistic about what is
achievable in the first 10 years.
I support the option of doing the improvements to water over a longer period.
2.
How do we
fund our
drinking water
and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide
any
comments:
3.
How do we
upgrade the

District wide charge at 5%

Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please provide
any
comments:
4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please provide
any
comments:
5.
How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please provide
any
comments:
ANY OTHER
SUGGESTIONS:

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#167

Rebecca Watt

Address
78 Owen Street Tikokino
Tikokino, Central Hawke's Bay 4273
New Zealand
Day Phone:

068565455

Night Phone:

068565455

Mobile:
Email
Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Maintain the current assets

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:

Wait until you know whats going on with the waste
water.

2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:

I don't care how you fund it, I fund my own and it is
extremely substandard due to my neighbors trees. I

have been to the council for help and received none.
My dishes end up with oil all over them my clothes get
ruined when I wash them. I am a pensioner trying to
afford to sort my own water problems. I don't want to
pay for everyone else's. I have to change my water
filter every week at a cost of $27.00.
3.

Council funds $650k of staged project

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:
4.
How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Address each issue at the time

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Scarlett Hobbs-Turner

Address
33 Lyall Street Tikokino
Waipawa, Central Hawke's Bay 4273
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:

068565548

Mobile:
Email

scarletht@outlook.com

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.
How do we
make sure
our Three
Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please

#168

provide any
comments:
2.
How do we
fund our
drinking
water and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please
provide any
comments:
3.
How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please
provide any
comments:
4.
How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please
provide any
comments:

I would something else rather than a pool.

5.
How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please
provide any
comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Dear Mayor Walker and Councillors,

My name is Scarlett, I am 13 years old and I live in Tikokino.

I am worried about the inequality in my life now and in the future.

I am very lucky I live with both of my parents, I have three brothers and we have a violence
free home, my school uniform is gender neutral and I think that everyone at my school is
treated equally.

But other people aren’t so lucky and will it be how my future looks?

Will I be paid the same as my brothers?

My brothers don’t cry, they think they have to be tough, boys and men have the highest
suicide rates in New Zealand.

Are my brothers safe?

In 2016 the police in NZ attended one family violence incident every five minutes.

How do my friends and I make sure we are safe?

As our community leaders I would like you to encourage businesses in Central Hawke’s Bay
to work towards pay equity and ensure that there is support and help in CHB for people
who are suicidal and in dangerous family situations.

Thank you for taking the time to read my submission and if you can think of anything I can
do to help these situations can you please let me know.

Kind regards

Scarlett

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

nikki whelpton

Address
26 Bibby Street
Waipawa , Hawkes Bay 4210
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

0220891908

Email

nikki_lunken@hotmail.com

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Invest over a longer time frame

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.

District wide charge at 5%

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
3.

Council funds $650k of staged project

#169

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

All the bells and whistles in a staged project. Get the
pool up and functioning by next summer 2018/19
opening before Christmas, then stage the rest of the
facilities put forward including splash pad seating
changing rooms etc

4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Vibrancy plans to help entice people to the town
centres, work with businesses, potential new
businesses/ ventures assistance/collaboration to
ensure the process isn't too difficult and lengthy,
community meetings for consultation on community
plans etc

5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#170

Mark Holder

Address
38 a Muritai Crescent
Havelock North, Hawkes Bay 4130
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

027 449 4008

Email

galvestin@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.

Maintain the current assets

How do we
make sure
our Three
Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please

A response when infrastructure is nearing capacity is the normal way of

provide any

dealing with growth and the council has no mandate to change this.Unless

comments:

of course this feedback round overwhelmingly supports the alternative.

2.

Retain the current funding

How do we
fund our
drinking
water and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please

Charging those that are not connected to the system is unfair and is asking

provide any

them to pay for something they already pay for on their own properties.

comments:

We have our own water supply and sewerage on our property and if we
want to upgrade it we do not get any funding from any one .
The cost of upgrading should be past on to the people who develop new
sections or subdivisions as they are the the reason upgrades are required.

3.

Council funds $700k of 25 m pool only

How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please

A pool is all that is needed for all to use.

provide any
comments:
4.

Address each issue at the time

How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please

Plans can change as budgets change as do the needs and wants of a

provide any

community.

comments:

Endless long term planning has a huge cost so better to focus on specific
projects so they get funded and completed as stand alone things.
Assuming of course good town planning methodology is adhered to ie no
setback buildings with large carparks , big box retail is kept out of town
centres etc.

5.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please
provide any
comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Aware of the current success of Havelock North in becoming the "most beautiful suburb" in
New Zealand I would like to suggest that the council consider a tree planting regime
around the CHB district.
Urban areas would benefit hugely from a programme of tree plantings and the rural areas
also could become a place of wonder and beauty with a few carefully planted avenues and
roadside plantings.
Could CHB become like Cambridge or Arrowtown and attract visitors to come and marvel at
the splendour created by the the wisdom and forethought shown by the councillors of
today.
As the arboretum at Pukeora has proven trees do very well in CHB and we could showcase
good arboreal planning for future generations to come.
To focus on something positive like this would lift the area above the budgets and politics
which often hamstring small communites and put CHB on the map as a place to visit and
move to.
If this idea has any support within the council I would be very happy to explain what I am
thinking of to those who are interested.

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Johanna Bevin

Address
38a Muritai Crescent
Havelock North, Hawkes Bay 4130
New Zealand
Day Phone:

0274494074

Night Phone:
Mobile:

0274494074

Email

galvestin@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Maintain the current assets

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
3.

Council funds $700k of 25 m pool only

#171

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:
4.

Address each issue at the time

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

Often needless and costly longterm planning is
undertaken but not implemented

5.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

An important aspect of development should be tree
planting on a broad scale.
This is both aesthetically and environmentally
desirable.

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Sharee Waite

Address
47 Limpus Road RD5
Waipawa, Waipawa 4275
New Zealand
Day Phone:

068575057

Night Phone:
Mobile:

02040700331

Email

sharee_tim@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Maintain the current assets

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
3.

Council funds $650k of staged project

#172

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

Toddler/smaller pool is essential for our young family

4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.
How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#173

Kaye Harrison

Address
55 great north red waipaa
4210
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

027 237 3823

Email

kayenz@xtra.co.nz

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Invest over a longer time frame

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:
2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
3.

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:
4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:
5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council

How do we fund Emergency

rates

Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

Kay Griffiths

Address
707 Tod Rd, RD 1
Waipawa, - select - 4271
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:
Mobile:

+6468577291

Email

theconservationcompany@ruralinzone.net

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.
How do we
make sure
our Three
Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please

Invest based on the plan

#174

provide any
comments:
2.

District wide charge at 5%

How do we
fund our
drinking
water and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please
provide any
comments:
3.
How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please

Im thinking that there are enough swimming pools with school ones and

provide any

the ones in Waipukurau - how about investing that money into the ensuring

comments:

that the rivers are safe to swim in. We have our own swimming facility right
there!

4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please
provide any
comments:

No Brainer and should have been done years ago.

5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please
provide any
comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
I think most people are happy to see a small rate rise if infrastructure and services gained
from that are excellent. I think the roading targeted rate is not really fair that so much of it
goes to rural people. If us rural people are expected to pay for town people's water and
sewerage infrastructure, even though we all have our own, then town people should be
expected to pay an equal share for the roading. I think this should be a targeted flat rate
too.

I think that the restructure of council is an excellent move and very exciting to see all the
new young people that are helping to make this district even more awesome than it is.
Great leadership Alex and Monique.

Finally, I support the Council to invest staff time and money over the next 10 years to
support the Biodiversity Strategy and associated Action Plan. It is not only a statutory
responsibility of Council to do so, it is a moral one, and an act of leadership in our
community. If our generation doesn't act now, it will be too late.

Thanks, Kay

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#175

Christopher Minehan

Address
250 Speedy Road RD3
Takapau , Central Hawkes Bay 4288
New Zealand
Day Phone:

021841426

Night Phone:

068558310

Mobile:

021841426

Email

majella.trust@gmail.com

Do you wish to present your

Yes

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Invest based on the plan

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:

Seek the best advice available and get on with it.

2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:

I realise that there is general subsidisation in certain
areas such as libraries and that this is for the greater
good. When it comes to first world water,(waste/clean)

then those that are connected will benefit the most and
thus funding should ideally come from them now and
future residents.
3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:

Not sure.

4.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

As far as Takapau is concerned I have witnessed big
changes since the 1970 era.
It would be great to have a crystal ball to see the
future. Future town development will depend on the
number of residents and their ability to pay.

5.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General Rate

How do we fund Emergency
Management?
Please provide any comments:

Better to be in control and plan and deal with these
issues locally.

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

CHBDC - Long Term Plan 2018-2028
Consultation
Name

#176

Jennifer Sears

Address
37 Tapairu Road extension RD 5
Waipawa 4275
New Zealand
Day Phone:

8577343

Night Phone:

8577343

Mobile:

027 9450115

Email

jennysears.waipawa@gmail.com

Do you wish

No

to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.

Invest over a longer time frame

How do we
make sure our
Three Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please provide The financial impact of these upgrades need to be covered by the users at
any

the time.

comments:
2.

Retain the current funding

How do we
fund our
drinking water
and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:
I refer my comments to council's suggestion that a District Wide charge be implimented to
fund drinking water and waste water infrastructure.
It is totally unjust to charge rate payers for a service they do not use. Would you pay a
plumber for work he carried out on another persons property?
A number of years ago I looked forward to my retirement and decided a small rural block
was financially the best option as I could choose what services I wished to use and only pay
for them. "User pays" was and still is the offical policy for council. If this policy is to change
it needs to be presented to the rate payers in an open and honest manner.
As a rural rate payer I undertake all repairs on my sewer and water systems without any
assistance from council. Why would I agree to pay for other rate payers systems either
urban or rural?
As a rural rate payer I already contribute $847.45 per year as a general rate and a district
UAC. Why more?
In the Rates Estimate for 2018/19 I am looking at a 9.6% increase if this UAC is enforced on
the rural rate payers. Where is the justice in this?
3.
How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Please provide Central Hawke's Bay needs an outdoor pool. It is far too hot to supervise
any

small children in the pool in Wapukurau in the summer. Which is when

comments:

children want to swim.

4.

Address each issue at the time

How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and
Communities?
Please provide
any
comments:
5.
How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please provide
any
comments:
ANY OTHER
SUGGESTIONS:

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
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Attention CHB DISTRICT COUNCIL,

I am raising my opinion because I think there should be a change in Central Hawkes Bay NZ.
Since the sewage ponds are moving away, I think the left over area needs to be made into two

separate lakes for the community, One lake would be for wild life sight-seeing and the other lake
would be for Koura Farming
The Farming Lake would include New Zealand freshwater Koura (Crayfish). The Farm would help re
generate the population of koura in New Zealand rivers and streams. Koura is a threatened species
throughout New Zealand, but there are already two farms. One of them is EquaGold. Located in
Wairua Valley, 35km from Blenheim in the South Island (NZ).

This species is only found and breed in New Zealand. This farm will also be for farming and breeding
the koura, I know this farm will help the community. The government could be approached to help
subsidise this venture. For more information visit WWW. clearwatercra fish. co. nz I think that this farm

will make Waipukurau a lot better
This project could also double as a tourist attraction in Waipukurau. This farm would be similar to
the Taupo Prawn Farm 11.1^ . When you catch something you can either take it
home to cook up or catch and release or even go up to the restaurant and get it made up into a meal
which you can eat while looking over either lake. Having the meal cooked at the restaurant would be
nice. In my opinion I would personally have it made at the restaurant.

The wildlife lake would have all kinds if species of birds to feed. On the outskirts of the lake would be
native plantings such as Ferns, Palms, Pungas, Flax, Kowhai Trees ect. Around the lake would be a

board walk amongst the native bush would have an open air art gallery. Also You can buy food to
feed the birds as well when you are admiring the amazing views.
Now for my second idea. My next idea is to re vamp the main street in Waipukurau. Which includes
turning Ruataniwha Street into a mall. All parking would be located outside of the mall so you're able
to walk through the street without any traffic getting in the way. The existing road would be made into
cobble stone and having cheery trees going straight through the middle of the road. With park
benches under the trees. We would keep all the existing shops but add more local shops such as a
Waipawa Butchery Outlet, Bucks Fruit and Veg, Norse Wear Outlet, Cafes and Restaurants. NZ
Koura Selling Shop, Ternata Mushroom Store and a lot more. Also would be promoting local produce
throughout the area

Having this mall will increase our town's population. In June 2017 Waipukurau was coining 71 on the
population chart htt SIIen. wiki edia. or IwikiANiki edia:Administrators%27 noticeboard/Incidents )

I71
I Waipukura,
; " " I 4,140
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If this was the population in June 2047 imagine what it is now and imagine how big the population
would be when we get the lakes and the mall. This town would be buzzing! So instead of going to the
larger cities to buy food clothes and so on you could come to Waipukurau Mall. This also means
many more jobs will come up for people. Like working in the shops, watering plants,
stacking trolleys and way more. Even the Koura 'jarming would have a lot of staff on which is very
good.

In conclusion these ideas will hopefully create jobs and economic growth to Central Hawkes Bay and
Districts

Yours Sincerely
D-Rae Bennett
Contact number 0274492328 or 027495 , t50 or 068589568
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My innouo. tme }deers. . .
Central Hawkes Bay has many perks to living in it and the Council
has done a greatjob so far, however personally I think that
improvements can be made. These improvements would benefit IIS
all and the community would grow tighter. These ideas of mine are
solely based on what I think would be best for CHB. ,,
Firstly I believe that CHB is lacking social activities and so I
propose a trampoline park to be built. The reason for trampoline
park specifically is because I personally enjoy trampolines, thus the

council should arrange building plans Immediately. Trampolines
have many beneficial attributes for example, they keep you fit and
healthy as well as keeping you happily occupied. I am all for the
park to be located near my house as it wotLld be very convenient for

me, however not right beside as the noise would become frustrating.
I also propose the trampoline park have a low entry fee as that also
w0\11d be of convenience to me that includes special socks with the
induction fee. Along with a new social activity CHB could also
benefit from a new food chain as the restaurants here are not as

multi cultural as they could potentially be.
Secondly, on a more serious note I do believe CHB would thrive and
be a better place for all with my alternative idea and the next few
years wo\XId represent the time it took to improve a great deal, this
place of sorts with the production of the new and ingenious Mac
Doriald's. This installment would be a great fit in the great town of
Waipukurau, it would also allow me to get a burger a lot easier. I
personally live by this inspiration al quote : Keep calm and eat Mac
Doriald's, I believe you should to as it is great for your mental
health (but unfortunately not your physical). If this were not to fall
through however I have one more helpful idea that is more
preferable for all,
Finally, Make the drinking water in CHB more drinkable and the
swimming water in CHB more swimmable (referring to the fukituki

river) , I have not taken the time to actually research this particular
topic to great extents so I do not know the specifics or the work it

.

would take/science behind this request but I can try my best to
explain a solution. The water in the fukituki river is pontited due to
the overflow of human waste in the Waipu}curaii. transfer station
and wastewater treatment plant, as well as a large pipe leaking
straight into the river that comes from the treatment plant. The
outcome of this is sick swimmers, bad drinking water and the
experience of unpleasant odors. To fix these specific issues I
propose a more sustainable efficient treatment plant be built and
the pipe to be fixed.
With that being my final official thought on what I believe CHB
should do for a brighter future it brings this essay into conclusion, I
hope these ideas are taken into consideration and I bid you
farewell,
-Jackson Bennett
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Together we Thrive-Essay Competition

"What do you think is important for your future in Central Hawkes Bay?"
I have thought about what is important for my future in Central Hawkes Bay and I have come to the
conclusion that I care a jot about the generation to come. I have grown up in a home where I was and
still am granted with opportunities that are provided by my family, A big worry of mine is that in 1,030
Years in the future our society will not have first hand experiences and instead be spending a lot of time
with electronic devices. Therefore I have a solution that could encourage youth that cell phones and
IPads are not the only way to learn and see things while growing up in Central Hawkes Bay.
I think that a positive development in our community could be an investment in non-formal education

for Youth. This is could be based in an education interaction centre which jinbodies a way for Youth to
learn without the pressure of being in a normal classroom. I would call it an 'Interaction Centre' which I
believe would thrive in our growing community. I have grown up with many opportunities to 'get my
hands dirty' and, in the future, I would still want youth to be able to experience these diverse
opportunities,

This interaction centre could include small sea life that is easily manageable or animals that aren't your
everyday pets. It would encourage children who aren't brought up in a loving and caring environment to
interact with the animals and use this as a learning opportunity. This centre would be a place where
children in Central Hawkes Bay can experience sea or animal life first hand with their peers and
supporting members of the community. It would be a fun place where youth could visit and combine
active hands on learning with educational talks along side the opportunity to be up close and get
personal view of the aquatic species. The main advantage of having this interaction centre is so
kindergartens and primary schools can visit this centre during a normal school day and enjoy all that it
has to offer. It would be an outing that youth would look forward to and it wouldn't be like there normal
day to day routine.

It would be open to the public with a small fee that would cover daily costs but wouldn't prevent people
from visiting. It could also be used as a part of the library program. In terms of the schoolvisits, I would
make it free of charge for all schools so that they are encouraged to go along, touch and pat the animals
and learn some information and interesting facts about them. This would help teach our youth the

importance of values such as empathy, appreciation and nurturing of small animals and how to up hold
that responsible that is required to care for animals, It is important for kids to understand feelings and
howthereindividua! actions can affect other peoples, This would provide a safelearning environment

for kids to engage with animals one on one and understand the many rewards that they would have if
they had there own pet. Such as companionship, love and friendship.
In conclusion I think that this is an idea that is very important for the youth of Central Hawkes Bay. The
main idea and concept is that the younger generation in Central Hawkes Bay would have the ability to
learn and interact with different forms of life that they wouldn't come across normally.

-10hanna Nieuwenhuis

(Yr 11 student at CHB College)
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In Centrol Howkes BOY we like to keep our streets tidy but unforfunotely, we find that
very hord to ochieve, but why? Well if You hove not noticed You will only find rubbish

bins Ground the in Qin streets Grid oreos of Woipukurou. I think this should chonge
be couse if we hod bins everywhere we wolked we would riot be sick of holding our
rubbish Grid hove the urge to LITTER!

If in the next 10-30 yeors we could hove bins o11 Ground Woipukurou we could definitely
reoch the 9001 of being more susfoinoble OS o community. Yes in Woipukurou we
definitely do hove bins but I only see them in the in Qin ports of town which confused
me on why if is not importonf to hove them o11 over the PIOce. The PIOces where we
hove our bins of the moment is down the indri street of Runtoniwho Street outside the
diorys Grid of Russel Pork

Why ore the bins importonf?

Firstly hoving more bins in Woipukurou me ons people might consider chonging their
minds of littering if they know thof there will be o bin in o few meters. If we hod o bin
down every street in Woipukurou we would never hove to stress obout wornng to gel
home to put our rubbish owoy. Also hoving less miler Ground the streets give
Woipukurou o cleoner Grid more susfoinoble look for the people that drive through
Woipukurou when trove ling 1310ce to PIOce.
Secondly, if con give o job to o teen looking to in oke some money Grid needing
something to do during the weekends or offer school emptying o11 the bins of

Woipukurou. Young teens of Centrol Howkes BOY College ore o1woys looking forwoys
to eorn some exito cosh to get o new video gome or some new clothes Grid emptying
the bins weekly would be o good reosonoble job for them,
Thirdly it would chonge the problem of flooding be couse of the droins being blocked,
On roiny do ys rubbish Ihot hos not quite mode it to the bins gets swept off its feet Grid

token down into the droins cousing them to flood becouse of o11 the rubbish blocking
the droins possogewoys which octuolly Ieods to our IOCol rivers. Me oning every piece of
rubbish Ihof trove Is through our droins end siroight info our rivers, Lotsly, rivers hove
been unoble to swim in be couse they ore polluted Grid everyone hos been
coinploining obout the rivers being polluted Grid this is be couse of one big reoson, WE
DON 'T HAVE ENOUGH BINS! Leoding me to my conclusion.

In conclusion You con see hoving more bins in Woipukurou con benefit our community
in multiple woys by keeping our environment cleon to hoving teenogers o job Grid the
big one keeping our rivers cleon. So I think the CHB council should definitely look of
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chonging the number of bins Ground Woipukurou from hoving o few Ground the in Qin
oreos of Woipukurou to seeing them of every corner we turn. If we wonf to keep the
nome of New Zeolond 100% pure this is o good woy to SIGrf.
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My take on the council is that we only need one more thing a McDonalds. There are so
many more pros then cons just to list a few pros it would benefit the teenagers as they
will have another new job option and a new safe place to hangout. For a lot of people it
will save them money going to a McDonalds in town rather than in Hastings because
fuel prices are high as a kite. I will also explain the cons for a fair reference. I think a
McDonalds would be a perfect addition to this already great district

There are many pros of having this new fast-food outlet in our district. One of the pros I
have already hinted upon the new job opening for teenagers, this job opening could
help a lot of teenagers that are struggling with money. Another pro would be it would
supply a great and safe hangout spot for children and teenagers, this could put a lot of
parents at ease with them selves with this safe place to hangout. More people would
stop in the town for this food because it is a common name making the town more of
place to visit similar to Dannevirke.

To be fair I will list some of the cons that may be of concern. The McDonalds may cause
a lot of traffic in the area of this venue making it a struggle to drive in a car around this
area. The district may become over populated and crowded making it more of a struggle
for people to live in this amazing district. This venue could cause a lot of people to
become overweight and less active.

A less relevant point is the actual need for this McDonalds. There is no technical need

for this but it would make this town more of a destination and less of a town that You
just pass through. This outlet is a want not a need but it would benefit this district

greatly in the way I have already explained in the pros. There are already many food
places in town making this even less of a need because it could potentially take away
costumers from our local food places

In conclusion I think that although there is no need I think that it will benefit this district
greatly for multiple reasons. That being said If you have other reasons to believe this is
not a good idea it is possible I may have overlooked some and this may come off as
purely opinion based but there are multiple facts worth noting . I hope you will take my
thoughts into consideration as I would you if I was apart of the council.
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Today I am writing an essay to you (Central Hawkes Bay District Council) about the long term
goal that I would like to see in Central Hawkes Bay in the next 10 - 20 years' I will talk about
what I would like to see in Central Hawkes Bay and things I would like to see improved in
Central Hawkes Bay.

My idea for this long term goal is to spruce up the entry and exits on the southern and northern

ends of the town by adding in welcome and farewell signs that have character and feeling
towards our town Waipukurau giving our town recognition. By doing this I think it will give our
town entrance a bit more of a wow factor to people that are travelling through our community
and change their thoughts on Waipukurau as a whole.

The ideas i have for these signs are to have wooden logs with 'Welcome to Waipukurau' and
'Farewell' on the back side carved into wooden logs and placed onto wooden stands. This is
giving a clear welcome and farewell message to new and old visitors and travellers into and
through the town. I also think that surrounding the signs should be limestone rock features and
some grass or small flax plantings which would blend with our limestone trails of which we have
to offer.

The signs that we currently have on the outskirts of our towns are small and barely visible and
have no wow factor to them. I also believe that it would slow traffic down earlier as you would be
able to see that you are definitely entering a town boundary zone with slower speed limits. I feel
that Waipukurau looks good as you're coining in by MitralO and by Russell Park but beyond
these points i think it needs beautifying and improving. By adding these at each end of our town
it would show a sense of pride to our town and that it is looked after. I think that these would

add a finishing touch with the development of the Limes Trails along our stopbanks on the
verges of our town.

I hope that you will consider my idea for improving our town.
Thank you
Matt HUIena

I

xi/docs. google. couldocument/d/IHqUMfQ7trriZLiOMAMrjzc^, LAhlRP053X6yEHHa9nLfBOw/edit
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Co u n cil Essa
I think that having more job opportunities for teenagers in CHB is very
important for us. At our age we are expected by our parents, to work and
start to earn our own money so we can get the little extra things we want

e. g. Going to the movies, buying a snack/sugar treat. Some of us want to
go and get a job, others are lazy and can't be bothered, would rather sit

around at home on their phones, but we both have the same problem. ..
When we go out to get this job we don't know what we want to do. The

few of us that do, have the struggle to find the right place their thinking
about, with the things they want to learn. So what I think is, we need a
wider range of jobs with mixed age groups so there is more of a chance

for teens to get a job they are interested in. The more mixed up the jobs
are the more interested teens will be. For example, there are a lot of

cheap $2 shops around Waipukurau, and You don't see many teens
working in there do you? No, because their not interested. Those shops
are always there and the teenagers just don't care. Instead we should

have a big clothing shop and that will definitely catch their eye. We could
also achieve this by refurnishing some shops making them look bright and
interesting, bringing in some new fancy items or changing up some old
shops into new exciting shops.

It's also very challenging for us to get into the job we want either because

they don't help You or don't seem very interested to have You work for
them. When this happens teens don't feel very pumped to go start work,
they would rather do something with their friends or stay at home. When
you are trying to get into a job it doesn't make You feel great when the

person has no interest in anything You do, it doesn't make You feel like
you fit in if they give You sideways glances and carry on with what their

doing, and it definitely doesn't make want to socialize with them if they
just walk past you and look down on you because you're younger then

,

them and they think Your less of You. That just makes You feel sad,
uncomfortable and useless. We need friendly people who will accept You
and let you fit in so more teenagers are happy to look for a job since it
sounds fun.

In the end teenagers at the moment are not to keen on getting a job, I
really think we should fancy things up and make it exciting. Make them
not want to sit on their phones because work is a lot more fun, make
them not want to play on the play station because work is a lot more
valuable. Change things up for the best in our lifetime.
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To whom if inoy concern,

I think in of hoving o better public fronsporf system is importonf for my (Grid
mony other people's) future in Centrol Howkes BOY. Now, by SOYing this I do not
me on recreoting the whole public ironsport system, I me on creofing o ironsporf
system for people who live out in rurol oreos, to get into town.
For exomple, I live in To KGpou, Grid my porenfs get sick of driving 15 minutes info
town Grid 15 minutes bock out o901n, just for me to norig out with my friends. I
Qin thinking fhof if You got o bus running from eoch of the different rurol oreos of
Centrol Howkes BOY, then if would in oke o lot of people's lives o lot eosier. This
could GISo reduce the 10rge Qinount of hitch hikers Ihot ore rooming the
highwoys. These people only need o ride somewhere. The buses could help
them out. Insteod of wolking for miles, they could just wolk to the neoresf stop
Grid get picked up there.

To get further into this ideo, the council could either hire buses or buy them
Iwhich could creote more jobs). Once the council buys the louses they could
creote o weekly timetoble, SOYing of whof time of the doy eoch bus would run
into town ond bock o901n. For exomple it could SOY Ihof the Origo Origo bus
will Ieove the stop of 9:000m Grid will Ieove Woipukurou of 5:00pm. The council
will need to build some bus shelters somewhere o10ng the frock which will
require o lot of money Grid orgonizofion, but I believe Ihot if will help out o lot of
people.

One of the reosons Ihof we need this ironsporf system is Ihot when we
teenogers get jobs, we normollY get them in town be couse thof is where most of
the businesses ore. When we get o job, we need some woy to get info town Grid
bock o901n, insteod of relying on our porenfs to bring us to Grid from our job
every doy. Insteod we could use the public bus. This could o150 help out with
sport froinings, offer school events, donce proctices Grid mony more things.
Buses ore GISo o lot sater fhon individuol vehicles. Bus relofed occidents ore one-

twentieth the Qinounf of individuol cor occidents. Cor occidents ore responsible
for OPProximofely 353 deofhs 10nd mony more injuries) per yeor, in oking them
one of the IQrgest couses of deofh for people o9ed I -44.
BY using public ironsport we would GISo be o lot more environmento11y friendly, If
would hello reduce the Qinount of energy consumption, greenhouse 90ses Grid
other pollufonts currently used. If would GISo limit the Qinounf of 90s emissions
currently being pumped into the oir. BY using the buses, it would only be one
couse of 90s emission insteod of 25.11 will GISo in oke public fronsporf users more
octive. People who use public fronsporfofion get over three times the Qinounf of

,.

.

exercise per doy coinpored to people who don't. If comes to obouf nineteen
minutes insteod of six, by wolking to stops Grid finol destinofions.
In conclusion I believe thot the ideo of hoving o improved public fronsporf
system will help o jot of people's future. It will give o lot more people rides into
town, which could improve the shop soles. Another odvontoge is Ihof Centrol
Howkes BOY will become more environment o11y friendly, improving our towns
stole long term. It is GISo o lot sofer, Grid he o1fhier.
Written by ISObello Cruickshonk.
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Karen Bothwell

Address
37 Tapairu Road Ext RD5
Wasipawa 4275
New Zealand
Day Phone:

857 8060

Night Phone:

857 7343

Mobile:

027 3333 136

Email

karen.bothwell@chbdc.govt.nz

Do you wish to present your

No

comments to Council in person at
a hearing?

1.

Invest over a longer time frame

How do we make sure our Three
Waters Infrastructure is fit for the
future?
Please provide any comments:

Carry out upgrades or improvements, but fund
repayments over a longer period so both existing and
future users contibute.

2.

Retain the current funding

How do we fund our drinking
water and wastewater
infrastructure
Please provide any comments:

Living in an urban area with services provided is a

choice, as is living rurally with provoding your own
services. The funding of services should be 'user pays'.
3.

Council funds $650k of staged project

How do we upgrade the Waipawa
and District Centennial Memorial
Baths?
Please provide any comments:
4.

Address each issue at the time

How do we plan for the future of
our Towns and Communities?
Please provide any comments:

The demographics of our communities are changing all
the time with new and different issues needing to be
addressed

5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council

How do we fund Emergency

rates

Management?
Please provide any comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
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Waipukurau Council Essay
Waipukurau district is a beautiful area of land full of buildings and attractions that makes a lot of
residents feel good eg. Carlo Ruddlesden .There is a little portion of rubbish bins but thereis still not
enough. There is a lot of rubbish going into the river that is slightly decreasing our population in
waipukurau and is making the others think less of us as a community. I for one think that the council
should add more rubbish bins for a cleaner environment and to reduce the rubbish in and around our

local areas. This is a bad example forthe generations after us that livein Waipukurau. This has been a
big problem about all the rubbish pollution around the world kills a lot of the sea life, its predators and
makes the environment bad to live in.

A lot of us human beings make a lot of rubbish and are leaving it lying around in our streets. A
improvement in our district could be to have better car dealerships for more people that need a
upgrade on their car. This idea would be efficient because it would reduce our use of gas and maybe
think of how the streets untidiness could stop their cars from being dirty or worst. So we could change
how we use our rubbish and clean up the bad habits of throwing our rubbish on the streets because we
could not walk to a rubbish bin. There should be better parks like trampolining, water parks and
amusement parks to bring in more attention to our district. For our town to get more attention we need
more or a better stadiums, This could reduce the amount of obesity around town by making a lot of
people play sport, start to love exercise and eat healthier,

But other than making people exercise we could do with more fast food restaurants like Mc
Doriald's, Carls Junior, Burger King, Burger Fuel etc, We should swap M r, pizza orjust add a Domino
place in our town for more residents eating out/ having fun with their families.

In conclusion many of these ideas would help our community and keep it green! !!
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To whomever this may concern,

From what I can tell, the CHB District Council is doing an outstanding job
keeping Central Hawkes Bay up and running, although there are a couple
of things that have come to my attention. In my opinion if these problems
were solved, Waipu!<urau and Waipawa would be nicer places to visit.
The first thing I think the Council should look at improving is the Rubbish

and Recycling. I have noticed that everywhere I go there is a piece of
rubbish lying around. I knowyou can not stop people from littering, but I
thinkifyou had more places for people to dispose of their rubbish, it would
not be such a big problem. There is always smashed glass on the footpaths
and in gutters and I think this needs to be taken care of before someone
gets seriously injured.
The second thing I think the council should focus on is the Roads and
Streets because in my opinion they definitely needs some help. There is
nothing 'wrong' with the Roads and Streets, Ijust think that down the
Main Street there needs to be more parking spots. On a Saturday, there is
limited parking making people drive around a lot to look for somewhere to
park. That wastes gas and time. If there is more parking, people will be in
and out of town alot faster making Waipukurau flow better. I know there is
the parking beside Weipukurau School but ifyou need to go down the
other end of town it is a bit of a hassle.

One of the things I think the Council is managing well is the Animal
Control. If you were in a random town, there is a good chance you will see a
stray cat or dog, but not in CHB. The SPCA is doing a tremendously great
job taking care of injured, sick, or homeless animals and I think the
community should acknowledge them more.
Another thing I think the council is managing well is the Rural Fire brigade.
Whenever there is a reason for them to go out, they are always fast on the
scene, prepared and organized. They do amazing things for the
community and are overall a great aspect to CHB.
In conclusion the CHB District Council is doing an outstanding job and I
think if all the small things are fixed, CHB can be an amazing place to grow
up and live in.
Yours Sincerely, Gemma Pearce
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Essay Competition - Together We Thrive

I would like to start with a quote from the District Council website. "'As part of Project
Thrive, we heard from the community that while we needed to keep rates affordable, it is
important for Council to balance affordability with creating a thriving district. "'(pg1.5 of the
LTP 2018-28 Consultation Document). This to me emphasises just how important it is that
any future projects must be sustainable and renewable to save the rate payer money in the
long term whilst at the same time creating a healthy, thriving district. This could include
improving public transport, the pedestrianisation of Ruataniwha street and sustainable
energy resources.

While there is very limited public transport in Waipukurau, there is no mention of rectifying
this problem in the Long Term Plan; however thousands of dollars is being set aside for road
surface renewals etc, If some of this budget was set aside for improved public transport,
there would be fewer cars on the road, and as a result we would have less fuel emissions,
fewer car accidents and remove the need for expensive road repairs. This could be achieved
by consulting with NZ rail to make use of the train that already goes right through
Waipukurau. By adding passenger carriages this would allow us to travel to Palmerston Nth,
Napier and beyond. Also, by adding a bicycle carriage as many trains do in Europe, this
would encourage us to leave
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our cars behind. and cycle
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around- the city centres - also
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creating fewer cars on our
roads.

Nicholas Barnard, 1.0V
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Reduced fuel emissions could also be achieved by
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pedestrianizing the main street. Ruataniwha St has

entrances at the junction with Highway 2 and at the

\
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many nice cafes and shops to visit, but all the traffic is
a major hazard for everyone, By blocking the
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round"about, only pedestrians and cyclists would
have access. The tarmac should also be removed and
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replaced with recycled rubber tiles that creates
electricity when walked on using kinetic force as they have done in London's Olympic
Stadium and the Westfield Stratford City mail. This
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would generate enough electricity to power all the
lights within the pedestrianized area, making it a safer
environment at night time. This environment could
further be enhanced by planting trees such as palms
for shade, fruit trees for public use, or natives to

*

encourage flora and fauna. Imagine that! A hazard!ess,

.*

peaceful, sustainable environment for all ages.

,,.

As we are in the top five places in New Zealand with the
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most sunlight hours according to currentresults. coin, I a'
think we could make good use of that by adding a Solar
plant. This would create more energy for the town while
minimalizing the carbon-footprint left behind. Also, we
could build windmills to utilise the wind, as we tolerate a
lot of it, and a Hydro plant to make energy from the rivers
that surround us. This would generate Waipukurau a lot of
relatively cheap, renewable and enviro-friendly energy.
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We already have a recycling centre near the wastewater plant, but if we had more mini
recycling collection points distributed about the town and in rural areas, as they do
throughout France for example, it would encourage recycling while at the same time
reducing the number of dedicated trips into the central recycling centre. This would lead to
reduced pollution which contaminates our waterways at the same time as reducing carbon
emissions.

Nicholas Barnard, 10V
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Water collection could also be encouraged by the council subsidising water butts so every
urban household could collect rainwater for watering their gardens and filling their
swimming pools. This would result in more people growing their own fruit and vegetables
which would reduce the carbon footprint of importing produce into the area.
For people who do not have enough space on their property, land should be set aside near

town for community gardens. This not only provides people with fresh produce but creates
a healthy, safe and relaxed community environment.

In conclusion I feel there are many long term sustainable measures that the Council could
consider which would only enhance and protect the beautiful environment we are so
privileged to live in.

Nicholas Barnard, 1.0V
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Lon Term Pro^Ct Thrive
CHB Council

Our local council provides us with many services and facilities. These include housing, animal
services, offering sports and leisure facilities and keeping roads clean and maintained to list a

few. We all pay for these services by our council tax, the council then has the obligation to
ensure that the services and facilities that they offer are up to a high standard as we expect it to
be.

What I am hoping to change is how much plastic we use here in Waipukurau as I like to see
Central Hawkes Bay clean and tidy. I know that the council is already trying to decrease the
amount of plastic we use but it is not going to help if the council itself is saying to buy certain
plastic bags which they provide to put our rubbish into. I think there should be a way where we

can substitute plastic bags for something better and environmentally friendly. Plastic only came
into the world 48 years ago and look at how much damage it has already done. Previous to
those years we all had all lived in a world without plastic. Who says we can't do so again?

Start small, If people can see a small community like ours saying no to plastic it will hugely
impact on those around us and hopefully New Zealand can become a plastic-free country. We
set the trail of footsteps for the future generation. Do we really want to see them suffer? We
need to be selfless and not selfish.

A way we could stop it is by putting a higher price on plastic items. Most plastic is only made to
be used once and it will be thrown out. Plastic only really attracts people because it is quick,
easy and cheap. Lets say we put $10 per plastic bag at the checkout, people will most likely will
say no as they would not want to spend that much on a plastic bag. Therefore, if we also
increase the price on those little items we do not realize are really impacting the environment
like straws, plastic utensils and cutleries we will get less people buying them.
Another idea is that instead of using plastic bags to put our rubbish in we substitute them out
for metal dustbins. Metal dustbins were being used to put rubbish in not long before we had
plastic. Best part is that it is both sustainable and reusable.
We could start using paper bags and cardboard boxes but that will start getting rid of the trees
and we do not want that. Yes, we could set an area where we can plant a lot of trees now but
over time the soil will start to become unfertile and would not be able to do its job as well.

In conclusion, I believe that these are some ideas that can help improve our community and the
way we live, Considering today's society it will be hard to change peoples living and habits, but

if we can adapt to plastic when it was made I believe we sure can without it once more, just
adding little changes along the way. For example; thinking twice before purchasing an item

-
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from the supermarket that is wrapped in plastic, saying Yes to a plastic shopping bag to put you
stuff in. Bring your own reusable bag! It all makes a big difference, If the council can set out a
letter to contact everyone for an evening where all of the people in our community need to
attend, we could all make a difference and help spread the word about plastic pollution. During
that evening the council should discuss how plastic and riot recycling will affect us and how we
can help stop it from doing so. Do you want your future polluted?

Yours Sincerely,
Catherine Bath
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Long Term Plan Essay
Zero Waste in Waipukurau
By Naya Mugot

One of the biggest problems in New Zealand is how we have a lot of waste arou rid the country. Every
Year tons of solid waste gets buried in our landfills and as the waste rots away it creates harmful gases
and liquids that harm our health and environment. We have all heard the words "Reduce, Reuse,

Recycle" and how following these steps will better the environment but what if Central Hawkes Bay
became waste free. Being waste free will be hard but if we take a look at Kamitkatsu, a town in Japan,
we can see how becoming waste free is benefiting them.
Kamitkatsu is a small village in Japan that used to incinerate their garbage, but after a few years of doing
so they eventually realized how damaging it was to the environment. The incinerators emitted vast
quantities of greenhouse gases and toxins that were damaging their environment and food supply.
Because of this Kamitkatsu now has a recycling system that separates their garbage into 34 categories.
The residents sort their trash into super specific categories like aluminum cans, steel cans, paper cartons
and paper flyers. It took a while for residents to get used to of the tedious routine of washing, sorting,
and bringing their trash to the town's sorting Centre but now this is now a part of their daily routine.
They also have a store where people can eXchange their unneeded clothes and furniture in eXchange for
other furnitu re and apparel people from town brought in, Because of this, 80% of the town's waste is
either recycled, reused or composted with the remaining 20% going to landfills.
To become nearly waste free like Kamitkatsu the people of Central Hawke's Bay have to reduce, reuse,
recycle and refuse. We can reduce the amount of waste we make by buying products that have less
plastic packaging or products that are recyclable. The people of Central Hawke's Bay should also use
reusable shopping bags whenever and wherever they shop as these bags save the environment and are
available anywhere. We should also take advantage of the recycling centers available to us and refuse
products that create a lot of waste such as plastic cutlery, plates, straws, plastic bags and bottles.
Following the 4R's are very easy, so why aren't more people actively following them?
It all starts with the Youth of Central Hawkes Bay and how we should teach them to be waste free and
sustainable. Currently in Yea r 10 we are being taught the effects of waste in our environment and how
they affect us. Some of the things that are being taught to us are new and frightening such as how the
waste we have in our landfills gets blown away into our waterways and then into our oceans where the
plastic gets dragged by the currents into big gyres made of plastic. To start becoming waste free we
have to start teaching our youth the alternatives to plastic, how being waste free benefits us all and how
we should start refusing and reusing the things we have,
By teaching our Youth on how being waste free is good for everyone they can teach their children to
become more sustainable and eco aware to ensure a bright and happy future for Central Hawke's Bay,
Becoming more sustainable and waste free means we are changing the very ways we live as our modern
lifestyles constantly demand that our attention is focused more on consuming just for the sake of it.
Becoming waste free is a lifestyle that people will need to adapt to. If we all started small and worked
our way up we can help Central Hawkes Bay have a cleaner and better future.
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BY A1ysso Hornson
I OV - 2018

In o world of unique opportunities Grid endless possibilities, we live in on Qinozing community
full of creotive Grid resourceful people, Reduce, reuse Grid recycle hos been our motto for OS
long OS I con remember but do we octuolly live by ite As o Young odulf in our community, I
hove o vested interest to in oke our community o better PIOce, to susfoin Grid grow our future
generofions to come.

Firstly, so mony people in our community do not recycle be couse its 'too hord' seporofing
PIOstics, gloss, Grid cons. Most peoplejust dump their recycling in the 10ndfill be couse if is
eosy'. People hove given up recycling be couse the bins ore o1woys full, Whenever I go to
the recycling center they ore o1woys o mess, with bogs of rubbish/recycling on the ground.
To improve the recycle center Grid keep it cleon, You could combine the recycling center
Grid the luridfill to creole o susfoinoble refuse center. This could hove o working secondhond
shop, so when people donote items they would otherwise dump they would receive o sinoll
discount off their dump fee. The premises of the Food bosket could GISo be incorporoted. At
the Food BOSkef, people con donofe excess food thof they ore not going to eof Grid toke
food fhot they will eof. This will GISo open up opportunities to run UPCycling workshops for our
IOCols. A focilify like this con GISo be used to educofe Young children Grid help them
undersfond how to toke core of the environment. Perhops by enhoncing the surroundings
Grid incking the centre more inviting people will embroce the concept Grid toke ownership.
Secondly, PIGStic tokes up the biggest percentoge of the 10ndfill in our community Grid we
need to reduce the PIGStic bogs fhof we use. To SIGrt with the council is still selling PIGStic
rubbish bogs in the superin orkefs to put RUBBISH inside. Thof's rubbish inside rubbish. We
need to find otterriotives thot ore not PIGStic bogs. For exomple, You could use o fodge bog
Grid fill it up with Your rubbish, then empty if info the 10ndfill Grid reuse the some 1009 next
time. PIGSfic bogs ore given to You of the superin orket, You're not even OSked if You wonf
one Grid before You get o chonce to SOY something it is o1reody too lore. I believe Ihot more
people would buy reusoble/fobric bogs if they were o froction of the price Grid if PIGStic
bogs were not so cheop. At the moment the sfondord price forts PIGStic bog is obouf IOC,
seriously who is not going to buy o PIGStic bog for I Oc so they do not hove to corry their
shopping items individuolly to their cor.

Thirdly, creoting community gordens fhot ore eosy to occess ore o greof ideo. Knowing Ihof
the food on Your plots of night is fresh Grid grown IOColly is the best. You could buy
vegetobles from the superincrkef Grid think yummy this is nice but in reolif/, we o11 know Ihof
the so-colled fresh fruit Grid vegetobles" ore full of preservofives Ihof in oke the fruit Grid
vegetobles lost longer, look bigger Grid of course be bright Grid colorful. We o11 know fhof o
lemon is not bright Yellow Grid OPPles orenl shiny. Hoving community gordens will bring the
community together Grid if GISo gives You the choice to choose whof vegefobles you wonf
to grow. Keeping up the in Qinfer!once of the gordens incy be hord of first but with o little bit
of work, it will o11 be worth it in the end. Community gordens should be eosY to occess Grid
just Ground the corner to most people so it's eosy to pop Ground the corner Grid grob o fresh
lettuce grid cucumber out of the gorden to in oke o solod. Another benefit of community
gordens is fhot there is no shipping involved which me ons less pollution.
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As well OS hoving community gordens you con GISo hove o compost on site Ihof people con
put their scrops in Grid then once the scraps hove composted down they con then be
reused on the gordens. Hoving compost will GISo reduce the Qinounf of wosfe in the 10ndfill

OS most people thof do not hove onjinols so they put their food scrops in the 10ndfill OS they
hove no other PIOce to put them,

In conclusion, those ore some ideos Ihof I believe could improve our community. Keeping on
fop of our rubbish Grid recycling will give us o c!eoner greener community. Hoving
community gordens Grid working together will benefit everyone Grid cut down pollution,
Some of these ventures hove been tried o1reody but weren'f successful be couse they didn't
hove council support. We only hove one eonh. We need to find woys to reduce hormful
impoct on the environment.
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Council jin rove in e nts
These are the things I think the council should introduce/ improve upon to make CHB better in the long
run,

The council should add a decent court/half court for basketball. They could do this next to the stadium
where the old hoop used to be and where the halfpipe was. This could attract another crowd of people
to Russel Park. I also think they should keep at least one net up for the football pitch at Russel park
because my friends and I do not want to go there because we know there is not a net so we go
elsewhere. (The college) And this probably will riot happen but if possible maybe add like a food/drink
place because the closest shop is the pools but that is not very good and sometimes walking into town
can be a bit of a stretch. I also think You should have slightly higher water pressure drinking fountains
because sometimes when its windy I cannot even get water in my mouth. Also You could introduce free
Wi-F1 because people tend to enjoy the satisfaction of having free wireless internet. This could be a
great change for Russel park and the environment and Russel park could be the social hub and an
improved sports area because it would attract many different crowds of people and that along with the
skate park could make Russel Park something truly amazing
This may be out if the councils control, but the intersection with Russel St and Herbert St. Its really hard
to cross and when you are on the motel side crossing to Caltex you cant see cars turning to Russel street
going the Countdown way and it is very dangerous. Maybe if You got the hedge out of the way. I think

the public toilets need a revamp, they are old and gross and they do not have good hand dryers and I
often end up walking out with wet hands and that is quite uncomfortable and embarrassing.
These are alithe things that Ithink the council can improve on forthe future of the Central Hawkes Bay
District.

By Carlo
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Central Hawkes Bay Long Term Plan - Together We Thrive
If everyone in Central Hawkes Bay uses less water everyone will win! Currently, all the costs
associated with our water and wastewater activities, are paid for by only the people, connected to
the network, through the rates. I believe that water is an important part of my future here in
Waipukurau because we need it to live our day to day lives. Having a sustainable water and
wastewater system will benefit the whole district, including all residential, rural, and urban families. I

understand that we all need to become more water wise, so in the long run, our future generations
will have clean water and are not burdened with paying for an aging infrastructure. For our whole
community to understand the importance of having clean water and a reliable wastewater system,
every one of us needs to realise what can be improved and how? As with everything, there is always
room for improvement, therefore some positive developments would help our community. I believe
that having a sustainable water and wastewater infrastructure is important for my future in Central
Hawkes Bay.

The council currently have a funding model, where all rates required for water and wastewater are
paid by only those connected. My opinion is that we should continue this infrastructure because it
means that community members riot connected do not have to pay for other's water and
wastewater rates. One direction the council is considering to head is to change the funding of water
and wastewater to a district-wide targeted rate. This would set on a uniform basis of 5% of the total

funding requirement. Concluding in all ratepayers in the district, paying whether they are connected
to the network or not. I understand that Central Hawkes Bay needs to improve their water and
wastewaterinfrastructure, not change the system entirely. If the whole district could save water and
waste less, costs of treating wasted water would be minimised and the community would save
money, which could be spent elsewhere.

We are already experiencing significant population growth in Central Hawke's Bay, expecting 560
households in the next 1.0 Years' To support this growth, I believe our district needs to become more

water wise and promote families to save water. Each additional community member comes with the
need for clean water and the disposal of wastewater. Because of this our infrastructure needs to
expand, enabling room for our growing district. Not only could our system expand but if our
community lowered the amount of wasted water, we would each save money on water bills. I
understand, an outcome of promoting a scheme like this, is that it will lower the cost of treating
wastewater and the whole community would save money on water production such as treatment,
plants, pumps, pipes, and reservoirs. We want to set up a future that has more pure water in the
long run, for future generations to thrive from.

To put a plan of minimising water waste into effect throughout Central Hawkes Bay I believe the
council could promote a scheme, influencing and encouraging community members to become
water wise. There are simple, daily tasks that every member of the Central Hawkes Bay district could
do, that would each save significant amounts of water. This would only work if everyone tried to
change and become more sustainable with water. Tasks such as; taking shorter showers, turning the
tap of when brushing Your teeth, flushing the toilet less, making sure the washing machine is full
before running it, filling the sink when rinsing dishes instead of constantly running the tap and
checking for leaky pipes are things every one of us can do. If we each change from carelessly wasting
perfectly fine water, to thinking and acting upon saving water, a difference will be made. There are
minor improvements, we could all make to our daily lives, and I believe the council can promote this.
They can encourage Central Hawkes Bay to take full advantage of the beautiful, clean water we have
but also respect it and not misuse it. The council could spend time advertising being water wise and
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inspire people to get involved, Acknowledging citizens around the district, of how precious, fresh
water is, will not only help keep water treatment costs low but also benefit the environment.
In conclusion, I believe Central Hawke's Bay should keep the current funding for drinking water and
wastewater, because why should nori-users pay? To support our future, I understand we need to
save more water, and the council needs to encourage and promote this. We each need to change
the way we are living, and not take for granted the clean, fresh water our community is lucky
enough to have. An average New Zealand family uses 250-300 litres of water per person, per day.
Two-thirds of this water is wasted. If our community can make a change and waste less water, we
can set an example to the rest of New Zealand. With action, I feel I substantial difference could be

made and with improvement, I believe Central Hawkes Bay can become more water wise for the
benefit of the future. I consider water to be a very important factor to my future in Central Hawkes
Bay!

Emma Thornsen
10V - 201.8
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What do I think is important for my future here in CHB?
Like all beautiful things, if you do not look after it, it does not last. This is a bit like our planet
Earth, which is at risk of being destroyed if we do not start changing something soon. Recycling
is one of the best ways to make a positive impact on the world in which we live. People these
days have come up with so many cool and useful inventions that make our life easier, but if we
do not dispose of them in an economic way that waste becomes poison to our planet, There is
not enough room to throw trash all over the place, pollute, and simply not recycle, In order to

understand the importance of recycling, people must first understand what recycling actually is
and why it is important, also different types and ways of recycling, Furthermore I think the
council is doing a goodjob at it so far but there is still room for improvement. I believe that
recycling and looking after our planet is important for my future. So why not start right now?

Firstly recycling is the process of converting waste materials into new ones. Recycling can
prevent potentially useful items turning into harmful waste, thereby reducing energy usage, air

pollution and water pollution from landfills. There are plenty of facts out there on why recycling
is important but the main one is that the world population is growing and each human being
adds a serious amount of rubbish to the planet over his or her lifetime. But that is not the only
reason why we must act fast. Increasing wealth means that people are buying more products
and ultimately creating more waste. Also, new packaging and high-tech products are being
made, many of which contain materials that are not biodegradable. What can we do to stop
this? How do we tackle this massive problem we have created for ourselves?

This leads me to my next point, different types and ways of recycling and what we can do to
make a change. just about everything can be recycled, but paper, plastic, glass and aluminum
cans are examples of products that are recycled in large quantities. Here in Waipukurau all the
magic happens at the transfer station down Mt Herbert Road, that the council has provided us
with. But what can we as people do? One thing you could do is try to avoid the use of plastic
bags as much as possible. So next time you go shopping use a reusable bag instead. Plastic bags
riot only pollute the environment but also help fill in landfills. 2.5 million tonnes of waste is
buried in New Zealandiandfills each year, Yet around three quarters of this could have been
reused, recycled, or composted. We have been careless up to this point and it is time to change,

not just the way we do but also the way we think. When you think of recycling you should really
be thinking about the whole idea of the 3R's, reduce, reuse and recycle. Think about it; if you
do not need it, do not get it. If you have to get it, get something that can be used again and if
You get something that needs to be recycled, put it in the recycle bin or take it to a transfer
station, It is that simple, so the frustrating thing is there are still people out there that do not do
it.

Speaking of which the district council is doing a good job so far at providing us with great
recycling facilities such as the transfer station. They also organize little free second-hand
markets so others can reuse the things you may no longer want. But also the Bookarama,
composting workshops, clothing bins to help out charities as well, recycling bins and so much
more, They also provide us with these pamphlets that tell you what you can recycle, where to
go and how to do it, to make sure we take full advantage of these facilities. But there is still
room for improvement. What is the point of spending all this money to provide us with these
great recycling facilities if no one actually uses them? I think the council needs to spend some
more time advertising sustainability and recycling, They need to get the people a little more
involved and aware of what is actually happening to our planet. If we do not get them aware of
what our waste is doing to our planet, they will just keep on buying nori-sustainable items. Big
businesses and companies will keep making them because they are getting lots of money for it
and this way we are never going to get anywhere. That is why I like the idea of New World
taking five cents off if you bring your own bag, it is not enough to get everyone aware but it is a
good start. I would like to see more good ideas like that going into action and the council
promoting more sustainability aware things and getting people involved.

In conclusion, I believe that recycling and looking after our home is important for my future
here. Our current global population is getting close to 7.2 billion, While Earth's total resources
are only good for 2 billion people at the current demand. So lets do the math, and it is obvious
that the results are not looking good. At the moment we are already using 3 to 4 times more
than we should be and it needs to stop, We are poisoning our planet with all our waste so not
recycling is becoming harmful as well as unwise and uneconomical. With a little bit of
improvement with the help of the council, we can make a change that long term wise could
make a big difference. That is why I think recycling is important for my future

by rin Bresseleers
10V " 20.8
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Dear Central Hawke's Ba District Council

Central Hawkes Bay is my home, it is where I have grown up and made friends. I think that the
way it has been run and the modifications that have been made have been good. I just have a
few opinions on the turf and the water usage in Hawke's Bay.
My thoughts on the turf are good and bad. The turf will be great because the new hockey and
netball grounds will bring many people from out of town. I am just apprehensive about it
because of the A&P show. Building the turf there has taken up some of the parking area and
some of the games area. With the turf being there, where are cars going to park? Are they
going to park around the back by the horses? If they are, will there be enough room for them
and if not where will they go then? With the games area that will be taken up, where will the
events like the Back Paddock Lakes water sports be held, or the Young Farmers events be held.
Will they come to the show or not, if they are, where will they be held. Another thought I had is
with the parking. Is there going to be a paved parking area or is it going to be left as grass. I do
think that the turf is a great idea, but I am just concerned about where you have put it and the
effects it will have on other events held in that area.

Another idea that I had is about water in the towns. I live on a small life style block where we
have to pay for every drop of water because we are on a meter. MY family havejust found out
that our rates are going up. Our rates are going up so we can pay for the water that is used in
town. Why is this? We have our own problems with water. They don't pay for our water
problems so why do we pay for theirs. We have to pay for all of our water maintenance and
water usage. I don't see why the people in town can't do the same. I feel that it would be good
for every house to have a water meter. When I go around town when there is a water
restriction I still see people watering their gardens every day. I feel that if every house had a
meter that they would become more aware of how much water they really use. Plus, for
putting in meters there would be less water consumption and that means more water in the
rivers, It would also give the council another income as everyone would be paying for the water
they use. Another idea I had was water tanks. In your building consent you could include that
every house needs to have a rain water tank. The owner of the house could choose if they
wanted it for their drinking water or toilet/garden water. If every house had a water tank it
would reduce the amount of water they would get from the rivers which will be great for our
aquatic life in Central Hawks Bay.
In the next 1.0 to 30 years, in the long term plan. I would like to see a change in water usage and
the A&P Show still going. It would make a huge differences if these changes happen and it
would be a worthy change. Thank you for reading this and I hope you take this into
consideration.
From Emma Giddens
1.0V
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Dear Central Hawke's Ba District Council

What I think about the long-term plan is that it is somewhat going to represent the
commitment that the Central Hawke's Bay District Council has to offer.

When I think about the Central Hawke's Bay District Council it provides us is a
whole variety of cooperative services for our public. The services that Central
Hawke's Bay District Council gives are something everybody can contribute to and
support. There are countless services that the Central Hawke's Bay District Council

has that are needed for a thriving future for our district such as sewage and waste,
water, and many more. However, what I feel is very important is rubbish and

recycling. The services that the Central Hawke's Bay District Council already provide
can change in the future with the help of everyone's ideal opinion on what they
want for a progressive Central Hawke's Bay.
Rubbish and recycling are very important to me because they keep Central Hawke's
Bay fresh and spotless. With rubbish lying around all over the place it can
jinmeasurably affect the environment and our well-being. Nowadays, rubbish is

reduced to a minimum. What is holding us back from attaining that goal of making
our district clean, is that certain individuals are not putting their rubbish away

appropriateIyjust throwing it away at any near location, With these unnecessary
actions, our environment is greatly impacted due to stacking up of rubbish being
thrown out. In the rivers and streams the animals living in these areas could

mistakenly eat plastic, This results the effect that those small fishes get eaten by
another fish and another, until we eat the fish causing us to get unhealthy. Our food
chain could have a significantly bad effect on our well-being. There are a sufficiently
good number of rubbish bins to sensibly put rubbish into them, which can be
recycled later when picked up by the garbage collector. Those litterers are holding
us back from what we as an entire community want for a bright future ahead of us.

I love my district and my home, and I would do no matter what to support and
protect it. The things that I can do to support the services is by helping our
community to commit to something such as picking up rubbish and putting it into a
recycling bin, We could also commit to using less plastic in our daily life and reuse

,
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.
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things other than plastic itself. Anything can affect something, where one person
can reshape everything that the future holds for us. We could never guess what the
future has in store for us or even reflect about the things that could occur in the
future. The future is vast, and anything can change something, one person can
make slight changes to our environment but a whole community can make a
change, Picturing the future is somewhat difficult but if we are undertaking
something. It can change the future then we must do it, giving 1.00 percent on
anything and persevere through the end.

With the whole community wanting to shelter and treasure the young and every
person. What the future hold for Central Hawke's Bay is something that can change
or contrast if everybody is doing something to correctly stay on the right. A thriving
Central Hawke's Bay is a place where everybody can have their opinion heard by
everyone and not leave anyone behind.

By: Charles Batistis
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In the future I think Waipukurau can become a better overall
community by few simple changes and improvements to the

community. This essay includes a couple of basic ideas to help achieve
this goal.

One thing that I would like for Waipukurau in the future is for the
river and water ways to be clean and safe enough to swim so myself
my friends and many other people of the community can have fun at
the river without becoming sick from it. To help this problem one
thing that needs to be done is to stop the disgusting water from the
waste water treatment plant from going into the river. When You
bike past the treatment plant down by the edge of the river there is a
large pipe leaking water straight into a very small creek that leads to
the river. The water smells really bad and foams up just like stagnant
water does. This water is most definitely not very safe to swim in.
The water that comes from the pipe seems to be coining out of the
treatment plant.
On the topic of the treatment plant it is quite obvious that in the
future the transfer station will run out of room to hold all the towns

waste water so a main concern of the council should be to find a way
to get rid of or find another use for the waste water instead of it
leaking of into the river that makes people sick on a weekly basis.
One thing that could be done is that the water be purified then
supplied to a service such as the fire department for their putting out
of fires. That same water could be used for other purposes in the
community that does not involve consuming it.
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One thing I do like about what has happened in Waipukurau is that

the lime stone pathways have been added to the stock banks by the
river. Mountain bike tracks also. What is good about the new
mountain bike tracks is that there are experienced people making
them that also made the Napier tracks.
One thing I do not like though is the fact that Russel Park is getting
courts and turfs packed in when we don't exactly need them. For
hockey players there is the St Joseph's school turf to practice on and
for games it is a short trip to the Hastings sports park one day a
week. It also seems that there are netball courts being added in at
Russel Park as well which we most definitely don't need because we

have three netball courts at central Hawkes Bay College which is
more than enough due to netball games riot all being on at the same
time. You may think why I don't like that courts are being added to
Russel park and that is because with all those facilities packed in to
two small paddocks leaves no room for people to participate in other

activities and no room for soccer players to play their games on the
main football field and Younger kids to play on the small fields,

On a slightly cheeky note if the courts are going to mean more
schools coining down to Waipukurau to play their games it would be
good if we could have a good quick place to get food like Mc
Doriald's after sport games which teams here usually do when we
travel up to places like Napier and Hastings.

By To rin We Ich
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What is important for me to have in the future.
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Growing up in Waipukurau I realized howluckyl am to be able to have access to everything that has been provided
for the community by the council. A few of the major projects organized by the council are the library that lets me
borrow books, how the district council provides everyone with clean and fresh water, from organizing everyone's
garbage to providing our relatives that have passed away with a safe area to rest. These days some people are not
even aware of what the council does and how important they are in our community. Previously, one of the District
councillor approached CHB schooland questioned everyone. What are the public resources You are thankful to have

access to? What do the Younger generation want to have access tom the future? These questions were stuckin
every student's mind.
In my opinion I believe that the library is one of the most important projects, organized by the council, that is an

essential for my future. Some people tend to neglect how valuable the library is because they do not go there very
often, it has become an under rated place. I would like to still have access to the library that we have right now
because it can be a huge help for everyone when it is used in the right way. More than 50% of library users live
outside Waipukurau and Waipawa.

The library is one of the work done by the council that everyone from all ageslove. The library provides our
Community with a place where anyone can meet other people, study for an exam, do school works, research

information and so much more. This place is available for everyone, ethnicity, age, gender, status, education and skill
do not change the fact that they get the privilege to go to the library. The library contains different sort of books,
which range from various fiction and non-fiction collections, children and Youth section, magazines and so on, which
can be borrowed by everyone that has accessto one of the library cards. Videos can also be borrowed through the
service. It also has WIFl and computers that everyone can have access to for cultural and educational needs. In
addition it also has DVDS that can either be borrowed or purchased.

The way the library works and functions is an interesting process. Funding is obtained from rates, rental of books,
DVDS, and fund raising which gets organized by people who works at the library and the friends of the Libraries.
Membership is free everyone in Central Hawke's Bay. For those people who are only planning on going to the library
for a short period of time, like visitors or tourists, can have access to a temporary membership which requires a
bond. If a person wishes to join the Books at Home service, which is for disabled people who can not come to the
library, they can contact the libraries by phoning them on +6468578060. This proves how much the library is
helping people. The library has a lot to offer.
The library is also a good place for students to do work at because of various reasons. When ever students need a
serene environment they have the choice to go to the library to study for an exam, do research or do homework

The library also contain computers that can be used by everyone which is a privilege because everything these days
revolves around electronic devices. Since the library has WIFland computers, with an installed range of softwarelike
Microsoft Word, Open Office, Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Skype, Adobe Acrobat reader and other programs,
students can do their schoolwork and research there. Although computer users are limited to a 30 minutes

computer time during busy times. I believe that we don't appreciate enough about how much of a help the library is
for everyone,
I am extremely thankful to have access to the library for free. It is such a shame how some people do not take a bit

of their time and spend it by going to the library because honestly they are missing out on a lot. 11ust hope that the
library will not close in the future.
Kate Apolonio
1.0V
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COUNCIL ESSAY:

In the past I think CHB hasn't been living up to its true potential and I
think that in the future Central Hawkes bay can become a better and
more sustainable community to live in.
MY first idea to improve CHB is to get the river waterways cleaned up,
many people would agree that we need the river to be cleaned so that
we can all have a fun time at the river to cool off without getting sick
from the disgusting water. first of all, a way we can reduce the dirtiness
of the water is to stop the leaking pipe coining from lake of "waste"
going straight into the river. making sure there are no unnatural Water
waste or oil leaks leading into the river will surely make it better for us
and marine life in the rivers.

My second idea is about the landfills, every day we are dumping more
and more rubbish into the landfills that can spread deadly chemicals
after being broken down into the ground. CHB could be a much
healthier community if we were more sustainable with the choices we

make, take plastic bags for example, if we get into using renewable
bags for our everyday grocery's that's already a huge difference for the
community as plastic bags play such an important role in sustainability,
we need to get more involved with recycling and less involved with
dumping our rubbish in landfills if we recycle there won't be much
waste resulting in less pollution.

For my last idea, I would like to point out the fact that I really like the
idea of the limestone and bike track, it can encourage people to get
outside and get good exercise, something physical for people to enlist

in rather than just staying indoors and playing Video games or watching

